
'FLYING SAUCERS ATTACK MAN-MADE SATELLITEI”

COULD THIS BE THE HEADLINE OF A 1%5 NEWSPAPER?

Fantastic?— perhaps! . could our forefathers possibly anticipate

that we’d be able to cross this Continent in a matter of hours? . Could

they even conceive of the possible launching of a man-made satellite?

Then why should the prospect of an attack by a Flying Saucer be so

fantastic, especially upon a scientific object floating in space?

Flying Saucers—or, rather. Unidentified Flying Objects—are today

very much a part of our times. Reports on sightings are no longer rele-

gated to the back pages. Too many hard-headed and able men, in and

outside of govemment, here and abroad, such as Admiral Delmer S. Fahr-

ney and General Albert C. Wedemeyer, are agreed that objects are com-

ing into our atmosphere at high speeds which defy facile dismissal and
that there is no aircraft on earth that can at will so handily outdistance

our latest jets!

This makes Flying Saucers of immediate interest to the American
people from our viewpoint, and this is why we are again featuring, as

a public service, more articles on this question which concerns you, the

reader! What are these shapes in the sky? Are they friend or foe? Are
they a potential menace? And who are these people wno are supposed to

have landed from the Saucers? Genuine extra-terrestials—or foreign

agents?

Let’s make one thing clear, though. We have no axe to grind. We are

not trying to sell you on the superior virtue of life on Alpha Centauri,

and we are not tiying to convert you on the subject of Flying Saucers!

AVe are simply trying to put together a magazine that reflects your in-

terest in the world around you,—and in carrying regular articles on UFO
sightings prepared specially for Fantastic Universe by Civilian Saucer

Intelligence of New York and other authorities on the subject,—our in-

tent is just that—and no more!

Lester del Rey and Ivan T. Sanderson have gone deeply into the sub-

ject in this issue, taking opposite views. You can now peruse the pros

and cons, and explore with these important writers the startling possi-

bilities of the subject, all in a single magazine.

THE EDITORS
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GABRIEL HEATTER reports on dtamatk new invention

that triumphs over hearing loss and hides deafness as never before

New Way for Deaf to

Hear with Both Ears

. -

.

Eye-Glass Hearing
by Gabriel Heatter

A HISTORY
MAKING

j |
INVENTION at

last enables

the deaf to

hear clearly again with both ears—as

nature intended.

problem of people who hesitated to

wear a conventional hearing aid for

fear of being stared at ... of advertising

hearing loss. Beltone scientists achieved

this by completely hiding an all-tran-

sistor hearing aid and receiver inside

one temple of glasses.

This dramatic advance, perfected by
Beltone electronic scientists, offers the

deafened many vital advantages denied

them until now. It adds a new dimen-

sion to hearing. Leading audiologists

reveal that this enables the deaf to

understand up to 40% than tvith cor-

rected hearing in only one ear.

Clinical tests prove that hearing full

dimensionally with both ea'S helps the

deaf these 5 wonderful ways: 1—Hear
where sounds come from. 2—Tell tlie

distance of sounds. 3—Tell u>ko is talk-

ing, even in crowded, noisy places.

4

—

Enjoy far more natural, life-like hear-

ing, free from distortion as never before.

5

—

End head-turning like an antenna,

to catch sounds with the “good” ear.

Thousands of users of this electronic

invention that revolutionizes the correc-

tion of hearing loss call it a “Godsend.”

This exciting discovery—Beltone

Hearing Glasses — also solves the

Gone is the once tell-tale cord, gone
is the receiver button in the ear. A tiny,

almost invisible tube carries sound to

the ear. Nothing to hide in hair or
clothes, no attachments behind the ear.

Even close friends do not guess you
W'ear a hearing aid.

Beltone Hearing Glasses may help

you recapture happier living, through
normal conversation with loved ones

and friends . . . blessed inspiration of

church . . . full pleasure from TV, radio,

movies. Beltone Hearing Glasses may
be the answer to your prayers . . .

enable you to become part of the every-

day world again.

FREE book on request. A fully illus-

tratednew hook explains how Beltone Hear-

ing Glasses enable the deaf to hear irith

both ears and hide deafness as never before.

For yotir free copy, wilbottt obligation,

write: Dept. LH-6, Behove Hearing A’d
Co., 31 W. 47th St; New York 36, N, Y.



ufo-

friend

or

foe

by JVAN T. SANDERSON

What are these so-called

‘'Flying Saucers” or UFO?

Unknown life-forms? Or

alien-controlled machines?

WE ARE assuming, since
the official pronouncement of
Rear Admiral Delmer S.

Fahrney, released at the time
of the organization of
NICAP—the National Inves-
tigations Committee on Aeri-
al Phenomena—and the ap-
pearance of the name of Gen-
eral Albert C. Wedemeyer on
the prospectus of that organ-
ization, that there are UFOS,
in point of fact, and that, at

long last, intelligent men of
standing and even working
scientists are prepared to in-

vestigate them.
Thus, after a long, hard

fight, reason has triumphed
over scepticism and the sci-

ence of Ufology has been es-

tablished. Now it has to be ac-

cepted.
Before this happens,

though, we are going to have
many trials and tribulations.

Every new science has-today
and for the past thousand
years.

And there are danger sig-

nals out already. One of them
is a veritable storm warning.
This is a strong indication

that what may be called

“Reader’s-Digestism” is al-

most universal among serious-

Ivan T. Sanderson 'writes about the recently reported visitors from Outer
Space in the present article—the second of three being ivritteyi specially

for this magazine by the noted scientist and Ufologist, author of the re-

cently published MONKEY KINGDOM (Hano'ver House), and HOW TO
KNOW THE AMERICAN MAMMALS (Netv American Library).

4
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minded Ufologists: that is,

they seem to believe that all

things can be given simple
tags. A good example of this
fallacy is the notion that
there is an animal called “The
Whale”. Actually, there are
more than one hundred and
fifty entirely different kinds
of whales alive today, vary-
ing in size when full grown,
from seven feet to 113 feet

in length, and showing a very
wide range of physical fea-

tures and behaviour.
There has long been a tend-

ency among many v/ho are in-

terested in the subject of
Ufology, to assume that the

objects are all either identi-

cal, of one kind or, at least,

of one class. This is a most
dangerous concept but one
that has, nonetheless, already
shown up in the statement of

intentions of NICAP. Admir-
al Fahrney in his first, press
release stated that “There are

signs that an intelligence di-

rects these objects because of

the v/ay they fly” and that

“Reliable reports indicate

that there are objects coming
into our atmosphere at very
high speeds”. This may, in-

deed, be true, but it appears
to represent only a minor as-

pect of the whole problem of

UFOS.
UFOS are possibly and

probably as various as, say,

means of transport, and, in

view of this possibility, they
should be classified. To this

end we may set up four noa-

jor categories. These are:-

(1)

As yet unexplained

natural phenomena of
a physical nature, but
not alive.

(2) As yet unsuspected
Life-Forms, feeding on
pure energy, and in-

digenous to our own
(and possibly other)
atmospheres, and / or
to Space itself.

(3) Constructions (ma-
chines) built on other
of our own Solar Sys-
tem’s planets or on
planet’s of other stars,

controlled by intelli-

gence.

(4 ) Aerial machines con-
structed on this Earth
by our own race, that
may be considerably in
advance of our best air-

craft up to now shown
to the public.

From the vast accumula-
tion of UFO sightings, reach-
ing back to early classical

and even to ancient times and
now pouring in daily from all

over the world, all these four
types at least, seem to exist.

Moreover, there is evidence
that there may be several
other categories as well. Let
us, however, take these first

four basic tj'pes, one at a
time.

Category number one is the
least offensive, the easiest

to comprehend, and the eas-

iest to “explain away or
“wipe” —a pertinent expres-
sion originally coined by that

elegant master of tomfoolery
but most agile of all open
minds, Charles Fort. “Ex-
plaining away” has regret-
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tably become a stock-in-trade
of established, entrenched,
or orthodox Science when
dealing with anything that it

does not understand, which
is not in its textbooks, or
which might cause the indi-

vidual scientist professional
or financial embarassment.
If ten thousand honest citi-

zens say they see a glowing
blue-green globe manoever-
ing round low hills, some-
body has to be set up as an
“expert” to explain the phe-
nomenon, otherwise a “panic”
may ensue—though the pub-
lic is often enormously solid

about most such matters, and
Science—the Holy Cow—will

lose face. The Press there-

fore picks some poor benight-
ed, overworked, and usually
underpaid scientist in some
hallowed institution and de-
mands from him an explana-
tion. Almost invariably he
gives one, and often the first

one that comes into his head,
in pure desperation. Usually
this is peurile; sometimes it

is as fantastic as the original

report. Professor Menzel of
Harvard and his hot air is an
example. Though I cannot
say whether this learned
gentleman is underpaid, I am
sure he is overworked, and
he is certainly not an expert
in the field of Ufology, de-

spite his standing as a Mete-
orologist,

There are lots of funny
things in our sky and many
others that “legitimately”
fall from it—^bolides, mete-
orites, tactites, and now even

blocks of angular ice and live
fish. The ice can, of course,
be explained away by re-
frigerators in airplanes even
if none are flying above, but
fish are less pleasant. How-
ever, one load has now land-
ed on a “professional” (which
means working for a recog-
nized scientific establish-
ment) ichthyologist, so it

cannot be denied. There are
auroras, and explosions in
the sky, and other aberra-
tions, so that even the radio
technicians state there must
be things going on up there
which are quite “decent” but
which we have not yet pinned
dovm and explained. Quite a
large percentage of alleged
UFO sightings may indeed
be perfectly natural, non-ani-
mate phenomena.

Messrs. Harold Urey, Har-
rison Brown, and other scien-
tists who studied meteors
and meteorites after the con-
clusion of their stint with the
Manhattan Project—and as a
counter to its horrors—came
up with the idea that one of
our Sun’s planets blew up, or
blew itself up, some time ago,
giving rise to the asteroid
belt and a lot of junk that
still meanders into our atmos-
phere to this day. Goodness
only knows of what this junk
may consist, but it certainly
includes bits of sedimentary
rocks—and, perhaps even of
statuary? Then, there could
be all sorts of remnants of

other “heavenly” bodies of

long ago, streaming across

our space-time continuum,
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which we might run into or
overtake. The limits of as-

yet-undescribed but purely
that could drift in here are

almost without bounds.
Our second category of

possible UFOS presents

quite another set of prob-
lems. This is something that

the Airforce admits it once
considered, though it seems
finally to have abandoned the

idea. It is, simply, that some
UFOS may ^emselves be

alive. This is to say, they

may be a Life-Form, equiva-

lent to but not specifically

either Animal, Vegetable, or

Virus, that may dwell in the

upper atmosphere of this or

all planets or live in space

itself.

This theory was, as far as

I can ascertain, first put for-

ward ill a Berlin magazine by
the Countess Zoe-Wassilko-
Serecki—now resident in

Austria and well known in

(rather surprisingly) astro-

logical circles—t hough
Charles Fort, of course,

mooted the idea some forty

years ago.

As mentioned above, it was
apparently considered by the

Airforce investigators but

was abandoned for no clearly

stated reasons.

However, there was a com-
ment in the Blue Book report

issued by that body to the ef-

fect that, in addition to sun-

dry fairly sensible ideas,

some that were considered to

be slightly balmy had also

been taken into consideration
and rejected.

7

The “life-form” theory was
one of these. In substance it

goes as follows.

Some, and in fact quite a
high percentage of UFO re-

ports contain a number of
statements as to the bebav-
iour of the objects and this

can only be likened to that
of animals or other mobile
living things. They dance

;

they play tag; they even ap-
pear to breed (by joining in

pairs and giving rise to a lot

of little ones, plus a blind-
ing flash of light) ; they are
highly inquisitive but they
try to keep out of harm’s
way; yet, if cornered, they
fight back apparently with
bolts of pure energy. They
are also either awfully stupid
or of a “low order” of intelli-

gence, like the lower animals.
As a result of such considera-
tions, Miss Wassilko-Serecki
pondered the possibility of

these types of UFOS being
“animals” or some other life-

form, and in doing so she
struck upon a most signifi-

cant point.

We all know that animals
feed almost exclusively, if

not entirely so, on matter.

Plants on the other hand
feed partly on energy, via

sunlight, and partly on mat-
ter in the form of the air

they breathe and the liquids

they absorb through their

roots (or, in the case of many
aquatic plants, their cuticle).

At the same time, the virus-

es—which are mostly para-

sites or saprophytes, and thus

feed on matter—can, in some
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cases (vide, the bacterio-
phages) at one time be cry-
stalline and thus inanimate,
and at another time colloidal

and animate, or alive. Con-
sidering these facts. Countess
Wassilko-Serecki postulated
the existence of life-forms

that feed on pure energy and
which are mostly composed
of energy, though concentrat-
ed around a core or body of

highly tenuous matter.
Where, she asked, could and
would such creatures be most
likely to dwell?
The obvious and perhaps

the only answer is at the out-
er limits of our atmosphere
or beyond it, in space itself,

where some matter exists,

though in minute quantities,

and where enormous supplies

of raw energy are available

in many forms—photons, cos-

mic rays, and so forth.

She then further developed
this theory by considering
the ske of living things in a
liquid medium

—

i. e. the seas

and oceans—and came up
with the true observation that

the largest animals therein

live at the surface, the small-

er at the bottom, or to put it

another way, all large ones,
that we know of, live near
the top while only very small
ones appear to be able to

dwell at the bottom. This
does not exclude very large

ones—like the Sperm Whale
—from diving to the bottom
for a time; nor does it ex-

clude the occurence of min-
ute ones at the surface. Then
another thing, animals that

burrow in the ground move
very slowly; animals at the
bottom of the oceans move
faster; those at its surface
faster still; whereas things in

the air move fastest of all.

On the surface of the land,
the Cheetah can top seventy
miles an hour; in the air a
kind of bird—the Giant Swift
of the Middle East—has been
paced by a plane flying at
over one hundred and fifty
miles an hour. In fact, the
higher up one goes and the
less dense the medium be-
comes, the larger the life-

forms therein to be able to
grow and the faster they can
move.
By the current fad called

extrapolation, moreover, it

can be demonstrated within
very fair limits that life

forms living in the upper at-

mosphere at various altitudes
should, in fact, be of just the
sizes and be able to move ait

just the speeds that UFOS
seen at those levels have been
reported to be and to be able
to travel. Even the half-mile
long jobs that have been re-

ported to travel at some
19,000 miles an hour—^which
have caused so much merri-
ment—are not by any means
impossible and may, in fact,

be quite probable.
Two questions are invaria-

bly asked at this point. First,

why aren’t these creatures
seen all the time and, con-'

versely, since they are not*

why are they seen sometimes?
The answers are quite simple.

To the first question, let it
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be said that they normally
live so far up (even beyond
our atmosphere) that they
are not visible to the naked
eye especially through the

scatter-effect of our dust-lad-

en atmosphere. At the same
time, telescopes are focused
either on planes and other
objects well within our at-

mospheric envelope or, at

night, far beyond it, on heav-
enly bodies. You can even
shove a four-engined bomber
up so high you can’t see it.

The answer to the second
question is much more perti-

nent.

If you map all the “reports”

of UFOS and especially of

this type, both reliable and
vague, you will find that

there are heavy concentra-
tions in certain countries and
around certain spots in those
countries. Further, these "re-

ports” string out between
these spots along thin,

straight lines.. The spots are

almost invariably areas where
there is a high concentration
of Power manufacture—^hy-

dro-electric plants, atomic
energy installations, or even
powerful radio and TV out-

lets. The tenuous lines coit-

necting them can be very well
matched by the radio beams
for guiding aircraft. Why
should such sightings form
this network on the map?
Miss Wassilko-Serecki has a
good answer to this also.

If these life-forms that
dwell in the upper atmos-
phere feed on pure energy,
and if they occasionally—per-

haps because of wounds, old
age, “sickness”, or such—do
drift down into the lower
levels of our atmospheric sea,

to what would they most
likely be attracted? Natural-
ly, to sources of their food

—

i. e. to sources of freely ra-

diated energy. Moreover, in

the olden days, there was
little of this available on the
surface of this earth for them
to “feed” on, so they seldom
bothered to come down. To-
day, humans are spouting un-
told quanta of energy into
the air: a sort of free-lunch
counter for the creatures.
They are, in fact, beginning
to deep-dive to get a free
meal : Whacky ; incredible ?

Probably, but none the less
possible.

Those who accept the pos-
sibility of this theory usually
want to know if its origina-
tor has conceived anything of
the construction of these
creatures. She has, and her
ideas are not without reason.
They could be vast, virtually
empty—except for their en-
trapped energy—^bladders of
tenuous matter, and particu-
larly of silicones in a special
form, that would automatical-
ly adopt spherical (when
stationary) or pear-, spindle-,
lenticular-, hexagonal-, kite-,

tetrahedral-, or other forms
that are almost automatic in

a liquid or gaseous medium
or in space, and which can be
seen under any microscope
focussed on the tiny life-

forms found in almost any
water. As they move, their
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form should change, since
they are, from our point of
view, noth'.ng but vast jelly-

like masses. Those of a sphe-
rical type could become pear-
shaped at low speeds in a
dense medium, or a spindle
at high speed in highly rari-

fied air. Further, they could,
being pure energy, glow at

night, and due to their fine,

membrane-like outer “skins”,

shine like burnished alumi-
num by day. Many UFOS do
either or both.
The Wassilko-Serecki theo-

ry is worthy of the profound-
est consideration by all Ufol-
ogists. It has cogency and it

does not conflict either with
observation on the one hand,

or with purely scientific pos-

sibility on the other. It may
sound fantastic and even a

bit farfetched, but it is no
more whacky than was
Charles Darwin’s theory of

tl?e descent of .man, and it

does not offend so many cher-

ished shibboleths, age-old no-

tions, or preconceived ideas.

But it does not profess to ex-

plain all UFOS.
There remain, then, two

further categories of possi-

bility. The first is that moot-

ed by Admiral Fahrney,
namely that there are intelli-

gently controlled machines
or constructions entering our
atmosphere from outer space
at speeds which we cannot as

yet duplicate. This is a de-
partment that requires even
more “explanation” than the
Wassilko-Serecki “1 i f e -

forms”. It is a very vast sub-

ject indeed that calls for an
exposition of a number of
cosmological and astronomical
principles before it can even
be discussed. These vastness-
es can be given in capsule
form and this we propose to
put forward in a subsequent
article. Without acceptance
of these established princi-
ples, however, and a willing-
ness to take the accompany-
ing statistical data as read,
nobody should be asked to

accept the idea of intelligent
life existing elsewhere in the
Universe as being possible.

Let it be said, however, that,

armed with the appropriate
findings af modern science,

nobody in their right mind
should make so bold as to

deny the possibility—nay,
rather the probability—of
there being life of an intelli-

gence higher than ours on
other heavenly bodies, and
the possibility that these
creatures have visited our
small planet since early geo-

logical times.

The fourth possible cate-

gory of UFOS is of quite

another nature and is far the

most unpleasant—as opposed
to psychologically “unpleas-

ant”—of all. The suggestion
here is that some of these un-
knowns may be aeroforms, or

planes, or other developments
of Man’s technology, and
specifically of the Russian
and/or United States arm«i
forces, and/or other govern-
ment agencies.
Unknown objects are Re-

ported as flying through
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radar screen at a rate of about
four per day. These reports,

we know for a fact, are

logged but are regularly
treated as mere crackpot hal-

lucinations and, although the
logs are subsequently passed
on to some central control,

not one thing is ever done
about them. Further, there is

absolute and concrete evi-

dence on paper that the Rus-
sians have a “saucer-like”

aeroform or plane that was
captured from the Germans
over ten years ago along with
its designers, its blueprints,

and even the metallurgists

who developed the tubes for

its twelve rocket engines.

This plane flew and there is

an engineer who worked on it

now living in the United
States who saw it do so. This
“plane” was disc-shaped and
is alleged to be able to fly

for fifteen hours without re-

fuelling at speeds far in ex-

cess of those at which any
pilot could remain alive or

maintain control. One exam-
ple is said to have done so

over the Baltic, under robot

control.

Such an aeroform could

rise to the limits of the at-

mosphere, move in a matter

of minutes over the United
States, and then descend ver-

tically to our soil, thus “hop-
ping over” our radar screen.

If such “planes” pick out-of-

the-way country districts in

which to land they could
come and go at will without
detection. If detected, or if

their occupants were caught

redhanded alighting, they
could claim they were “Space-
people” and probably get
away with it among the awed
locals. They m'ght even in-
dulge in a little paycho-war-
fare technique or frank prop-
aganda by telling these loc-
als that they are “all wrong”,
misguided and miserable due
to faults of their government,
and persuade them to believe
that they are Spacemen and
have come from another plan-
et to help us put matters to
rights for the benefit of hu-
manity. They might even ad-
vocate the overthrow of the
United States Government to
pave the way for the coming
of Salvation from the stars.

Does any of this, dear read-
er, sound at all familiar?
Haven’t we heard all this be-
fore, both in Communist man-
ifestos and in the writings
of those people who claim to
have met and talked with
Spacemen arriving in Flying
Saucers?

The whole business is just
too pat to be disconnected,
and unfortunately it is get-
ting just too common to be
brushed off as either a coin-

cidence or as mere “crackpot-
ism!” What could be a better

cover for penetration of “ene-
my” territory than some in-

nocent do-gooder’s backyard
when the whole local popu-
lace regards that innocent as
a harmless evangelist. What
better fifth column than a
bunch of innocent people
dedicated to righting the
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wrongs of the world, fired

with missionary zeal, sworn
to secrecy, and fighting the
monster of “m i s g u i d e d”
Authority. After all, beautiful
girl athletes in white ski-suits

coming from another planet,

far advanced in knowledge,
sweetness, and light, are
enough to impress anybody.
The old Party-Line itself
started out all sweetness and
light, and lots of honest souls
fell for it.

On the ocher hand, the low-
flying, obviously guided
“Saucers” may be our own
inventions. If so, our Gov-
ernment is not doing the
right thing by us. They may
have very valid reasons for

not telling us about them, but

the business has now gone
too far for secrecy. Too many
sane citizens and radarscopes
have seen these things, so if

they are ours, it is high time
we we re appraised of this.

In the meantime, the sci-

ence of Ufology has gotten
itself established and it is up
to all who are interested in

its future to aid its growth
and ultimate acceptance. To
do this, the first thing we
need is to establish some
proper methodology, and in

every new science the de-
scriptive stage must come
first. Classification or sys-

tematization comes next. We
have had ten years of the
former. We have got to get
to work on the latter.

STATEMExNT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
BY ADMIRAL DELMAR S. FAHRNEY, USN (RET.)

A.dmiral Fahrncy, while Chairman of the Board of Governors of

the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena, in

Washingion, made the following statement:

‘Reliable reports indicate that there are objects coming into

our atmosphere at very high speeds. . .No agency in this country

or il'ussia is able to duplicate at this time the speeds and accelera-

tions which radars and observers indicate these flying objects are

able to achieve.

“There are signs that an intelligence directs these objects be-

cause of the way they fly. The way they change position in form-

ations v/ould indicate that their motion is directed. The Air Force

is collecting facual data on which to base an opinion, but time is

required to sift and correlate the material. As long as such un-

identified objects continue to navigate through the earth’s atmos-

phere, there is an urgent need to know the facts.

“We are in a position to screen independently all UFO informa-

tion coming in from our filter groups. General Albert C. Wedfi-

meyer will serve the Committee as Evaluations Adviser and cooEi.-

plete analyses will be arranged through leading scientists.”
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DON JULIAN Artego
stood in the glittering suit of
the matador and recoiled be-
fore the ultimate immorality.
“No.” he said, “they

couldn’t feel that way. No
one could feel that way.”

“But it’s true,” the young-
er matador said. “And you
won’t be able to change
them.”

a

man

by THOMAS E. PURDOM

Nothing could be more mov-

ing than a man’s death! It

was impossible to understand

how men could feel thus.

Don Julian shook his head.
“I’ll change them.”
The younger man

shrugged. He was dressed in
a blue business suit and had
not faced a bull in three
years.

“You don’t understand
them,” he said. “If you were
younger you’d understand
them.”

“Do you understand them?”
“A little.”

“It’s impossible. I can’t be-
lieve it. 'To say a machine’s
destruction is more moving
than a man’s death. No!”
He was a fine, slim man

who had once been the great-
est bullfighter in Spain. Now
he was coming out of retire-

ment to show these 3munger
men and the crowd what bull-

fighting really was. He was
about to do battle with what

Many have ruritten and even grown lyrical about the dedicated grace
with which the matadors, inheritors of the Roman games tradition, face
Death so gaily, so deliberately. Philadelphian Thomas E. Purdom
describes what is to happen to these anachonisms in a greyer Tomorrow.

13
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was, to him, the final im-
morality.

“It’s only that you’ve never
fought we’l,’’ he said. “Let
them see a real corrida and
they’ll turn away from their

rc'ots.’’

The younger man stiffened.

“I’ve fought well,” he said.

Don Julian grew silent and
ashamed. In a few minutes he
wouM be facing death in the
center of the plaza. He
shouldn’t have said such a

thing at such a time.

“I’m sorry,” he said. “It’s

only that I can’t understand
how they can feel such a
thing.”

“It isn’t that the robot han-
dles the bulls so much better

than us,” the younger man
said. “It’s simply that they
don’t care if we die. But they
do care if the robot gets
sn'-vhed.”

The trumpets blew. Don
Julian rested his hands on
the other man’s shoulders.

“This will be for you,” he
said. “For all of us.”

“Thank you. Good luck.”

“Thank you. Goodbye.”
He walked down the long

hall to the sandy arena. He
was afraid, as he had always
been sick and afraid before
going in, but he was also
thinking deeply. To him the

great point of the bullfight,

the essential thing that had
given it its excitement, was
not the death of a man or a
bull. It was seeing a man
come close to death. And in

being moved by that you af-

firmed your belief that a
man’s life was important.
But if seeing a machine

wrecked moved you as much?
That must not be allowed

to continue. Today he would
make them feel what it meant
for a man to defy death. To-
day he would bring them to
their feet in admiration of
his courage and fear of his
dying.

A man was standing in the
archway. He was the techni-
cian in charge of the robot
and when Artego saw him he
stopped for a minute to get
his nerves under control.

Then he moved, straight

shouldered and erect, toward
the sunlight.

“Welcome, Don Artego,”
said the small, quiet man.
“Good afternoon,” Artego

said.

“Are you ready to compete
with my charge?”

“Yes.”
“And what will you

prove?”
He indicated the metal fig-

ure in the center of the plaza.

“That it is nothing to see met-
al battered.”

“I don’t think you under-
stand.”

“I understand.”
“You don’t realize that

this is the creation of a man’s
mind. Isn’t it moving to see

such a creation face destruc-

tion?”

“It is more moving to see a
man tempt death.”

The technician shrugged.
“We’ll see.”
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Artego stepped onto the

sand and the crowd applauded
politely. Their real attention
was on the metal thing in the
center of the plaza.

He had seen it once before.
It was perfectly and unapolo-
getically a machine. Gleam-
ing metal, shaped more like

a bullet than a man, it had
arms just long enough to hold
the cape and wheels on its

base instead of legs. It was a
perfect machine, fashioned
by a man who loved his

mind’s creation.

Artego walked over to it

and looked it over. The
crowd watched silently. Then
he reached out and flipped it

lightly with his finger.

The crowd stirred.

“Junk,” he said. “For once
I cheer for the bull.”

He voice carried over the
whole plaza. The crowd mur-
mured angrily.

“Insulting pig,” someone
shouted.

“Go away,” a man in the
first row called. “We didn’t
ask for you.”

“Yes, why don’t you leave
us alone?”

A few more people jeered
and shouted. Artego stood
stiffly in the center of the
ring and stared back at them.

A small man ran across the
plaza. “Excellency,” he said.

“Yes?”

“The President asks 3tou
not to insult the other mat-
ador.”

“Go to Hell,” Artego said.
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“I swear at my car and I’ll

swear at this, too.”

“The crowd will grew
angry.”
He looked around the plaza

and for the first time this

afternoon he was realiy

afraid. The bulls had always
frightened him but never too
much. He knew he had to die

someday and he preferred to

die with grace and dignity.

But now he feared the crowd.
He feared the eyes that

looked on him as an unimpor-
tant intruder beside the es-

sence of ’
; they valued.

You are nothing, the eyes
said. You are only a man like

us. But this beside you is

more than a man. This is

grace and beauty and efficien-

cy. This is the lovely thing
that v/e have made. Go away.

“I’ll show you,” he said to
them. “I’ll show you!”
“Don Artego.” The Presi-

dent’s voice boomed over a
loudspeaker.
Artego turned and bowed

arrogantly. “Yes, Excel-
lency?”
“You understand the order

of this corrida which you
have requested? First the

matador of steel will fight.

Then you will fight. Then
both of you will fight togeth-
er.”

“I understand. Excellency.”
“Then please retire. And

do not anger us with such
an insult of our ritual.”

His eyes became cold and
hard. He walked stiffly to the

wall and leaped over it.
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The order of combat had
been his own choosing. He
wanted a chance to prove his

belief that this ritual of

watching a machine tempt
destruction v/as without
meaning. There could be no
fairer chance than this.

They would watch the

machine and they would
watch him. Then they would
watch both together. And
they would see which was
the more moving.
“El Toro!’’ sighed the

crov.^d.

The bull plunged into the

ring. The smooth thing in

the center detected it with
electronic beams and the

jointless metal arms shook
the cape. The bull charged.

It passed within inches of

the robot. The machine and
the cape turned in a slow,

perfectly executed veronica.

“Uhhh.” A deep, guttural

rear came from the crowd.
The robot brought the bull

back for another pass. And
another. Each one brought
the bull closer to the metal
body.

Artego watched with in-

terest. The passes were of

classic perfection. The ma-
chine was the best of its kind
and its designers had not in-

tended it to use showy tricks.

It moved with perfect func-
tional efficiency.
“Ole!”

The bull’s horn slid over
metal.

Even Artego found hi*

throat aching a little. This

was a man’s dream of what a
matador could be, moving al-

ways with perfect grace arid
simplicity. It was for every
minute what the best of men
could only be sometimes.
And the crowd, the drink-

ing, excited crowd, each of
whom w’orked in some indus-
try that contributed to the
building of this thing,
watched the dream of its

mind in action. And feared
and v;as moved by the possi-
bility of its destruction.

Artego shook his head It

was still not the same. It was
still no more moving than
watching a car slide over a
cliff. To feel deeply about
this and to be unmoved by a
man doing the same thing
less perfectly—that was un-
holy.

“Viva El Toro!” he shout-
ed.

The black bull charged and
charged again, held captive

by the flawless machine. It

was brave and charged
straight and Artego looked
at it with love and pride. He
had loved every bull he had
ever killed and the bravest
ones best of all. It was not
shameful to be killed by such
an animal.

The bull turned around the

robot in its own length. It

halted, dazed, in the middl*
of the ring. The machine
rolled away from it and took
up a position near the far

wall.

This was the part Arteg*
hated most. They had <lu»i
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inated the horses and the pi-

cadors. The tourists couldn’t
stand them. They wanted to

watch death but they wanted
it to be sterile and unmessy.
The machine shook the

cape and the bull charged. As
it grazed past metal and head-
ed toward the wall electric

beams triggered firing cir-

cuits. A lance shot from the

wall and buried itself in the

bull’s hump.
“Ahh,” sighed the crowd.
Two more lances went in.

Artego shook his head dis-

gustedly and looked away.

There followed several

passes with the muleta. Each
was performed with that

same flawless grace. Finally

the machine squared the bull

on its legs and awaited the

charge with sword aimed.
The bull charged straight,

head low, and the metal arm
went in over the horns. The
bull hooked as it went by,

missed by a fraction of an
inch and fell dead fifteen

feet beyond its target.

The crowd came to its feet.

“Viva. Viva El Matador.
Viva!”

Artego spat. Let them get

young again out of that if

they wanted to. He got as

much of a thrill out of shoot-

ing at tin cans.

The crowd continued to

applaud as the steel matador
circled the ring. The Presi-

dent raised his hand and the

technician ran out and cut

•ff the hull’s ears.

.Hhen Artego walked into

the center of the ring. He
waited in the hot, bright sun
before the chute.
A few people applauded

and he bowed.
“Now I will show you what

it is to watch a man die,” he
said.

A fat, greasy man stood up
in the front row. “Then die,

old fool,” he shouted.
Artego flushed. He turned

to face the chute and a min-
ute later the bull burst into
the sun.

It was a fine bull, the best
they could get him for this

day, and it charged straight

and true at the cape. Artego
turned it in the slow, perfect
veronica that had once set

crowds sighing.

“Come, bull,” he whispered.
“Help me show them.”
Everything he had ever

done, he did. It was the best

twenty minutes of his life.

Time after time the bull

brushed his legs or his stona-

ach while he remained calm
and unmoved in the presence
of death.

And at the end he went in

over the horns, sucking in

his stomach to avoid the

point, and killed with classic

perfection. Then he turned,
proud of his work, and faced
the crowd.

“Hot dogs,” a vendor was
shouting. “Real American
hot dogs.”

In the front row men were
talking or flirting with won>-
en. Others, scattered through
the audience, had idly turned
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to newspapers. In one corner
a dice game was going on.

Those who were not occu-
pied were politely bored.

In the rear of the plaza an
old man stood up.

“Viva Don Julian! Viva the

great Artego! Viva!”
The crowd, seeing the fight

was over, applauded quickly.

“Now bring out the matador
of steel,” a voice shouted.
“Yes, yes! Enough of this

playing. Let’s have the real

thing !”

“Pigs.” Don Julian cried.

“Pigs!” Tears ran down his

cheeks.
“Don Julian,” called the

President.
"Yes?”
“You may have the ears.”

He bowed and cut off the

ears with his own hands.
Then he retreated from the

ring.

“You see,” said the techni-

cian.

"I warned you.” said the
young matador.

“I refuse to believe it!”

“You can’t escape the

facts,” the young matador
said.

The technician shrugged.
“Times change. You have to

change with them.”
“But this is unholy! This

is blasphemy!”
“I just do my work/’ the

little man said. “I don’t know
•bout unholies and blasphem-
ies.”

He saw that their eyes were
uncomprehending. And with-

in him he felt a hot, fvwious

need to make them writhe
and cry.

“I’ll show you. Watch !”

“Give up,” the technician
told him, “your time’s over.
It’s my time now.”

“I don’t want to live in
your time.”

The young matador paled.
“Don’t,” he said. “I know
what you’re thinking. Don’t!”
Artego strode back into the

ring. The matador of steel

was already there. A force
field ran down the middle
of the plaza. They were vis-

ible to all but completely
separated.

“Now,” he said, “we’ll see
who you watch.”

“Everything that Don Jul-
ian Artego does,” the voice of

the President said over the
loudspeaker, “the matador of
steel will also do. And at the
same time.”

Don Julian bowed and they
applauded lightly. The robot
bent slightly and the plaza
shook.

“Viva. Viva the matador of
steel

!”

Artego turned and waited
for the bull to come out. The
two chutes opened and the

two bulls burst into the sun-
shine.

He shook the cape and
once again met the bull with
a perfect veronica. His legs

remained straight and rigid

as the horns passed within
six inches of them.

A second later the robot
did the same thing.
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“A r r h h,” groaned the

crowd.
He moved the bull in closer

with each pass. Then, des-
perate to make them watch,
he did six slow, sculptured
veronicas in a row. Each time
the bull’s horn slid over his
body.

And every time he looked
up at the crowd. They were
watching the robot.

“God on Heaven,” he mur-
mured, “what must I do to

reach them?”
He got down on his knees

so he was helpless if he
should misjudge the hook.
The robot dug spikes into the

ground so it couldn’t move.
They shook their capes.

“Ha. Toro. Ha!”
The horn slithered over

his chest. Cloth ripped. At
the same time he heard the
clang of horn on metal.

“Arrh.” grunted the crowd.
"Ole r”

His eyes searched them
hungrily. They were intent

on the scratch on the robot’s

metal frame.

He got to his feet and
brought the bull in for anoth-

er pass. He turned it in its

own length and brought it to

a halt. Then he walked away,
offering his back. The bull

was too dazed to attack.

When he looked at the
crowd they were watching
the robo'*'.

“Viva Don Julian,” shouted
the old man in the rear. “Vi-
va Don Julian Artego!”
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Only Don Julian heard
him.
His face was hot and greasy

with sweat. He looked at the
dangling strips of cloth on
his chest and saw he was
bleeding. He wiped his hand
in the blood and held it up to

the crowd.

“See,” he said, "blood. Just
like you’ve got. Blood !”

A few of them looked over.

Their eyes were uncompre-
hending.

“Christ in Heaven,” he said,

“what must I do?”
No one heard him. He was

alone in the plaza. He and
the old man and the bull.

The picing went quickly
and smoothly. He brought
the bull within inches of him
and even let the lances graze
his shoulder. No one bothered
to look.

Then he took the sword and
the muleta and faced the bull

in the center of the plaza.

Taking a deep breath, he be-

gan to swing the cape back
and forth in front of his

body.

It was the most dangerous
of the passes. The swinging
of the cape had to be timed
So that the bull would hit it

when it v/as to either side of

the man. A slight miscalcula-
tion and the bull v/ o u 1 d
charge r'ght into his body.
This v.^as his last attempt.

If it didn’t work, there was
only one thing left.

“Ha, bull. Come and kill

me. Ha!”
The bull charged. The cape
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swung like a pendulum from
side to side.

The horn grazed his side

as the beast went by.

“Ole!” shouted the crowd.

Artego looked. He searched
for some sign that he had
moved them.

They were watching the ro-

bot.

He beat his hand against

his head. A long wail came
from his lips. The crowd
turned at last and looked at

him.

There was a long, heavy
silence. Then he spoke.

“I will show you,” he said,

“what it is to see a man die.”

The silence continued. He
was facing the force field so

he could see the robot in its

half of the plaza. The robot’s

bull and his bull were be-

tween them. His own bull

looked very black and fright-

ening as it lowered its head
and watched him.

Very slowly, yet without
theatricality, just as a man
would who wants to hang
onto every minute of life, he
threw away his cape and
sword.

“No,” they shouted, “stop
him I”

He snapped his fingers.

“Come,” he said to the bull,

“kill me.”

He had faced many bulls

before, but this, his last, was
the most difficult of all. He
stood there with his legs

straight and planted togeth-
er and he did not close his

eyes or move his feet.

The two bulls charged al-

most simultaneously. Don Ju-
lian’s stomach turned over as
he saw his bull bearing down
on him.

“Christ in Heave n,” he
breathed, “do not let me run.”

The bull’s hump grew
larger and blacker. Little

dust clouds swirled about its

feet. Don Julian’s eyes fo-

cused on the horns.

They were smooth and
white and glistened in the

sun. At the last minute he
threw his arms over his head.

Then the horns cut up, slid-

ing into his stomach, and he
felt himself being lifted into

the air.

At the same time he heard
a crash and a clatter of metal.

The crowd came to its feet

and screamed in horror.

Crucified on the horns, dy-
ing in the air, his head toss-

ing on his neck, he saw, in

his last few seconds, where
their eyes were turned.

They were watching the

twisted pile of metal at the

other end of the plaza. And
their faces were bloodless
from shock.
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by LESTER del REY

When observers see shapes in

the sky, are these detailed

and exact only in their own

blindly unquestioning minds?

SOMETIMES when I read
a magazine or attend a fan
meeting, I get the feeling I

no longer belong in science

fiction. I never fitted into the

comfortable majority of ideo-

logical pushovers too well, of

course. I wasn’t taught to be-

lieve in Santa Claus or Easter
bunnies. In college, I couldn’t

swallow communism with
blind faith, any more than I

could stand the drooling fear

of sections of the press. But I

thought science fiction was
essentially sane and healthy
enough to inspire as much
love and loyalty as anything
in this human world.

Of course, it inevitably had
its lunatic fringe There was
a group of paleolithic minds
who cowered in fear of deros
when Shaver distorted Mme.
Blavatsky. The neurotics
tried to become psychotic
with the help of dianetics.
And recently, poltergeists
have been remodelled into
psionics and tamed with the
aid of amulets and charms
known as printed circuits, to

the bemusement of the gulli-

ble.

Under all such transitory
ripples, however, I thought
there was a steady current of

It is difficult to adequately describe Lester del Rey, SF writer and
editor, author of the recent NERVES (Ballantine) and one of the most
respected writers in the field. Here he discusses "The Saucer Myth",
as bluntly as at the meeting he mentions where, to quote the Fantasy
Times report, he "lashed out at flying saucers in no uncertain terms’’.
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interest in science and re-

spect for the methods and at-

titudes of scientific thought.

I believed that the Smythe
Report was of more interest

than any number of myth re-

ports.

I’m less sure now. Recently,
at an annual conference of

what I’ve considered one of

the better s-f fan clubs, their

only idea of promoting sci-

ence fiction was to hold a
symposium on flying saucers.

This discussion wasn’t even
a pro-and-con affair. If L.

Sprague de Camp hadn’t
dropped in as a voice of sani

ty and if I hadn’t decided
out of my own cussedness to

make a futile attempt to in-

sult the audience, there would
have been no voice opposing
saucers as the latter-day soul
and embodiment of s-f inter-

est. It seems that after nearly
ten years of the myth, the
fans no longer can realize that
UFO stands for Kttle but Un-
founded Fatuous Optimism,
not for Unquestionable Fact
from the Oracles.

If the science in science
fiction is based on no more
than a willingness to accept,
and if the readers can’t spot
the flaws that are part and
parcel of the “scientific” at-

titudes of the saucer “observ-
ers”, then I want out! Science
has nothing to do with having
a mind so open that the wind
blows through it.

Science is based on what
and why, not on what-if or
why-not. It has to be that way

because no other method of
handling our knowledge has
worked, though all have been
tried in the past. In science,

any man has the right to pre-
sent any theory as an explana-
tion of observed facts, provid-
ed (1) that his facts can be
checked or established beyond
reasonable doubt; (2) that his
theories do not violate what
is already knovni

; (3) that the
steps of logic involved in ar-

riving at those theories can be
presented ; and (4) that the
burden of the proof of his

theories lies with him. It is

helpful if his theories tend to

make understanding of other
facts easier, and if they lead
to tests which can be per-
formed to check them. It is

always suspicious, though not
neccessarily damaging, if his

theories make things much
more complicated than they
were before. But the impor-
tant idea is that a theory is

nothing but speculation, and
that he cannot demand that
others automatically accept it

even to the point of checking
it; if he wants his idea to win
acceptance, he must prove its

value.

So far, the boys who are
pushing the saucer myth
seem to be demanding at least

some measure of qualified ac-

ceptance, without doing the
work of proving anything.
They present what they call

proof, but no scientist could
dare to use such proof of any-
thing in any other field.

There have been ten years
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for some kind of proof to

come in. I’ve tried to find

what has been learned posi-

tively during that time, and
I wind up with only a large

body of what-if material. I

can find more proof of

ghosts, witches and were-
wolves than I car of anything
of any significance whatso-

ever behind the flying saucer

tales.

People have given accounts

of seeing saucers. But there

have been far more accounts

of ghosts being seen. Men of

the best possible reputation

have reported ghost sightings.

Men of considerable technical

training have sighted appari-

tions. Huge groups have sei'.n

ghosts, and agreed on such a

sighting. There has been far

more agreement in the ac-

counts generally than in the

accounts of the saucers. The
same applies to the hearing

of banshees, meeting Satan,

leprechauns, werewolves and
vampires: in the case of vam-
pires, at least, there was often

the actual physical evidence
of the mysterious weakening,
loss of blood, and death.

This sadly weakens the big-

gest argument of the saucer
fans, though they seem to

have an almost majestic abili-

ty to disregard the weakness:
“With so much evidence from
so many observers, there must
be something to it.” Yet only
the most extreme of the cul-

tists would accept the same
argument in favor of vam-
pires or ghosts!

Reports of observers are
unfortunately not good evi-

dence. In the first place, they
aren’t necessarily all truthful.
Any lawyer would be forced
to admit that the most impos-
sibly sound documentation of
a man’s character is no abso-
lute proof of his veracity in

any given circumstance. Hu-
man beings are capable of ly-

ing when they have no reason
whatever for it—and even
more so for local fame, or to

cover up some real activity.

The testimony of anyone as
to the high character (or the
obvious sincerity) of the ob-
server doesn’t make this muen
less the case, either.

Men can have fantasies

—

even men who are seemingly
rational and who really v/ant
to be truthful. Men can be
confused into seeing faces in

clouds, or having a vague
shape become sharp, detailed
and exact in their ov/n mind.

And worst of all, men have
very little ability to judge
size, distance, or even shape
beyond a certain limited ex-
tent. The eyes are too close
for any real stereoscopic vi-

sion to work beyond a hun-
dred feet. We determine dis-

tance and other factors be-

yond that by other complicat-
ed habits of evaluation. Any-
thing in the sky is hard to

judge. Repeated tests have
proved that a small object of

some vague shape travelling

at a comparatively low height
and slow speed can be report-

ed honestly by even trained
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observers as something high
up, of some highly compli-
cated pattern, and moving at

incredible speed.
If science must accept the

reports and stories about the
saucers as evidence, then the
scientists had better get to
work at once on checking
back over all the sightings of
witches on broomsticks and
the other nonsense of observ-
ers.

But, of course, there are
pictures! Well, that is...

Umm, it’s amazing how few
and how bad those pictures
turn out to be after the mar-
velously detailed saucer ac-
counts. In a country where
millions of feet of film are
processed regularly, and
where everyone takes oictures
of Aunt Sue at the beach,
you’d think that the first im-
pulse would be to get that ex-
traordinary event down on
film.

Yet the more exact the
sighting, the less pictorial
evidence there is. The photo-
graphs we have leave much to
be desired. True, Adamski
had pictures, but even am-
ateur sleuths arrived at the
facts about them—the object
pictured was j’ust too plainly
an old-style lamp holder, with
the workmanship that of a
small obj’ect, not of a big one.
His picture was too plain.

The others are too vague.

One objection has been that

the camera can’t see as well
as the eye—^which is mostly
nonsense. A camera can take

a sharp, detailed picture fast-

er than the human eye, at just

as great a distance, etc. The
laws of optics don’t change
much, in spite of any mystic
hankering we may have to be
better than mechanical de-
vices.

I’ve looked at quite a few
pictures. Again, we have no
evidence of distance, or hence
of true size. And we usually
find no real evidence of any-
thing more than a vague
shape. There are a few sharp
pictures, but with less detail

than there should be. I’m sure
any scientist would be willing
to examine one that did show
detail ; but these seem to

evaporate on a request to ex-
amine one closely.

A high-powered magnifica-
tion of a negative—not a
print, please'—can usually
turn up amazing amount of
information. The grains of
silver in the negative emul-
sion can give a fair indication
of the angle of light striking
the film—and hence of the
distance of the lens from the
film. By care in this matter,
the close-up film of a small
object can be separated much
of the time from a true pic-
ture of some object at a great
distance. Needless to say,

there have been times when
good pictures of saucers
turned out to be nothing but
table-top mockeries.

Also from a negative under
high magnification, an amaz-
ing amount of detail can be
recovered, if the distance is
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really great enough to justify

using the infinity marking on
the lens—but less detail will

appear if the eye has guessed
the distance wrongly. Detail

is precisely what does not

show up in most negatives.

Prints, incidentally, are

worth precisely nothing. It’s

hard enough at best to deter-

mine how much fakery can be
done, using a negative. A
good man with an airbrush

can work up a print, then re-

copy it on film, and reprint it

until it would fool nearly any-

one. It just happens to be a

little easier to spot any false

note on the negative.

I have yet to see a film neg-

ative which showed anything
of any value—other than
vague shapes that could be
anything, including dirt in

the developer—and which
would stand up under close

scrutiny. If there is any such
evidence, it should be brought
forth with great willingness,

and science would be at least

geuinely interested. It would
still be poor proof—^but it

would be something. Unfor-
tunately, the men who seem
to have the most pictures also

seem to have the largest

amount of nothing, on close

examination.

I wouldn’t accept the de-
tails of a new species of but-
terfly on such evidence. Why
in hell should anyone expect
a scientist who has serious
work to do to take time off

and give serious attention to

such evidence when it is sup-

posed to support something so
fantastic that even the fans
can’t hope to explain it ade-
quately?

Gentlemen, the burden of
the proof is on your shoulders.
Why not weed out the trash
yourselves first, and then
present what you have in a
form that can be used to con-
vince science you at least

have more than a tale full of
sound and fury, signifying
nothing. (I won’t give the
rest of that quotation from
Shakespeare, though it’s very
much in my mind.)

Also, a theory is supposed
to explain something. So far,

the best explanations on the
subject of the saucers have
been so full of arrant non-
sense that the better mind
among the saucer fans (and
unfortunately, some quite
nice and intelligent men have
wasted their time on the hob-
by) will have no part of them.

The theory, stripped to its

very basic nature, seems to be
that there are things moving
through our atmosphere that
we don’t know about or un-
derstand. These may be of
more than one type.

So what?

There are a million places

where science dosn’t know all

the answers. Why should the

vague jumble of “facts” of all

types the saucer men present
win the attention the fans de-
mand? All right, there are ob-

jects in the sky, or lights, or
something else, which may not
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all be fully explained by
known facts. Of course there

must be—I can’t even explain

the exact nature of every
grain of dust, and science
hasn’t catalogued every germ
in the air, I suppose. Maybe
there are things there which
are larger and have some sig-

nificance. But what signifi-

cance ?

Foreign planes? That’s ob-
viously assinine. No foreign
power would fly over our ter-

ritory repeatedly to let us
know about such things, and
to risk giving up the secret in

case of an accidental landing,
any more than we would risk

useless cruising over Russia
with our latest developments.

Our own planes? If so, then
the departments of the gov-
ernment deny it ; and that
means that it isn’t something
for science to investigate,
since it is known somewhere,
but is secret. Anyhow, if we
have such marvels, why are
we in such a tither over the
arms race?

Objects from outer space?
Well, that implies intelligent

guidance. Are there any signs
of this? There are claims
there are. Yet for ten years,

account after account has
come in, indicating large

numbers of such objects, sent
out at what must be tremen-
dous expense —for what pur-

pose? Any race intelligent

enough to build saucers must
have at least enough intelli-

gence to have some purpose in

mind. Is that purpose satis-

fied by the childish business
of scaring a few crackpots
and stirring up a few people
to waste time trying to con-
tact them? Ten years of hang-
ing around and making no
provable contact—ten years of
ineptitude in observing us
without letting us know we’re
being studied, or in trying to
contact us without contacting
us? Ten years of just fritter-

ing around aimlessly, after
such efforts in getting here'
Ten years even of not know-
ing there is intelligent life

here, when our own technolo-
gical developments are flying
through the air?

Why did they waste the
tremendous efforts in build-
ing their craft (whatever the
things may be like) or of
wasting the energy to get
here? The amount of energy
would be tremendous, too.

Maybe they can even exceed
the speed of light (though
why should we suppose they
can?), but they surelv aren’t

doing it without energy

!

And since they must be
from beyond the Solar system,
if they are intelligently-built

craft from space, the energy
needed to reach us is almost
beyond our power of '.nagin-

ing—so great that it becomes
stupendous in amount of fuel

needed, even if they should
have the ultimate energy of

the total conversion of mass
to drive.

They don’t come from Mars
or Venus or Jupiter—or at

least, science has every rea-
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son to believe they can not

and no reason to believe they
can. We have been ab’e to de-

tect radio emanations from the

planets, and our information
theory has developed to the

point where we could detect

any evidence of intelligence

or information on such sig-

nals; we might not be able to

decode them, but we could
easily determine that they car-

ried intelligent messages.
They do not. Nor do they
carry what would indicate

QRM to us—^that is, the radic

interference caused by techni-
cal machinery.

Magnetic power (shades of
Ehrenhaft!) is still not free
from such an objection, since
electrical and magnetic fields

interact—and anyhow, why
should we accept such a hy-
pothesis without a single
shred of evidence to back up
the idea of magnetic power?

(In fact, the explanations of
the original theory become
nothing but a lot more wAy-
nots, each of them with its

lack of evidence and its need-
less cluttering of improbabil-
ity on top of improbability.
Don’t expect science to ac-
cept such a mess, when even
the basic idea behind all this

hasn’t been made more ac-
ceptable.)

There are many more rea-
sons for being pretty sure
that no such saucers are com-
ing here from our own plan-
ets. So far, nobody has come
up with any convincing evi-

dence—convincing to anyone

trained to weigh evidence in
any way—that they are com-
ing from the sun’s planets.

But there’s even less rea-

son v/hy they should come
from some other solar system
for no good purpose. A mini-

mum of four light years of

space to be travelled is not
conductive to simple curios-

ity, and any race that could
make such a journey would
not be afraid of us, would
have some reason for more
than a single ship coming, and
would either be capable of
hiding from us or else getting
in touch with us.

Of course, you can suppose
that maybe they have telepa-

thy and are hanging around
reading our minds. (Why
should they be interested in

us, anyhow? All we have is

atomic power, and that

wouldn’t affect them.) But
that’s just adding still another
unexplained improbability on
top of another. Why can’l

there still be witches, but now
so modern that they’ve mas-
tered invisibility?

It wouldn’t be so bad if

there wasn’t a fair explana-
tion that satisfies much of the
so-called evidence. Donald
Menzel didn’t give any abso-
lute explanation, nor was he
trying to. But he did come
up with a theory which does
what most of the saucer theo-
ries don’t do—it serves as a
possible explanation within
the framework of the knowl-
edge we have. Most of the ob-

jects could be caused by re-
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fraction in the air, and he has
demonstrated how this might
work—and how anyone can
create the same effect!
(That’s one of the things a
good theory should point
out.)

He may be quite wrong

—

but any other theory must
have more validity on its side
than his, if science is to pay
any attention to it. So far,

none seems to have as much.
And don’t say that pictures

prove there were real objects
there. A mirage can be photo-
graphed, just as it can be
seen. It isn’t something of as-

tral nature (if anything is)

;

it’s made up of light waves
which can be focussed on film
and which will activate pho-
to-chemical changes.
Of course, there is still the

point raised that the Army
spent time and money to in-

vestigate the saucers, so there
must be something to them;
surely the Army wouldn’t
waste it’s time otherwise.
Most assuredly, it would

!

The duty of the Army is to

protect this country, and to

do so it must take into ac-

count almost any possibility.

The FBI answers and inves-

tigates all kinds of stories,

knowing that most of them
will be false—because it can’t

miss even the slight chance
of one being true. The same
applies to the Army. If there
is even a slight chance that

there just might be some-
thing behind one of the vari-

ous saucer sightings, then it

has to investigate them all to
be sure. And since there was
a whole mess

.
of so-called

evidence, the job took time
and effort. But it doesn’t
prove that there was any-
thing real behind the investi-

gation.

Then, as a final bit on that,

there is the fact that the
Army turned up radar evi-

dence for the saucers. This is

most convincing to many who
refuse to use the methods of
science, but who think that

any scientific gadget gives
authenticity to anything.
However, it neglects the na-

ture of radar. Radar is simply
a means for detecting any-
thing which will reflect radio
waves of high frequency when
they bounce back. It’s well
known to radarmen that even
such things as moisture in the
air can cause cockeyed results.

Radar is sometimes much
easier to fool than the eye,

sometimes less easy to fool.

But a radar trace doesn’t au-

tomatically prove that there

is anything hard and solid

present.

I’ve left out the men who
have talked with beings from
the saucers. This is a huge
subject which I’d rather not
touch here, just as I’d rather

not be near enough to touch
the men who may quite sin-

cerely believe that they have
done such things as talk to

Venutians. I know a woman
who believes quite sincerely

that she talks regularly with
the bird men of Mars. I can’t
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prove she’s wrong, since I

have never been to Mars, but
I see no reason to change my
opinion of the density of

Martian atmosphere and the

surface gravity of the planet,

even though they indicate no
bird people could fly there.

She says they do fly, and she

means it. I say they don’t so

far as I can determine. If sin-

cerity is any proof, of course,

she will win over me, any
time.

I also refuse to accept the
ideas that there are men who
are in contact with other
races in the saucers—highly
advanced races at that—but
who somehow can’t come up
with a single tiny bit of new
and demonstrable informa-
tion.

If we must set up a sci

entific society to investigate
every bit of speculative non-
sense that comes along, then
my vote would go to a sci-

entific investigation of sea
serpents, with attention to

the Loch Ness monster. That,
at least is something interest-

ing. There have been so many
accounts of sea serpents that

there must be scsnething be-
hind it all, obviously. And
think of what we could learn
from finding a true living sea

serpent—particularly one as

smart and gifted with a per-

vented sense of humor as the

monster. Or maybe vampires
would be even more interest-

ing, since they offer a key to

the secret of immortality.

If men want to spend their

time on the hobby of flying

saucers, I don’t object. But
why drag it into science fic-

tion? Why take up space that

would be so much more prof-
itably spent on interesting ex-

ploration of other mvths?

As science, the myth is too

ridiculous to justify the pa-

per spent on it. As a myth, it

presents a singular lack of in-

teresting detail and signifi-

cance in the life of mankind.
They don’t even make a basis

for a good fantasy, damn it!

As science fiction, they don’t

belong as much as d’d Shav
er’s unspeakable deros.

In other words, flying sau-
cers simply aren’t my dish of
tea.
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by NELSON BOND

Satidy’s eyes needed only jet

propulsion to become flying

saucers. Wasn’t Pat wonder-

ful, siie beamed, at everyone.

SOME JOKER in the dear,
dead days now virtually be-
yond recall won two-bit im-
mortality by declaring that,
‘‘What this country needs is

a good five cent cigar.”
Which is, of course, Vic-

torian malarkey. What this
country really needs is a good
five cent nickel. Or perx:aos
a good cigar-shaped space-
ship. There’s a fortune v/ait-

ing somewhere out in space
for the man who can go out
there and claim it. A fortune!
And if you think I’m just
talking through my hat, lend
an ear. .

.

Joyce started the whole
tiling. Or maybe I did when
for the umpteenth time I sug-
gested she should marry me.
She smiled in a way that
shewed she didn’t disapprove
of my persistence, but loosed
a salvo of devastating nega-
tives.

“No deal,” she crisped de-
cisively. “Know why? No
dough!”

“But, sugar,” I pleaded,
“two can live as cheaply as
one—

”

“This is true,” reph.ed

Joyce, “only of guppies. Un-
derstand, Don, I don’t mind
changing my name from Car-

It’s pofisi.hle that yon nwn’t agree u<ith us that Pat Pending’s latest ad-
venture is a delightful story—possible IF you haven’t been used to

laughing in recent years. Blue Book printed more than a dozen of these
stories by Nelson Bond about the "greatest inventulator of all time”.

30
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ter to Mallory. In fact, I’d

rather like to. But I have no
desire whatever to be known
to the neighbors as ‘that poor
little Mrs. Mallory in last

year’s coat.’

“I’ll marry you,” she con-

tinued firmly, “when, as and
if you get a promotion.”
Her answer was by no

stretch of the imagination a

reason for loud cheers, hand-
springs and cartwheels. Be-
cause I’m a Federal einpioyee.

The United States Patent Of-
fice is my beat. There’s one
nice thing to be said about
working for the bev/hiskered
old gentleman in the star-

spangled stovepipe and
striped britches: it’s perman-
ent. Once you get your name
inscribed on the list of Civil

Service employees it takes an
act of Congress to blast it off
again. And of course I don’t

have to remind you how long
it takes that body of vote-
happy windbags to act. Terra-
pins in treacle are greased
lightning by comparison.

But advancement is pain-
fully slow in a department
where discharges are unheard
of and resignations rare.

When I started clerking for

this madhouse I was assistant

to the assistant Chief Clerk’s
assistant. Now, ten years lat-

er, by dint of mighty effort

and a cultivated facility for
avoiding Senatorial investiga-

tions, I’ve succeeded in losing
only one of those redundant
adjectives.

Being my secretary, Joyce

certainly realized this. But
women have a remarkable
abilit}'' to separate business
and pleasure. So:
“A promotion,” she insisted.

“Or at least a good, substan-
tial raise.”

“In case you don’t know it,”

I told her gloomily, “you are
displaying a lamentably vul-
gar interest in one of life’s

lesser values. Happiness, not
money, should be man’s chief
goal.”

“What good is happiness,”
demanded Joyce, “if you can’t

buy money with it?”

“Why hoard lucre?” I
sniffed. “You can’t take it

with you.”
“In that case,” said Joyce

flatly, “I’m not going. There’jf

no use arguing, Don. I’ve

made up my mind—

”

At this moment our dreary
little impasse was ended by a
sudden tumult outside my of-

fice. There was a squealing
shriek, the shuffle of foot-

steps, the pounding of fists

upon my door. And over all

the shrill tones of an old, fa-

miliar voice high-pitched in
triumph.
“Let me in! I’ve got to see

him instantaceously. This
time I’ve got it; I’ve absolute-
ly got it

!”

Joyce and I gasped, then
broke simultaneously for the
door as it flew open to reveal

a tableau resembling the Lao-
coon groop sans snake and
party of the third part. Back
to the door and struggling val-

iantly to defend it stood the
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receptionist, Miss Thomas.
Held briefly but volubly at

bay was a red-thatched, buck-
toothed individual—and I do
mean individual !—with a face

like the map of Eire, who
stopped wrestling as he saw
us, and grinned delightedly.

“Hello, Mr. Mallory,” he
said. “Hi, Miss Joyce.”

“Pat!” we both cried at

once. “Pat Pending!”

Miss Thomas, a relative

newcomer to our bailiwick,

seemed baffled by the v/armth

of our greeting. She entered

the office with our visitor,

and as Joyce and I pumphan-
dled him enthusiastically she

asked, “You—you knov/ this

gentleman, Mr. Mallory?”
“I should say we do !” I

chortled. “Pat, you old naugh-
ty word ! Where on earth

have you been hiding lately?”

“Surely you’ve heard of the

great Patrick Pending, Miss
Thomas?” asked Joyce.

“Pending?” faltered Miss
Thomas. “I seem to have
heard tose name. Or seen it

somewhe'e—

”

Pat beamed upon her com-
panionab y. Stepping to my
desk he up-ended the type-

writer and pointed to a le-

>31 tiny letters stamped
into frame : Reg. U.S. Pat.

Off.—Pat. Pending.

“Here, perhaps?” he sug-

gested “I invented this. And
3ie airplane, and the automo-
bile, and—oh, ever so many
things. You’ll find my name
inscribed on every one.

“I,” he announced modestly,
“am Pat Pending—the great-
est inventulator of all time.”

Miss Thomas stared at me
goggle-eyed.
“Is he?” she demanded. “I

mean

—

did he?”
I nodded solemnly.
“Not only those, but a host

of other marvels. The bacu-
lar clock, the transmatter, the
predictograph—

”

Miss Thomas turned on Pat
a gaze of f-awning admiration.
“Hcv/ wonderful !’’

she

breathed.
“Oh, nothing, really,” said

Pat, wriggling.

“But it is! Most of the

things brought here are so

absurd. A.utomatic hat-tippers,

self-defrosting galoshes,
punching bags that defend
themselves—” Disdainfully
she indicated t’ne display col-

lection of screwball items we
call our Chamber of Horrors.
“It’s simply marvelous to meet
a man who has invented
things really worth while.”

Honestly, the look in her
eyes was sickening. But was
Pat nauseated? Not he! The
big goon was lapping it up
like a famished feline. His
simpering smirk stretched
from ear to there as he mur-
mured, “Now, Miss Thom-
as
—

”

“Sandra, Mr. Pending,” she

sighed softly. “To you just

plain. . .Sandy. Please?”

“W ell. Sand y
—

” Pat
gulped.

I said disgustedly, “Look,
you two—break it up! Love
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at first sight is wonderful in

books, but in a Federal office

I’m pretty sure it’s unconsti-

tutional, and it may be sub-

versive. Would you mind
coming down to eartli? Pat,

you barged in here squalling

about some new invention. Is

that correct?”
With an effort Pat

wrenched his gaze from his

new-found admirer and nod-
ded soberly.

“That’s right, Mr. Mallory.

And a great one, too. One that

will revolutionate the world.
Will you give me an applica-

ceous form, please? I v/ant to

file it immediately.”
“Not so fast, Pat. You

know the routine. What’s the
nature of this remarkable dis-

covery?”
“You may v/rite it down,”

said Pat grandiloquently, “as
Pat Pending’s lightening
rod.”

I glanced at Joyce, and she
at me, then both of us at

Pending.

“But, Pat,” I exclaimed,
“that’s ridiculous! Ben Frank-
lin invented the lightning
rod two hundred years ago.”

“I said lightening,” retort-

ed my redheaded friend, “not
lightning. My invention
doesn’t conduct electricity to

the ground, but from it.” He
brandished a slim baton which
until then I had assumed to

be an ordinary walking-stick.

“With this,” he claimed, “I

can make things weigh as

much or as little as I please!”
The eyes of Sandy Thomas

33

needed only jet propulsion to
become flying saucers.

“Isn’t he v.'onderful, Mr.
Mallory?” she gasped.
But her ent'nusiasrn wasn’t

contagious. I glowered at
Pend'ng coldly.

“Oh, come now, Pat!” I
scoffed. “You can’t really be-
lieve that yourself. After all,

there are such things as basic
principles. Weight is not a
variable factor. And so far as
I know. Congress hasn’t re-

pealed the Law of Gravity.”
Pat sighed regretfully.

“You’re always so hard to

convince, Mr. Mallory,” he
complained. “But—oh, well

!

Take this.”

He handed me the baton. I

stared at it curiously. It

looked rat’ner like a British
sv/agger stick: slim, dainty,
well balanced. But the orna-
mental gadget at its top was
not commonplace. It seemed
to be a knob or a dial of some
kind, divided into segments
scored with vernier markings.
I gazed at Pending askance.

“V/ell, Pat? What now?”
“How much do you weigh,

Mr. Mallory?”
“One sixty-five,” I an-

swered.
“You're sure of that?”
“I’m. not. But my bathroom

scales appeared to be. This
morning. Why?’’
“Do you think Miss Joyce

could lift you?”
I said thoughtfully, “Well,

that’s an idea. But I doubt it.

She won’t even let me try to

support her.”
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“I’m serious, Mr. Mallory.
Do you think she could lift

you with one hand?”
“Don’t be silly! Of course

not. Nor could you.”
“There’s where you’re

wrong,” said Pending firmly.

“She can—and will.”

He reached forward sud-
denly and twisted the metal
cap on the stick in my hands.
As he did so, I loosed a cry
of alarm and almost dropped
the baton. For instantaneous-
ly I experienced a startling,

flighty giddiness, a sudden
loss of weight that made me
feel as if my soles were tread-

ing on sponge rubber, my
shoulders sprouting wings.
“Hold on to it!” cried Pat.

Then to Joyce, “Lift him.
Miss Joyce.”

Joyce faltered, “How? Like
th-this?” and touched a finger
to my midriff. Immediately
my feet left the floor. I start-

ed flailing futilely to trample
six inches of ozone back to

the solid floorboards. To no
avail. With no effort what-
ever Joyce raised me high
above her head until my
dazed dome was shedding
dandruff on the ceiling!

“Well, Mr. Mallory,” said

Pat, “do you believe me
now?”
“Get me down out of here !”

I howled. “You know I can’t

stand high places!”
“You now weigh less than

ten pounds—

”

“Never mind the statistics.

I feel like a circus balloon.
How do I get down again?”

“Turn the knob on the
cane,” advised Pat, “to your
normal weight. Careful, now!
Not so fast!”

His warning came too late.

I hit the deck with a resound-
ing thud, and the cane came
clattering after. Pat retrieved
it hurriedly, inspected it to

make sure it was not dam-
aged. I glared at him as I

picked myself off the floor.

“You might show some in-

terest in me,” I grumbled. “I

doubt if that stick will need
a liniment rubdown tonight.

Okay, Pat. You’re right and
I’m v/rong, as you usually
are. That modern variation of
a witch’s broorasl:ick does
operate. Only—hov/?”
“That dial at the top gov-

erns weight,” explained Pat.

“When you turn it
—

”

“Skip that. I know how it

is operated. I want to know
whr.t makes it work?”

“Well,” explained Pat, “I’m
not certain I can make it

clear, but it’s all tied in with
the elemental scientific prob-
lems of mass, Vvcight, grav-
ity and electric energ)-’. What
is electricity/, for example—

”

“I used to k n o w,” I

frowned. “But I forget.”

Joyce shook her head sor-

rowfully.
“Friend s,” she intoned,

“let us all bow our heads.
This is a moment of great
tragedy. The only man in the
world who ever knew what
electricity is—and he has for-

gotten !”

“That’s the whole point,”
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agreed Pending. “No one
knows v/bat electricity really

is. All vve knov/ is how to use
it. Eir.stein has demonstrated
that the force of gravity aid
elecrical energy are kindred;
perhap.', different aspects of
a common phenomenon. That
was my starting point.”

“So this rod, which enables
you to defy the law of gravi-

ty, is electrical?”

“Electricaceou.i,” corrected
Pat. “You see, I have trans-

mogrified the polarifitv of
certain ingredular cellula-

tions. A series of disentrigu-
lated helicosities, activated by
hypermagnetation, set up a
disruplular wave motion
which results in—counter-
gravity !”

And there you are! Ninety-
nine percent of the time Pat
Pending talks like a normal
human being. But ask him to

explain the mechanism of one
of his inventions and lin-

guistic hell breaks loose. He
begins jabbering like a schizo-

phrenic parrot reading a San-
skrit dictionary baclnvard! I

sighed and surrendered all

hope of ever actually learning
how his great new discovery
worked. I turned my thoughts
to more important matters.

“Okay, Pat. We’ll dismiss
the details as trivial and get

down to brass tacks. What is

your invention used for?”
“Eh?” said the redhead.

It’s not enough that an idea
is practicable,” I pointed out.

“It must also be practical to

b« of any value in this fren-
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zied modern era. What good
is your invention?”
“What good,” demanded

Joyce, “is a newborn baby?”
“Don’t change the subject,”

I suggested. “Or come to
think of it, maybe you should.
At the diaper level, life is

just one damp thing after
another. But how to turn
Pat’s brainchild into cold,

hard cash—that’s the question
before the board now.
“Individual flight a la Su-

perma.n? No dice. I can testi-

fy from personal experience
that once you get up there
you’re completely out of con-
trol. And I can’t see any sense
in humans trying to fly with
jet flames scorching their
base of operations.
“Elevators? Derricks?

Building cranes? Possible.
But lifting a couple hundred
pounds is one thing. Lifting
a few tons is a horse of a dif-

ferent color.

“No, Pat,” I continued, “I
don’t see just how—

”

Sandy Thomas squeaked
suddenly and grasped my
arm.

“That’s it, Mr. Mallory!”
she cried. “That’s it!”

“Huh? What’s v/hat?”
“You wanted to know how

Pat could make money from
his invention. You’ve just an-
swered your ov/n question.”

"I have?”
“Horses! Horse racing, to

be exact. You’ve heard of
handicaps, haven’t you?”
“I’m overwhelmed with

them,” I nodded wearily. “A
secretary who repulses my
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honorable advances, a recep-
tionist who squeals in my
ear
—

”

“L i s t e n, Mr. Mallory,
v/hat’s the last thing horses do
before they go to the post?”

‘‘Check the tote board,” I

said promptly, ‘‘to find out if

I’ve got any money on them.
Horses hate me. They’ve
formed an equine conspiracy
to prove to me the ancient
adage that a fool and his mon-
ey are soon parted.”

‘‘Wait a minute!” chirned in

Joyce thoughtfully. ‘‘I know
what Sandy means. They
weigh in. Is that right?”

‘‘Exactly ! The more weight
a horse is bea.ring, the slower
it runs. That’s the purpose of

handicapping. But if a horse
that was supposed to be car-

rying more than a hundred
pounds was actually only car-

rying ten—Well, you see?”
Sandy paused, breathless. I

stared at her v/itli a gathering
respect.

“Never underestimate the

power of a woman,” I said,

“when it comes to devising

nev/ and ingenious methods of

perpetrating petty larceny.

There’s only one small fly in

the ointment, so far as I can

see. Hov7 do we convince some
racehorse ov/ner he should be-

come a party to this gentle

felony?”

“Oh, you don’t have to,”

smiled Sandy cheerfully. “I’m
already convinced.”
“You? You own a horse?”
“Yes. Haven’t you ever

heard of Tapwate:?”

“Oh, sure! That drip’s run-
ning all the time !”

Joyce tossed me a reprov-
ing glance.
“This is a matter of gravity,

Donald,” she stated, “and you
keep treating it with levity.

Sandy, do you really own
Tapwater? He’s the colt who
won the Monmouth Futurity,
isn’t he?”

“That's right. And four
other starts this season. That’s
been our big trouble. He
shews such promnise that the

judges have placed him under
a terrific weight handicap. To
run in next week’s Gold
Stakes, for instance, he would
have to carry 124 pounds. I

was hesitant to enter him be-
cause of that. But with Pat’s

new invention-—” S’ne turned
to Pat, eyes glowing—“he
could enter and win!”

Pat said uncertalnl 5\ “I

don’t know. I don’t like gam-
bling. And it doesn’t seem
quite ethical, somehow—

”

I asked Sandy, “Suppose he
ran carrying 124. What would
be the probable odds?”

“High,” she replied. “Very
high. Perhaps as high as forty

to one.”

“In that case,” I decided,

“it’s not only etlucal, it’s a
moral obligation. If you’re op-

posed to gambling, Pat, what
better way can you think of to

put the parimutuels out of

business?”

“And besides,” Sandy point-

ed out, “this would be a won-
derful opportunity to display

your new discovery before an
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audience of thousands. Well,
Pat? What do you say?”
Pat hesitated, caught a

glimpse of Sandy’s pleading
eyes, and was lost.

“Very well,” he said. “V/e’ll

do it. Mr. Mallory, enter Tap-
water in the Gold Stakes.
We’ll put on the most specta-
ceous exhibition in the his-

tory of gambiiizing !”

Thus it was that approxi-
mately one week later our pi-

ratical little crew was assem-
bled once again, this time in

the paddock at Laurel. In
case you’re an inland abori-

gine, let me explain that Lau-
rel race track (from the town-
ship of the same name) is

where horse fanciers from the
District of Columbia go to
abandon their Capitol and
capital on weekends.

We were briefing our jock-
ey—

a

scrawny youth with a
pair of oversized ears—on the
use of Pat’s lightening rod.

Being short on gray matter as
well as on stature, he wasn’t
getting it at ail.

“You mean,” he said for the
third or thirty-third time,
“you don’t want I should hit

the nag with this bat?”
“Heavens, no!” gasped Pat,

blanching. “It’s much too deli-

cate for that.”

“Don’t fool yourself, mister.
Horses can stand a lot of
leather.”

“Not the horse, stupid,” I

said. “The bat. This is the
only riding crop of its kind in

the world. We don’t want i;

damaged. All you have to do
is carry it. We’ll do the rest.”

“How about setting the
dial, Don?” asked Joyce.
“Pat will do that just be-

fore the horses move onto the
track. Now let’s get going.
It’s v/eigh-in time.”

We moved to the scales
with our rider. He stepped
aboard the platform, complete
with silks and saddle, and the

spinner leaped to a staggering
102, whereupon the officials

started gravely handing him
little leather sacks.

“What’s this?” I whispered
to Sandy. “Prizes for malnu-
trition? He must have won all

the blackjacks east of the Mis-
sissippi.”

“The handicap,” she whis-
pered back. “Lead weights at

one pound each.”

“If he starts to lose,” I rum-
inated, “they’d make wonder-
ful ammunition—

”

“One hundred and twenty-
four,” announced the chief
weigher-inner. “Next entry!”

We returned to Tapv.?ater.

The jockey fastened the
weights to his gear, saddled
up and mounted. From the

track cams the traditional bu-
gle call. Sandy nodded to Pat.

“All right, Pat. Now!”
Pending twisted the knob

on his lightening rod and
handed the stick to the jock-

ey. The little horseman
gasped, rose three inches in

his stirrups, and almost let

go of the baton.

“H-hey!” he exclaimed. “I

feel funny. I feel
—

”
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“Never mind that,” I told

him. “Just you hold on to that

rod until the race is ever.

And when you come back, give

it to Pat immediately. Under-
stand?”

“Yes. But I feel so—so

lightheaded—

”

“That’s because you’re
featherbrained,” I advised
him. “Now, get going. Giddy-
ap, Dobbin!”

I patted Tapwater’s flank,

and so help me Newton, I

think that one gentle tap
pushed the colt half way to

the starting gate ! He pattered
across the turf with a curious
lK>uncing gait as if he were
running on tiptoe. We has-

tened to our seats in the
grandstand.

“Did you get all the bets
down?” asked Joyce.

I nodded and displayed a
deck of ducats. “It may not
have occurred to you, my
sweet,” I announced gleefully,

“but these pasteboards are

transferrable on demand to

rice and old shoes, the sweet
strains of Oh, Promise Me!
and the scent of orange blos-

soms. You insisted I should
have a nest egg before you
would murmur, T do’? Well,
after this race these tickets

will be worth—” I cast a

swift last glance at the tote

board’s closing odds, quoting
Tapwater at 35 to 1

—“approx-
imately seventy thousand dol-

lars!”

“Donald!” gasped Joyce.
“You didn’t bet all your sav-

ings?”

“Every cent,” I told her
cheerfully. “Why not?”
“But if something should

go v/rong ! If Tapwater should
lose !”

“He won’t. See what I

mean?”
For even as we were talking,

the bell jangled, the crowd
roared, and the horses were
off. Eight entries surged
from the starting gate. And
already one full length out in

front pranced the woightfree,
lightfoot Tapwater!

At the quarterpost our colt

had stretched his lead to

three lengths, and I shouted
in Pending’s ear, “How much
does that jockey weigh, any-
way?”
“About six pounds,” said

Pat. “I turned the knob to

cancel one eighteen.”

At the half, all the other
horses could glimpse of Tap-
water was heels. At the three-

quarter post he was so far

ahead that the jockey must
have been lonely. As he
ro'unded into the stretch I

caught a binocular view of his

face, and he looked dazed and
a little frightened. He wasn’t
actually riding Tapv./a'er. The
colt was simply skimming
home, and he vras holding on
for dear life to make sure he
didn’t blow off the horse’s

back. The result was a fore-

gone conclusion, of course.

Tapwater crossed the finish

line nine lengths ahead, set-

ting a new track record.

The crowd went wild. Over
the hubbub I clutched Pat’»
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arm and bawled, “I’ll go col-

lect our winnings. Hurry
down to the track and swap
that lightening rod for the

real bat we brought along.

He’ll have to v/eigh out
again, you know. Scoot!’’

The others vanished pad-
dockward as I went for the

big payoff. It was dreary at

the totalizer windows. I was
one of a scant handfull who
had bet on Tapwater, so it

took no time at ail to scoop
into the valise I had brought
along the seventy thousand
bucks in crisp, green lettuc.e

which an awed teller passed
across the counter. Then I

hurried back to join the oth-

ers in the winner’s circle,

where bedlam was not only
reigning but pouring. Flash-

bulbs v/ere popping all over

the place, cameramen were
screaming for just one more
of the jockey, the owner, the

fabulous Tapwater. The offi-

cials were vainly striving to

quiet the tumult so they
could av/ard the prize. I

found Pending worming his

way oiit of the heart of the

crowd.

“Did you get it?” I de-

manded.
He nodded, thrust the

knobbed baton into my hand.

“You substituted the nor-

mal one?”

Again he nodded. Hastily I

thjHi»t the lightening rod out

of sight into my valise, and
,w« elbowed forward to share

the triumphant moment. It

.was a great experience. 1 felt

giddy with joy; I was walk-
ing on little pink clouds of

happiness. Security was mine
at last. And Joyce, as well.

“Ladies and gentlemen!”
cried the chief official. “Your
attention, please! Today we
have witnessed a truly spec-
tacular feat: the setting of a
new track record by a cham-
pion racing under a tremen-
dous handicap. I give you a
magnificent racehorse

—

Tap-
water!”

“That’s right, folks!” I

bawled, carried away by the

excitement. “Give this little

horse a great big hand!”

Setting the example, I laid

down the bag, started clap-

ping vigorously. From a dis-

tance I heard Pat Pending’s
agonized scream.

“Mr. M a 1 1 o r y—the suit-

case! Grab it!”

I glanced down, belatedly

aware of the danger of theft.

But too late. Tlie bag had
disappeared.

“Hey!” I yelled. “Who
swioed my bag? Police!’’

“Up there, Mr. Mallory!”
bawled Pat. “Jump!”

I glanced skyward. Three
feet above my head and ris-

ing swiftly was the valise in

which I had cached not only

our winnings but Pat’s grav-

ity-defying rod! I leaped

—

but in vain. I was still mak-
ing feeble, futile efforts to

make like the moon-hurdling
nursery rhyme cow when
quite a while later two strong

young men in white jackets
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came and jabbed me with a

sedative . .

.

Later, when time and
barbiturates had dulled the

biting edge of my despair, we
assembled once again in my
office and I made my apolo-

gies to my friends.

“It was all my fault,’’ I

acknowledged. “I should have
realized Pat hadn’t readjust-

ed the rod v/hen I placed it

in my bag. It felt lighter. But
I was so excited

—’’

“It was my fault,” mourned
Pat, “for not changing it im-

mediately. But I was afraid

someone might see me.”

“Perhaps if we hired an
airplane— ?” I suggested.

Pat shook his head.

“No, Mr. Mallory. The rod
was set to cancel 118 pounds.
The bag weighed less than
twenty. It will go miles be-

yond the reach of any air-

plane before it settles into an
orbit around earth.”

“Well, there goes my
dreamed-of fortune,” I said

sadly. “Accompanied by the

fading strains of an unplayed
wedding march. I’m sorry,

Joyce.”

“Isn’t there one thing you
folks are overlooking?” asked
Sandy Thomas. “My good-
ness, you’d think we had lost

our last cent just because that

little old bag flew away I”

“For your information,” I

told her, “that is precisely

what happened to me. My en-

tire bank account vanished
into the wild blue yonder.

And some of Pat’s money,
too.”

“But have you forgotten,”

she insisted, “that v/e won
the race? Of course the track

officials were a wee bit sus-

picious when your suitcase

took off. But they couldn’t

prove anything. So they paid

me the Gold Stakes prize. If

we split it four ways, we all

make a nice little profit.

“Or,” she added, “if you
and Joyce want to make yours

a double share, we could split

it three ways.

“Or,” she continued hope-

fully, “if Pat wants to, we
could make two double shares,

and split it fifty-fifty?”

From the look in Pat’s eyes

I knew he was stunned by
this possibility. And from tlie

look in hers, I felt she was
going to make every effort to

take advantage of his bewil-

derment.

So, as I said before, what
this country needs is a good,

cigar-shaped spaceship.

There’s a fortune waiting

somewhere out in space for

the man who can go out there

and claim it. Seventy thou-
sand bucks in cold, hard oashi

Indubitatiouslyl



the

contact

cases

by JOHN NICHOLSON

Who are these strange
extra-terrestials who land

<mly at night, and then in

out of the way places?

APPROXIMATELY ten
thousand people were expect-

ed at last month’s Interplan-
etary Spacecraft Convention
near Yucca Valley, California

—ten thousand people who
had come out to Giant Rock
Airport in the California Des-
ert, to hear reports from men
who had talked with men
“from other worlds” and rid-

den in the machines general-

ly called Flying Saucers.

What is the truth about
these Flying Saucers?

Are they friends—watching
over us with increased con-

cern as we experiment with
forces that, unleashed, can
mean the destruction of a
world?

Or are they alien intelli-

gences, waiting and watching,
preliminary to an invasion?
Will a Flying Saucer one day
attack a man-made Satellite?

Will spokesmen for the

“oldest truths”, from Mars,
from Venus or from Planet
X, step out of a landed Saucer
one Sunday morning and
bring to us the finite message
of World One-ness?
Or is there a more sinister

explanation ?

'/i>hn Nicholson U the pseudonym of a writer and editor who hm become
interested in Ufology and increasingly concerned about the curious pat-
tern of the reported contact eases whci'e golden haired men and women
from other planets, resembling us, are said to have met with and talked
ioitk and “taught’t people all over the country. What do they teach? .

.
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WHATEVER the final
truth may be, it is obvious
that we must agree with Ed-
ward J. Ruppelt in his THE
REPORT ON UNIDENTI-
FIED FLYING OBJECTS
(Doubleday, 1956) t h a t,

—

“When a ground radar picks

up a UFO target and a
ground observer sees a light

where the radar target is lo-

cated, then a jet interceptor

is scrambled to intercept the

UFO and the pilot also sees

the light and gets a radar lock
on only to have the UFO al-

most impudently outdistance

him, there is no simple an-

swer. We have no aircraft on
this earth that can at will so

handily outdistance our latest

jets.” (my italics) (*1)

By now the problem is

therefore no longer whether
there are any Flying Saucers.

The problem is w'hat, and per-

haps v/ho they are. There
have been too many sightings,

too many times when respon-
sible and decidedly hard-

headed persons saw these

“shapes in the sky” for the
question of whether they ex-

ist to be dismissed as pure
fable. As Ivan T. Sanderson
pointed out in his definitive

article, AN I N T R O D U C-
TION TO UFOLOGY, in

this magazine, some months
ago,— “If it is all from imag-
ination, we have to start with
some editing of the Bible and
sundry early Chinese, ancient
Egyptian, many medieval and
other texts, a drastic revision
of a large number of scientif-

ic journals, and the Immed-
iate censoring of several rec-

ognized astronomers, and
the prompt suspension from
duty of quite a significant

percentage of professional

airline pilots.” (*2)

We are not concerned
here, therefore, with whether
Saucers are a “myth”, and we
are not, for that matter, con-

cerned with reported saucer

landings and little men, green
or otherwise, who have a sus-

picious talent for frightening

people. We are not even con-

cerned with the occasion, in

1950, at a French airfield,

when tv/o fifteen foot saucers
“v/ith windows around the

edge” are said to have hov-
ered just off the ground, and
two “normal men” got out to

make repairs, briefly answer-
ing two questions in French
before taking off. (*3) Read
further and you may find a
possible explanation of this

sighting... And we are not
too concerned, here, with re-

tired Brazilian navy Com-
mander Paulo J u s t i n o
Strauss’ theory that “these

mysterious engines come
from the centre of the Earth,
where it has long been be-

lieved that life exists to a de-

gree advanced over our own
civilization.” Commander
Strauss believes that these
center-of-the-earth based sau-

cers may have been responsi-

ble for the disappeap-
ance of Colonel Fawcett, in

the A,mazon jungle, years ago,
while Fawcett was searching
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for a legendary city of

gold. ( 4)
We are concerned here

with what are called “contact

cases’’, instances of alleged

contacts with extra-terrestials

visiting us in these saucers or

UFOs.

TAKE the interesting

George Van Tassel, Director
of the College of Universal
Wisdom, a “Non-sectarian
and non-profit organization
for Para Psycho-Physical Re-
search’’, and impresario of

these annual Spacecraft Con-
ventions in the California

Desert. Van Tassel’s I RODE
A FLYING SAUCER (New
Age, 1952) does not actually

claim that he did this—that

happened later. The pamphlet
consists of messages received
telepathically by the author
and a group of his friends,

messages such as the follow-
ing, (*5)

March 21, 1952— “Greet-
ings. I am Totalmon, 4th pro-
jection, 7th wave, space pa-
trol, realms of Schare. Ele-
vation 750 miles above you,
speed 170,000 miles per sec-

ond; returning from the 2nd
sector. Our light-cast in-

structs us to bring you bless-

ings from the Center and the
realms of Blaau.”
September 21, 1952— “In

love and peace I am with you.

I am Ashtar, commandant
quadra sector station, Schare.

We are about to add further

confusion to the minds of

those who are attempting to

diagnose our existence. We

are about to be sighted under
the surface of the water at

many points throughout the
oceans of Shan “(The
Earth).’’ You have been given
sufficient evidence through
the recent storm in your Pa-
cific Ocean, through verifica-

tion of much information ad-
vanced to you by us. My per-
ception is that most of you
within this cone have ac-
cepted us through proof. All
future demonstrations on our
part will establish us in the
minds of the majority of
those doubters throughout
this planet Shar. I leave you
with my love. I am Ashtar.’’

Mr. Van Tassel, active in a
part of the country that more
recently accepted as bona-
fide the famous Mon-Ka of
Mars tape recordings, records
miraculously impressed upon
a reel of blank tape in a
sealed can, (*6) has founded
what can only be described as
a cult on the basis of these
and later direct contacts,
teaching the “truths” revealed
to him by his extra-terrestial
visitors, “truths” such as the
fact that the power utilized
by the saucers in their en-
gines is said to be the same
as the power, “primary light

energy”, that keeps the earth
moving in its orbit. “In fact,

they copied it from the
earth.” (*7)

The increased number of
these direct contact cases,

these "slightly incredible’*

contact cases, to quote Frank
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Edwards, (*8) raises several

questions, largely because no
contact case has as yet been
fully authenticated.
Where do these alien visi-

tors come from?

Truman Bethurum’s idyllic

Clarion?

Howard Menger’s equally
idyllic Venus?
Or are they alien psycho-

logical warfare agents, ex-
ploiting the credulity of the
naive and the gullible, as sug-
gested by Ivan T. Sanderson
in the course of a recent

broadcast? (*9)

Let’s turn to Truman Beth-
urum who had eleven visits

with Aura Rhane, the beauti-

ful captain of a flying saucer.

We learn that Mars is

beautiful. “Yes, there are peo-
ple there, just like you and
me. The halo you see about
the planet is made of air and
dust. Mars is a great manufac-
turing planet. Every home
has a beautiful lawn where
flowers and shrubs abound;
each is a country estate and
has five acres of ground. But
as for where v/e live, Clarion,

I think man may visit there
soon and see our beautiful
planet on the other side of the
moon, and learn how our gov-
ernment is directed by others
and me.’’ (*10)

Aura Rhane describes a
wedding on Clarion, the plan-
et on the other side of the
moon, in the gardens of an
“ancestral castle”, the castle

built of rarest marbles and
exotic woods, the wedding it-

self uniting "a lovely maiden
and the handsome son of our
master plumber.” The bride
“wore a beautiful gown of
white satin and lace, and a
long trailing veil crowned by
a coronet of fragrant blos-
soms”. They would “settle

down in a lovely town and
enter a business together. The
husband will attend to all the
outside chores around their

home and his v^^ife will man-
age the home. (*11)

Idyllic
—

^but familiar?

Take life on Utopian Venus
—the Venus from which
Howard Menger’s visitors

come.

Wars have been unknown
for many years. The people
live in complete harmony.
Want and poverty are un-
known. The spirit of brother-
ly love prevails. The Venus-
ians are strict vegetarians.
While there is little, if any,
sickness on Venus, if anyone
does fall ill, this is immed-
iately cured by thought pro-
jection and prayer. The Ven-
usian life span is 700 to 800
years. Death, to a Venusian,
is not a sad event, but a cause
for celebration, for “at the
moment of death the soul is

liberated and transferred to
another body.” (*12)

Menger, Adamski, Ailing"
ton, Angeiucci, Eethurum and
all have been impressed by
the spirituality of the Space
Men, Menger referring to the
similarity of the extra-terres-

tials he has met to Jesus
Christ. (*13) He describes Ve-
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nus as similar to the Garden
of Eden, where people live in

harmony and peace in their

dome shaped houses. The at-

mosphere is rich and heavy.
The sunlight is not seen.

They hpve no streets in our
sense of the word, but their

vehicles use “magnetic line

free power.” (*14) In other
words, the Venus of Ho'ward
Menger is an idyllic world.

Eut what is a possible ex-
plarialion for the curious se-

lectivity—as far as contacts
arc concerned—of these ex-

tra-terrestials?

What was the justification

for choosing journeyman en-

gineer and welder Truman
Bethurum? (*1S)

Or Orfeo Angelucci, Cali-

fornia aircraft plant worker,
author of THE NATURE OF
INFINITE ENTITIES with
its chapters on “Atomic Evo-
lution, Suspension and Invo-
lution”, and “Origin of the
Cosmic Rays”? (*16)

Or the interesting Mr.
George Van Tassel, impres-
ario of these Spacecraft Con-
ventions, visited at isolated

Giant Rock Airport in the
California desert? (*17)
And How'ard Menger, sign

painter from Highbridge,
New Jersey, who seems so
convinced , of the truth of
what he claims to have
seen . .

.

Ivan T. Sanderson, noted
scientist, lecturer and TV
personality, raised a disturb-
ing possibility in a recent
broadcast, pointing out that

all of these Contact Cases
had certain similarities, that
the alleged extra-terrestials

only appeared at night, that
their craft only landed in out
of the way places, and that
people had been warned nev-
er to approach them carrying
weapons or flashlights.

These extra-terrestials,

speaking from the 'shadows,
preach a doctrine of brother-
13? love and urge constantly
that we should abandon our
experimentation with atom
and hydrogen bombs. (*18)

Who are these occasionally
golden-haired men and wom-
en who are sometimes
glimpsed on the streets, in

the factories, in the traffic

passing you, or run into the
way Bethurum met the beau-
tiful beret-w earing Aura
Rhane one day? (*19)

Undoubtedly, as Sanderson
points out, “some form of
craft have landed here, un-
known to the authorities. If

any country has developed
very fast aeroforms that can
go up to the limits of the at-

mosphere and then descend
straight down, these craft

could hop over our radar
screen. Also there is pub-
lished evidence, plus personal
notes given to me by a form-
er engineer of the Messer-
schmidt airplane factories in

Germany to the effect that
the Russians RIGHT NOW
have such a plane or aero-
form. This engineer v/orked
on the prototype and actually
saw it fly.” (*20)
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What is the answer?
Is Ivan Sanderson right?

Or are the men right who
are making—not a religion,

but a cult—out of the sight-

ings, exploiting our fears and
our uncertainties, claiming
these extra-terrestials bring
us the Final Message, only
glimpsed hitherto in Blavat-
sky and the Yogas?

Are men like Howard Men-
ger and the others right?

Have they really spoken with
men from Other Planets

—

these men like Menger whose
eyes look off into an unseen
distance, and cloud a little,

as he begins to tell how Ven-
us is a veritable Garden of

Eden...

(*
*21 )

Who knov/s?

* 1. — pp.314-31.';. Ed'vard J. Ruppelt, THE REPORT ON UNIUE.NTIFIED
FLYING OBJECTS, 193«. Doutaleday

* 2. — Iran T. Sanderson — _4n INTRODUCTION TO UFOLOGY — Febr.

19o7, Fm3tn«<ic Vnlve»'^;c

* 3. — Mentioned in siipplement. to transcript of speech by Ted Ploecher,
nesearch Dir'^-ctor. Civilian Saucer Intellis’ence of New York, on
January 28, 393(1. Report is one of a group whose claims to credence
are considered “very strorg”.

* 4. — p,8R. January 1936, Tiie Snucerian Review, edited by Gray Barker,

p. 193. t'FO KewsSefier No. 7, April 1, 1957, issued by North Jersey

UFO Group.

* 6. — p3-2re 4, Civilian Saucer Intellis'cnce Newsletter Not 6, December 15,

1056 .

* 6. — page 3, Ibid.

* 7, — page 7, ibid

* 8. — Transcript of speech by Frank Edwards at Civilian Saucer IntelH-

frence Meeting*. April 28, 1956

* 9. — "Are Soviet Spies Back of Saucer Contacts?", by Ben Gross. New
York Dail^ News, April 4. 1957. A report on Sanderson’s discuss-ion

of the question on Long John Nebel’s program on WOR, “The Party
Line"

* 10. — page 85, Truman Bethurum—ABOARD A FLYING SAUCER, 1954,

I)e Vorss Los Angelc.s

* 11. ~ pp. 157-158, ibid

* 12. — From Jules {?t. Germain*.? unpubli.shed memorandum on the Menger
case. THE STRANGE AFFAIR AT HIGHBRIDGE

* 13. — ibid

* 14. — During dis^cussion on Long John’s “Party Line”, WOR, Saturday
evening, April 13, 1957

* 15. — pages 20-21, Truman Bethurum, op elt. Letter .signed by Treasurer
of Local 12, International Union of Operating Engineers,

8 IS. — See Foreword of Orfeo Angelucci’s THE SECRET OP THE SAU-
CER.?, Amherst, 3 965

* II. — Civilian Sonoer Intelligence Newsletter No. 8, Dec. IS, 1957, page T

* 18. — Ben Gros»s, op cit

* 19. — pages 90-91, Truman Bethurum, op cit,

* 20. — Ben Gross, op elt

* 21. — During discussion on "Party Line*’, Saturday* evening, April IS, 195T



the

treasure

of

mars

by LEE CHAYTOR

The treasure of Mars was for

l?eel, because his heart was

kind and his v/orcls honest

—

not like Doc and the others.

THE CREATURE who stag-

gered into Hell’s Oven—the
Hottest Little Town on
Earth: Population 13—^might
have been human once. Oven-
ers are used to seeing some
pretty grim-looking things
wander or crawl or creep in

off the Badlands. V/hen I

first spotted this guy he was
headed into town along the
main and only street, which
used to be the highway be-
fore the town got by-passed
with the new Super-speed-
way. He was lurching and
dragging his feet as if he was
still ankle-deep in desert
sand. Right opposite Doc
Strood’s Medical Center and
General Store, the stranger
pitched forward onto his
face, twitched a couple of
times and then lay still.

Everybody in Hell’s Oven
knows what to do when some
poor guy loses a round to the
desert. I limped toward the
latest victim as fast as was
wise in 117 degrees of heat,

trying to focus on him as I

came; and considering that I

was well hung-over for the
first time in a year, I didn’t

do too badly. Tell you the
truth, I didn’t feel so steady
myself, what with Jace Den-

Lee Chaytor, who ivill be remembered for her sensitive story, UGLY
EARTHLING, in our February issue, returns with this startling novelet
of what happens to another alien—this time from Mars—who makes the
•mistake of landing near HelVs Oven, Hottest Little Town on Earth.
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het's sour wino churning in-

side me, and me needing a
shot of Doc’s ‘medicine’ so

bad. And I still had to ex-
plain the hangover to Clare.

Clare is my boss. She owns
the only lunchroom in miles
and the only clean motel, and
me, if she wants me—^which

she doesn’t seem to. I some-
times feel like telling her
that since she saved my life,

she has an obligation. Then
I look into those deep, steady
grey eyes and see the pity in

them, and I keep quiet.

Those eyes of hers were
the first thing I saw, when I

came to on the floor of

Clare’s lunchroom the day I

lost my bout with Ole Man
Desert.
“Feeling better now?’’

Clare was saying, balancing

my head in the crook of her
warm, soft arm and holding a

glass of cool water to my
lips.

When I had drunk, “Where
am I?’’ I said. Original

thinker, that’s me every time.

Clare smiled. “You’re in

Hell’s Oven.’’ Then, reassur-

ingly, “Don’t worry. That’s

just the name of the place. I

found you out on the road.’’

It came back to me. I was
Bill Wallbridge, and I v/as

just out of two years in a PO
W camp in Korea and my girl

hadn’t waited and neither had
my boss, so I just kept going
when I got off the plane

—

driiing, drinking, losing my
job and hitchhiking to a new
place... walking to the near-

est exit till I dropped, appar-
ently.

I remember I tried to tell

Clare some of this—my name
and the fact that I needed a
job v/here there weren’t many
people, when there came a
pounding of heavy feet on the
porch of the lunchroom and
the door slammed open.
So I cringed into a ball

right there on the floor. If

you have been an uncoopera-
tive prisoner and been given
the full treatment for two
years, it’s automatic to pro-

tect as many vital organs as

you can when the heavy boots
come stamping in. Of course

Clare couldn’t have been
aware of my reasons. The big
hulk in the doorway didn’t

care. He just stood there,

looselipped and laughing,

with his bold small eyes tak-

ing me in, and the girl on the

floor beside me.

“Playing games?’’ he said.

Clare rose hastily. She
didn’t wait for me to speak.

“This poor fellow crav/led in

off the desert. Go and get

Doc, will you please, Doub-
les?’’

He didn’t answer her for a

minute, just stood grinning
and watcliing her till her
cheeks got red.

“I as’ired you to bring the

doctor here. This man is ill.”

Doubles kept looking at her
for a little longer, then he
turned v;ithout a glance at me
and went out of the lunch-
room. I tried to get up.

Clare’s eyes were on me.
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troubled and disappointed. I

shrugged. What was the use
of trying to explain what two
years of the Hole and boots
and bamboo canes and mag-
gotty food can do to a man?
But there was one thing I

had to do. Before this doctor
came and went through my
stuff.

I reached inside my shirt

and fumbled for my wallet.

It was gone! Clare followed
my gesture. She smiled and
took something out of the

pocket of her crisp v/hite ap-

ron.

“Is this what you’re look-
ing for? I found it on the
road beside you.”

It was my wallet. When I

shed my coat the day before,

back there in the desert
somewhere, I’d evidently had
sense enough to transfer my
wallet. Mow I waved her
hand away. “Use the money
as long as it lasts, to pay for

my keep. But burn the news-
paper clippings, will you? I

don’t v/ant anyone to see

them. Not even you.”

She frowned a little. I

guess she was wondering if I

was an escaped criminal. I

didn’t want her to read those
clippings—it might Icx^ like

a bid for sympathy, and be-

sides, that “hero” stuff didn’t

fit in with the job of crawl-
ing I’d done when the guy
Doubles stamped in. Anyway,
Clare made up her mind. In
my favor.

“No one shall see them. I

promise. Now relax till Doc

comes,” and her firm brown
hands were on my arm, gent-
ly guiding me to a chair.

That’s Clare. The money in

my wallet didn’t last any
longer than Doc’s first visit

—

he said I needed shots to kill

the pain of the leg the guards
broke and didn’t bother to

set. He asked me how I got
all the scars and why I

hadn’t had my leg attended
to, but I didn’t say. I wasn’t
about to cry on anybody’s
shoulder. When Clare saw
where my money went, she
offered me a job helping
around her place. She didn’t

like Doc and I think she was
afraid of Doubles, but she
went against their advice and
hired me.

She’s been paying me more
than I’m worth to do ths
cleanup jobs around the
lunchroom and the motel. I

sweep Doc’s store out and
run errands for him, too. He’s
got an eye for cheap labor,

and besides he wanted to sell

me some more shots of that
medicine that killed the pain
and made me forget. So I

got what I wanted when I

started drifting—easy work,
no need to think, no need to

talk to people. I limped
around in the clear quiet heat
of the little desert tov/n, and
kept out of Doubles’ way and-
fell in love with a girl who
pitied me.

Until lately, I was content-
ed enough. Then Doc began
to raise his price for the med-
icine Z was spending my
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wages on, and without it, I

began to lay awake nights
with the pain gnawing on my
leg. It got so bad that a
couple of nights ago I bar-
tered my watch for a jug of

Jace Denhet’s home brew.
Jace owns the garage where
Doubles works. I’d been sleep-
ing it off in a shed behind
the garage—having sense
enough not to let Clare see
me like that. I knew I’d have
some explaining to do to

Clare, but right now all I

wanted was a barrel of water
to drink and soak my head
in. And right then—as I

stood weaving in the hot
afternoon sunlight,.—^was

when I spotted the character
staggering in off the desert.

I thought I knew how the
guy felt, having done the
same thing myself, so I made
my way toward him where he
sprawled in the road. Ke was
game, give him credit. As I

came up to him, he pulled his

face up off the road and be-

gan to crawl forward on his

hands and knees. Right then,

I began to like him. You have
to respect a guy who won’t
give up.

I bent over to pick him up
—^nd got my first shock. In
all that heat, this character
had on a fur coat ! I shook my
head to clear it and only
blurred my eyes worse. May-
be he’d bailed out of one of

those high-flying experimen-
tal jobs. Pilots have to wear
some funny-looking suits to

protect them from the cold

and speeds. It figured. There
was a big box like a walkie-
talkie on his back. I went on
my knee to scoop him up in
my arms—he was a little guy.
Second shock.
He came up like when you

heave on a full barrel and it

turns out to be empty. I al-

most reared over backwards.
Tlicn I got a look at his face.

Third and worst shock. If

I’d seen that mug last night,
I'd have sworn off, sure. His
skin was a shiny bronze with
purple undertones like bruises
all over it. It was drawn
skull-tight, so tight that the
lipless mouth pulled away
from his teeth and his nose
was two round holes. His eye-
sockets were perfectly round
and sunken.

I closed my own eyes and
swayed a little. The motion
seemed to revive my passeng-
er. From somewhere inside

that barrel chest came a hum-
ming sound, aimless, vaguely
pleasant: and then

—

“Hie!”

“Brother, you’re tight!” I

muttered, trying to grin. I

sure must have been soaked,
for my hallucinations to be
drunk

!

“What have you got there.

Bill?’’ Doc Strood’s voice cut
at me. I hunched my shoul-

ders. I still can’t control that
wince. When you’ve been
trained to jump or get a rifle

butt on the instep, you jump.
And Doc’s voice is the cold-

est thing this side of North
Korea. He comes up so quiet-
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ly behind you, you never do
hear him. Add to that, he
owns the only store in two
hundred miles and the only
drug dispensary— and he be-

lieves in making his invest-

ments pay. He charges three

hundred percent for every-

thing, and dilutes the drugs
so the Indians and Mexicans
have to mortgage their lives

to him when their kids get

sick. That’s a picture of Doc
Strood, the self-constituted

boss of Hell’s Oven.

“Answer me, you bum! I

asked you what you've got

there.”

My hackles rose at the tone
of his voice. I straightened
up with the frail creatvire

light in my arms. I didn’t say
a word—just let him look at

what I held.

Strood bent over. His
mouth fell open. “Wha-a-” He
swallowed. “Goddlemighty,”
he whispered. “What is it?”

“Junior here just crawled
in from the desert,” I said.

“What in—what’s the mat-
ter with him?” Doc backed
away.

“Looks like he’s had too
much sun. Why don’t you
take him into your back room
—pardon me, Medical Center
—and examine him? It’s prob-
ably not catching. If you’re
worried about your fee, you
can sell his fur coat for

enough to cover the bill.”

Doc glanced at me side-

ways, decided to ignore the

impudence, and nodded to-

ward the store. “Get him in-

side and we’ll see what we’re
up against.” He couldn’t
bear the thought of losing a
fee. Even when it came
wrapped in a package like

that one.

By the time Doc had fin-

ished his examination, we
were both feeling queer. Doc
poured himself a stiff shot.

He didn’t offer me one. I

didn’t really . want a drink.

Maybe it was the smell-
faint, acrid, not unpleasing
but different—coming from
the thing on the cot.

“My God,” Doc wiped his

slack lips, “what is it?”

The fur coat was joined on.

It was his own hair, large
hollow strands wdth feathery
fluff at the ends. It was a
magnificent reddish-brown
pelt such as I’d never seen on
any animal. It grew over his

head and down his neck and
all over his big-chested body.
His hands were long and had
four slender, flexible 'fin-

gers’. His eyes—well, he
hadn’t opened them yet, and
I for one was in no hurry for
the unveiling.

I'h'ere v/as a sort of woven
fibre harness around his

hips, with a heavy pouch
dangling from it. The thing
which had been strapped on
his back was most interesting.

It looked vaguely like a
walkie-talkie, with a slender
glass rod stuck out a little

and a series of glassy tiles

like a keyboard along dne
side. Doc’s nicotine-stained
fingers hovered over those
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keys and then pulled back.

He raised his eyes and caught
me grinning.
“Might be a bomb, or some-

thing,” he snarled. Then,
leaning forward to peer at

the heavy pouch—“V/onder
what’s in that bag?”

“His knitting?” I suggest-
ed. I couldn’t understand
myself. For nearly a year
now I had cringed before
Doc, willing to run his er-

rands and tabe his abuse so
I could be sure of getting
shots of the dope he sold me
as ‘medicine’. But today,
somehow, I felt like spitting
in his eye. The sight of his

yellow-stained fingers fum-
bling at the guy’s wallet made
me mad—a good, strong,
clear-headed anger I hadn’t
felt in a long time. “Why
don’t you leave the pouch
alone. Doc? It might blow up
in your face.” I hope, I add-
ed in my mind.

Doc favored me with a
mean look. “You’re gettin’

mighty cocky for a hobo, ain’t

you? You open the thing, if

you’re so smart. Maybe it’ll

tell us who he is.”

I bent over the unconscious
figure and examined the bulg-
ing pouch carefully without
touching it. The fibre was
woven so closely it presented
a solid surface. I couldn’t

spot any opening. Something
made me look up. The disc-

shaped eyes were red. They
were trained on me as steadi-

ly as a gun.

“Hi,” I said, weakly.

There was a strained sil-

ence.

“Welcome,” I said, “to our
fair city. Hell’s Oven. And
from the look of you, you
ought to feel right at home.”

“Shut up, you fool!” hissed
Doc. “Do you want to get him
mad at us?” Ke moved back-
ward. The red disc eyes left

me and followed Doc. It was
a relief. I hunkered down be-
side the cot, partly because I

couldn’t stand up. The eyes
finished with Doc and came
back to me. The lipless mouth
opened.

“Hiiiiiiiii,” it breathed.

I grinned and stuck out my
hand. “Shake, fella.”

He looked at my hand, then
at my face. Slowly, as if it

weighed a ton, he lifted his
own hand and stretched it out
to mine. I clasped it gently.
The bones felt very small and
soft.

“Feeling better?” I asked.

The red eyes indicated the
keyboard box and returned
to mine. I lifted the box and
held it close to his hands.
With an effort, he stretched
up his fingers and pressed
several keys. There w’as a
scuttling sound and a slam as
Doc lit out.

Then the strange thing hap-
pened. The guy on the cot
pressed down on those glassy
keys, and inside my head I

heard something—or saw
somethin g—or felt some-
thing, I’m still not quite sure
which. First there was a feel-

ing of friendliness. Then the
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sound Laal, like a nanie. Over
and over.

“Laal,” I repeated. “That’s
you, isn’t it? Laal.”

I sensed a feeling of relief

as though he were saying,

good. Now we can talk. Then
a questioning: You?
“My name? I’m nobody—

»

just the town bum.”

Rejection. Question.

“Son of a gun,” I breathed.

“What is that gadget, a lie

detector? All right, then. I’m
William Wallbridge, Bill to

you. A returned prodigal
from Korea. I sold my birth-

right to a mess named Strood,
and now I have to bake in it

—the Oven, I mean. Just a
no good junky. Ask any-
body.” I was talking too
much. I stopped.

“Hi,” said my pal on the

cot. “Hi, Beel.”
I liked that guy

!

“Where you from, Laal?” I

asked softly. He seemed so
vulnerable lying there, with
Doc and Doubles and Jace
hovering around outside like

buzzards. I didn’t want them
to get him like they got me.

His slender fingers pressed
more keys. I didn’t hear a
darn thing, but inside my
head a picture started mov-
ing: a planet smaller than
Earth . . . reddish-brown, white
capped. A group of people
like Laal, gathered in a soft-

ly-shining circular room with-
out windows, bending anx-
iously over the bodies of two
smaller editions of them-
selves. The kids were sick, X

53

could see that. They looked
even worse thnn Laal.

“What’s the matter with
them?” I whispered.

Discouragement .... weary
non-comprehension. . . .then a
tentative groping. . . .virus?
Once there was a cure for
such things—a mold from the
swamp-scum which healed
sickness. But the last of the
swamps dried up centuries
ago . . . and they had lost ths
secret of producing the molds
artificially.

A search—frantic, planed
wide. No luck. More small
Laals dying. A desperate, last-

ditch effort : an air-boat, null-

gravity, such as Laal’s people
used for their pleasure, hasti-

ly fitted with glassy-metal
plates and shields like armor.
Food for a long journey, in
the pouch. And in the very
heart of the ship, most care-

fully girdered and cushioned,
a huge shining globe filled

with the greatest treasure of
the planet.

Then Laal, crowding into
the improvised space-ship,
into the hammock-type seat.

An injection. Take-off. Space.
A landing on the next planet,

of course on a desert area
much like the home world.
But the air, different. Full of
something which stole Laal’a

wits.

“Oxygen,” I said. “You’ro
on an oxygen bender, boy.”
Now Laal’s fingers flying

over the keys, faster, faster.

His thoughts beating urgence
against my mind.

“Beel, help me. Help mjr
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people. Your v^orld rich in

swamps. Surely there must
be, somewhere, the substance
I need. I was hypno-trained
from the data in the ancient
records, to recognize the
molds when I see them. But I

must have help. On your
world I am weak, slow.
Everything is so heavy. If

you help me, I will pay you
well. In my ship, great trea-

sure, the wealth of my peo-
ple, hoarded to buy the cure
for our children’s sickness.
Will you help, Beel?”

I got up and stood over
him, gently lifting the heavy
brain — impulse — transform-
er out of his frail arms. “Sure,
I’ll try to help you, Laal. But
we don’t want your treasure.
I’ll get you to a big town,
good doctors. They’ll know
more about what you need.
Sounds to me like one of the
sulphas or penicillin, but
they’ll know. I’ll drive you
there right now!’’

As I talked, I got more ex-
cited. “I’ll borrow the car
from C 1 a r c—that’s Miss
Evans. She’ll be glad to help.

But listen.” I stared down
into his glowing eyes. “W’nile
I'm gone, play it dumb. Don’t
tell Doc or anybody else any-
thing about your treasure.

You see, Laal, there are dif-

ferent kinds of people on our
world, and some of these
characters around here are
definitely the \/rong kind.”

A big animal laugh boomed
out from directly behind me.

"Now, that ain’t very
friendly of you. Billyboy.

Not a bit friendly.” And two
hands like a gorilla’s closed
gently around my throat and
then began to tighten slowly
into a vice and squeezed until
the world blacked out. I re-

member thinking, as I passed
out, that Doc hadn’t lost any
time rounding up his cronies.
Doubles and Jace.

When I came to, I was ly-

ing in a corner v/here, pre-
sumably, Doubles had throvm
me. The room was dark ex-
cept for a shaded bulb over
the cot, and foul v/ith cigar
smoke

; but I could still smell
the acrid taint of Laal
through the reek. Jace Den-
het’s smooth deep voice was
asking a question. My flesh
crawled. Except for the heat,

it could have been an interro-
gation in the prison camp. I

shook my head to clear it. It

seemed like a long time since
I had had a shot of Doc’s
nerve medicine! I listened.

“You talked to Bill. Why
won't you talk to us? We
overheard Bill telling you not
to tell us about imur treasure,

but you don’t want to pay any
heed to him. He’s just a
drunken bum who hangs
around my garage and Doc’s
drug store, cadging drinks.”

“A most unreliable person,”
added Doc, in his best com-
pany voice. “Novi7, be reason-
able—uh—sir. Tell us what
we want to know and we’ll

give you a drink and some-
thing to eat.”

“Aw, nuts!” growled
Doubles. “Why doncha let me
choke him a little, like I did
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Billyboy? That little thin

neck of his is just askin’ to

be squeezed.”
“You stupid fool! If you

hadn’t choked Bill so hard,

we’d have him to talk for us

to the freak—li o vv e v e r he
managed.”

“Sure you could make him
tell you what he found out?”

It was Jace’s voice.

“It’s been quite a while

since I gave him any dope.

Now the likker’s worn off, he

ought to be crawling to me
for a shot any time. And t’nen

we’ll find out v/here this

freak cached his treasure.”

“If Billyboy don’t come to

soon, I’m game to try a few
tricks on "Ugly,” Doubles
licked his lips.

I drew in a deep breath.

The only thing I v/anted
now was to get out of this

shadowed, smoke-fiiied room,
with its cone of light stab-

bing down on the helpless
victim. I might have made it,

too. The room was dark and
they were all concentrating
on the figure on the cot. Laal.
The little leathery freak who
had learned to say, “Hi,
Beel,” and shaken my hand.
He'd said, “Help me.” And I

had ansv/ered, “yes.”

And now Doc and Doubles
and Jace were gathered
•round Laal and I knew them
....knew the depths of cruel-

ty they were capable of.

Maybe I was confusing
them with some other men ia
• shadowed room with a
bright light beating down. I

Struggled to my feet groggiiy.

“You’ll never get anything
from Laal.” I said. “I’ve told
him v/hat nasty men you are,

and that he isn’t to play with
you. I'm his legal guardian
and keeper. You know—find-
ers keepers. As in treasure.”

They had turned and were
staring at me in the light of
the shaded bulb. If I could
have v/illed myself dead in

that moment, I would have.
On the three faces was dawn-
ing a wolfish smile I had
seen before. L oubles ad-
vanced on me through tbe
smoke.

“Well, if it ain’t Billyboy,
come back to life. I got a
bone to pick with you. One
of yours, that is.” His guffaw
boomed out.

“Don’t touch him till I tell

you I” snapped Doc. “What
good is he if you keep knock-
ing him cut?”

“Bring him over here in

the light. Doubles,” said Jace
gently. “Doc. go get him a
shot of your ‘medicine’.”

On the way out. Doc turned
on another light. I pushed
past Doubles, grinding my
heel over his toes as I went.
The pain jolted an oath out
of him and he swung toward
me. I jabbed my elbow into

his middle. He came at me,
clawing, his eyes popping.

“Hold it!” Jace cautioned
him. “Let him alone till Doc
gets back.”

The big' bruiser literally

shook with fury. Behinrd his

teeth was a spate of searing

rage, but he held it after one
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glance at Jace; held it and
grew quiet. Too quiet.

Well, I’d successfully di-

verted their attention from
Laal. Why? I sneaked a
glance at the weird little

alien, met the unflinching
stare of the red-disc eyes. He
was counting on me to pull

something out of the bag to

help him. Suddenly—wheth-
er it was the hang-over, or
the lack of dope, or the crazy
impossible situation—I felt

like laughing. Why did I

care about this screwy little

Martian monkey?

“Not your shining hair.

Dear, Not your eyes of blue—
no, red—”, I paraphrased an
old song. Jace cursed soft-

ly...

“He’s gone completely off
the beam.”
Doubles regarded me

doubtfully. “Doc musta put
too much dope in the dope

—

”

They stared at me, frown-
ing. I grinned back at them
foolishly. Nothing seemed to

matter. Clare was the only
decent thing in my world,
and God knew I wasn’t fit to

touch her. So why not go
to bat for the little man from
wherever? I called Doubles a
nasty name, and laughed to

see his face. Then nausea
swept me, and dizzyness like

a black whirling cloud. I

swayed on my feet.

“Catch him,” said Jace.
“—^way ahead of you,” mut-

tered Doubles, hands huge
and tight on my arms. The
big fingers pressed tight-

er.

“Put him down. Doubles,”
ordered Jace. “You’ll get your
chance.”
“Damn right,” said Doubles

and led me to a chair beside
Laal's cot.

Doc bustled in with a hypo
filled with something cloudy.
My nerves jumped. I could
feel the jab and then the
flame along my nerves and
then the peace... As though
they belonged to somebody
else, I sav/ my hands stretch-
ing out, trembling, toward
the hypo. I hadn’t even real-

ized that I had moved. I

pulled my arms back to my
sides, but their faces told me
they had seen the gesture.

“The whole thing’s for you.
Bill. Just the moment you
tell us where the little freak’s

treasure is.” Doc waved the
hypo toward me, his eyes be-
hind their glasses seemed to
be getting bigger and bigger.
The hypo, too—^bigger...
more desirable ... I was reach-
ing out

—

Doubles chuckled. “I sure
wish Miss Clare could see
him now. Her prize reformed
bum, crawlin’ for a shot of
Doc’s dope.”

A second time my arms fell

to my sides. I managed a
shaky grin. "Thanks, Dou-
bles. Doc nearly made it that
time.”

Doc snarled at Doubles.
Jace had to step between
them. Doc glared at them
both, “Can’t you keep that

blood-hungry moron quiet?
Get him out of here I”

“We might need him, S
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Bill’s going to be stubborn,”
said Jace gently. Doubles
smiled like a hyena. One huge
fist slapped into the other
palm.

“Any time, Boss. Any
time.”

And then Laal spoke. Re-
ally spoke, v/ith his own
reedy breathless voice. None
of us understood him, but we
sure tried hard. At the end,
he gestured tov/ard the talk-

box and back to himself,
urgently. There was no mis-
taking his meaning.

“No, Laal ! No ! They’ll take
your treasure and—

”

D o u b 1 e s’ big hand was
across my mouth, pulling my
head against his shoulder,
the other hand gripping my
body. Doc hurried to lift the
box and place it on the cot

beside Laal. Thin alien fin-

gers flickered on the glassy
keys. A soundless throbbing
pressed against my ear-

drums, filled my head. The
others, open-mouthed, were
straining to catch that silent

speech.

Inside my head I began to

picture the desert just out-

side Hell’s Oven. It was like

a movie unrolling in front of

your eyes. It made me dizzy.

I closed my eyelids but the

picture went on unreeling
against the back of them.
Across the desert. It seemed
a long way. Topping a dune
finally, we seemed to stare

down into a curiously-round-
ed hollow. At the base of the
depression squatted a shin-

ing ball. Laai’s ship. A round

dark opening yawned in one
side.

“That is my ship,” con-
firmed Laal’s thought. “With-
in it. great v.malth. The rarest
treasures of my planet, yours
in exchange for the cure of
our children. Do you have
this mold-medicine, Being-
known-as-Doc ? It is a golden
mold from v.hich can be dis-

tilled a healing fluid.”

Doc was staring hypnotized
at the red-disc eyes. Laal
stared back at him, waiting
for an answer. Doc took a
step forward, raised bis voice
as though talking to a deaf
man. He said eagerly, “Yes!
Yes! I ha've the medicine you
want. Let us go at once and
collect the treasure!”

“First, the cure.” You could
hear the sternness of Laal’s

thought echoing hollow in-

side your ears. I wrenched
convulsively at the vise

gripped around my chest.

Doubles only held tighter,

grinding his palm so my
mouth bled against my teeth.

“What sickness have they
got?” Doc was breathing like

a man who’s run a long way.
Maybe he’d seen further into

L.aal’s ship than I had, es-

timated the value of the
spoils of a world; he v/as

shaking with excitement.

Laal pressed the keys
rapidly. Another picture

formed behind my eyes—this

time a close-up of a tiny fig-

ure, disc-eyes covered by a
whitish membrane, swollen
lumps on either side of the
thin neck. Doc drew back a
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little, frowning. He pursed
his lins.

“The way I see it, from
what you—un—tell me, it

looks like mumps,” he mut-
tered. Then he put on a

grea.sv smile. “Yessir, mumps
is all that’s the master with
your kiddies. And it just so
happens I have the very cure
for that, right here in the
dispensary. I’ll make you up a

couple of jugs of it right
away.”
The red eyes went from

Doc to me and back again.
Laal’s next thought held stern
anxiety: “From the nsind of
Beel. my friend, I sense
strong doubt of your good
faith and ability to help me.”
“Aureomycinl” crowed Doc

his glasses twinkling in tri-

umph as he looked from one
to the other of us. “That yel-
low mold stuff he was talk-

ing—thinking about, rang a

bell with me. ‘Member all that

aureomycin I laid in when
the Cantala family and those
Indians got the spotted fe-

ver? They couldn’t pay for it

so I still got most of it.

Rocky Mountain spotted fe-

ver’s a virus, ain’t it? And so’s

mumps. 'What’s good for one
ought to be good for the
other.”

“That’s weeks age,’* I pro-
tested mentally. “I,aal, make
dead sure the stuff’s still ac-

tive—or whatever.”
Laal’s thought challenged

Doc as the little alien pressed
the keyboard. “Let me see
this golden medicine from a
mold. I would know, from my
conditioning, whether it is

the thing we are seeking.”
.Doc was fairly dancing

with excitement. “I've got a
fair plenty of the stuff. You
can dilute it down and make
enough to cure everybody!”
His smile vridened. “Doubles,
here’s the key to the shed.
Get me a couple of five gal-
lon cans. Jace, bring over
your work jeep and we’ll lead
the medicine and drive our
friend back to his ship. I’ll

be making up the mixture
while you’re gone.”

I tried to think. Laal had
said a golden mold. I’d hea’'d

of aureomycin—who hadn’t?
But was it a cure for what
ailed the Martian children?
And surely dilution would
ruin it. Or would it? My in-

decision let the moment pass.

Doubles was pulling me to-

ward the door.
“V/h?.t’il I do wit’n Billy-

boy? Wring his neck? We
don’t need him any more.”
“Of course, you’re joldng,

Doubles,” Doc’s eyes shifted
warningiy in Laal’s direction.

“We’d never harm any of

our—servants, no matter how
wilful or unreliable they are.

Just take him out and put
him in the shed.” He shot a
venomous glance at me. “You
might make sure he’s comfort-
able before you leave him.”
Doubles was overcome by

the humor of this. “I’ll tuck
him in. Doc. Real comfort-
able.” He threw his massive
arm around my shoulders and
pulled me out the door.

ce followed us into the
darkness. '“I’ll bring the jeep
to the back door,” he whia-
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pered. “We don’t want any-
one seeing the freak and get-
ting ideas. And it’ll be easier
to load Doc’s cans of medi-
cine.”

“What’s he going to give
the freak? What is the cure
for mumps, anyways?”
“There isn’t any, so far’s

I’ve ever heard. And I

wouldn’t bet on any diagno-
sis of Doc’s, myself.” jace
shrugged. “What do you
care? If the freak comes back
mad, he’ll take it out on Doc,
not us. We didn’t say it v/as

mumps—^we didn’t guarantee
any sure cures. And in the
meantime, we got our share
of the loot stashed away—

”

He interrupted himself,
“Wait a minute! I got an
idea...” His voice lowered
cautiously.

“After we get the treasure
from the freak and he takes
off in his flying saucer or
whatever it is, we’ll help Doc
load the stuff on the jeep.

And then I think Doc bet-
ter have an accident—a bad
one. He’s been cracking the
whip pretty hard on poor old
Bill, here, lately. Clare and
tviTO-three others have men-
tioned it to me. It’s only nat-

ural that a big guy like Bill

won’t take that kind of push-
ing around forever—especial-
ly when he gets a few under
his belt.” His soft insinuat-
ing voice paused. “If lie had
a gun—

”

Doubles took up the plan
joyfully. “So tonight Billy-

boy objects. He steals a gun
somewhere. And we find him

standing over the body of
poor, harmless old Doc with
the murder v/eapon in his
fist. Naturally, I shoot him
down before he can finish

the rest of us.” He shook
his head admiringly. “I got
to hand it to you, Jace.”
“Think you can handle it?”

“It’s my nleasure,” grinned
Doubles. “Where’s the gun?”
Jace passed him something.

“Here’s Doc’s. I just hap-
pened to pick it up a while
ago, inside.”

Doubles stuffed it in his

coat pocket. “Should I put
Billyboy out of his misery
now?”

Jace hesitated. I held my
breath. Then he said, “Bet-
ter not. Someone might come
to investigate the shooting. I

don’t v/ant witnesses to any
of this. And I don’t want to

give Doc any ideas. Or dis-

turb the freak. He seems to

have taken quite a shine to

Bill.”

“Freaks of a feather
—

” said
Doubles with a snort of

laughter. “Speaking of cur
friend Bill, what’s v/ith Ir'm?

He’s been awful quiet.” He
shook me roughly. I swayed,
letting my muscles relax. He
pulled me erect.

“Naw, there ain’t no fight

in him. What with that rot-

gut we sold him and the dope
Doc’s been pumping into him,
it’s a wonder he’s still with
us. Must’ve been made of
iron to take it for this long.”

Jace wasn’t interested
"He’s just a wreck—a drifter.
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We’re wasting time. Sure
you know what you’ve got to

do? After the stuff is loaded
in the jeep. We might as well

have help with it. First, Doc.
Then Bill.”

“Got it,” said Doubles.
“Now take Doc his five

gallon cans or he’ll be out
here looking for them.” Jace
moved away noiselessly in

the darkness.

Doubles shifted his grip to
a carrying position under my
shoulder. I let him drag me
through the sand and rubbish
tov/ard the rear of the store.
Doc had a large locked shed
out there, where he kept eve-
rything he couldn’t sell or
use. Doubles propped me
roughly against the shed wall
as he fumbled with the pad-
lock. I sucked in a careful,
noiseless breath. This had to
be good the first time. I

didn’t have more than one
punch in me. I shuffled my
feet to get a firm stance in

the gritty soil, and I let that
first breath out easy and took
another. The night air was
sharp and pungent with sage.

Doubles was bent over,
peering and muttering over
the padlock. I brought my
hand down on his neck in a
chopping cut that had every-
thing I had left in it.

He slumped to the ground.
I bent over him, fumbling
for the gun, and nearly fell

on my face as I got it. I

thrust it between my skin and
the cord that held up my
peuits, pulling my shirt out

over it to hide it. I leaned
against the dry, splintery
wood of the shed for a mo-
ment, hauling in another
breath

; then, shaking and
sweating, I bent and finished
opening the padlock.

It took me a couple of min-
utes to get Dou'oles dragged
inside the shed. It was dark
in there, sour-smelling and
unbelievably hot. I bruised
my hands on sharp corners
and ragged edges I couldn’t
see, as I pulled at boxes and
crates to make a clear space
behind them. I got Doubles
into that and piled some
empty oil cans on top of him.

I staggered out the door
into the dim light of the ris-

ing moon. It took a lot of
fumbling to get the padlock
back after D o u b 1 e s’ rough
surgery, but at last it was
locked into place. I threw
the key as far away as I

could, then I leaned against
the shed and gulped in the
air and tried to control the
deep shuddering convulsions
of my stomach muscles.

The back door came open a
little, spilling a streak of
yellow light across the sand
like a finger pointing at me.
Doc’s mean little frame was
silhouetted black in the door-
way, his head thrust forvirard

into the night.

“Doubles !” came his sharp
whisper. “What’s keeping
you? Get those cans in here!”

I lurched toward him, pull-

ing out the gun as I Ccune. I

was nearly at the door before
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he saw who I was. He fell

back, mouthing something.
Then he turned and darted
away.

I let him go. Hanging in
the doorway, I didn’t have
strength to run after him. I

had to get the little alien
av/ay from here and out to

civilization where he could
tell his story and get real

help for his people. I went
over to the cot. Laal’s eyes
were closed. He looked worse
than ever, if that was possi-

ble. I shook him as gentlj^ as

I could. His fur was soft and
pleasant to the touch. His
eyes opened. I swear I saw
something like friendly rec-

ognition in that grotesque
mask. I put the thought-trans-
former beside him and lifted

his fingers to the keys. He
pressed them obediently.

“I’ve got to talk to you,
Laal. These men are bad.
They want the treasure
you’ve got in your ship. I’m
going to try to get you to a
place where good men will
try honestly to find a cure
for your children. But you’ve
got to help yourself a little.

I don’t think I can carry
you—’’

Laal was pressing a single
key. Negative.
“You mean you can’t trav-

el?’’

His thought came: “I need
not go from this place. The
medicine I seek is here. The
Being-called-Doc has said it.”

I sagged against the cot.

Now what did I do? In a few

minutes Doc would be back,
with Jace, probably, and a
gun. I began to shake with
anger at my own weakness
and Laal’s stu’oborn idiocy.

Even though I knew he was
reading my thoughts, I shout-
ed at him,

“Look, you dope, can’t you
understand? Those guys
haven’t got a cure! Or if they
have, there isn’t enough of it!

I know Doc. He’ll water it

down to look like plenty, and
that’ll ruin it ! They’re going
to trick you and take your
treasure and kill me—” I

stopped. Laal’s eyes had
closed. His fingers slipped
from the keys. He just wasn’t
interested in anything I had
to say.

I ru’obed my shaking fin-

gers across the dirty stubble
of beard on my scarred face.

I had to admit I wasn’t a very
convincing figure. So why
not just forget the whole cru-
sade? Search for some of
Doc’s medicine and shoot my-
self so full of it that I

wouldn’t come to for a week.
My body, craving the peace
of the drug, urged me toward
the cluttered dispensary. But
something held me. I looked
down at the thing on the cot.

It was alien and completely
ugly. It had rejected me and
my offers of help and my ad-
vice. I stared at my hands.
They were bleeding a little.

I tried to think.

Clare ! Maybe she could
convince Laal. She’d tried
hard enough to help me, and
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I W2~n’t much better looking
than Laa!. And she had a car.

I stagfcereT out the door and
started off for Clare’s lunch-
room. I kcnt to the shadow
of the b’-iildlng.s. No need to
risk running into Jace or Doc
in the dark. When I got to
Clare’s, light was streaming
from the windows. I pushed
open the door and nearly
fell into the room.

“Bill !’’ Clare’s voice,
trouhl''d and—afraid. Of me?
I focus-ed my eyes v/ith an
effort. Beside C'are stood
Doc and Jace, waiting for me
to speak. My throat and
mouth were dry. I stood
there, gaping. Doc came for-

ward, light glowing on his
glass.es so I cou.’dn’t see the
eyes behind them.

“Ycu see, Clar??’’ Oh. that
oily voice! “It’s like I said.

He got held of some drink
somewhere and he’s gone
over the line. You'd better let

Jace and me liandle him.’’ He
shook his head in mock pity,

the hypocritical old buzzard.
“I think it’d be kinder if v/e

take him to the city tonight.
I’ve tried to help him, but I

can’t do much for his kind,
here.” He sighed.

Unctious rotten devil! I

worked my mouth. “Clare
!”

It came out a choking gasp.

“I’ve got to tell you—tell
—

”

“Yes. Bill?” So soft her

voice, so kind. And her clear

eyes troubled as they usually

were v/hen they rested on
me. “What are you ti-ying to

tell us. Bill?”

So what could I say? I

looked from one to the other
of them,—Clare anxious. Doc
smiling, Jace imperturbable.
Could I say, “There’s a Mar-
tian in the back of Doc’s
drug store... and Doe is sell-

ing him ten gallons of sheep
dip as a cure for mumps...
and the little man is going to
give Doc a world’s ransom
in return.” Well, could I?
Just about then, Clare would
join Doc in a call for the boys
in the white coats.

I had to try. I don’t know
why, I just had to. But first

I wanted a drink of water. I’d
need to talk fast and smooth,
once I started, and this stran-
gled gasping Vv'ouldn’t take
me far. So I tried again.
“Drink—s omething to

drink—”
It was the v;rong thing to

say. I knew that as soon as

I caught the pain in Clare’s

eyes, and the beginning of a
reluctant belief—and the
gleam of triumph on Doc’s
face.

“You see, my dear? He’s
quite hopeless—

”

So it was up to me alone.

I pulled Doc’s gun out of my
belt. “Gun you gave Doubles
to kill Doc ‘n’ me, Jace,” I

croaked. “Loaded. Let’s go
Martian. You too, Clare. Wit-
ness.’’

Reluctantly they went
ahead of me down the dark,
deserted street. I think the
men knew I’d be happy to

kill them both. Clare was at

my elbow. Once when a wave
«f dizzyness threatened to
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sweep me out into the dark,

her hand came up, strong and
steady, under my arm. I only
needed it for a minute. Then
the curtain lifted and I could
see again. Doc and Jace had
stopped walking and were
peering back at us.

“Move!” I croaked. They
obeyed. I was right behind
them with the gun jammed
tight into Jace’s back as we
entered Doc’s store.

Someone was moving
around in the lighted dispens-
ary. We headed that way.
Doc and Jace went first, then
me, with Clare following. I

heard her quick indrawn
breath. Laal did look like

something unholy as he
crouched on the floor, the
single dangling bulb reflect-

ing red from his fur, his

lean leathery arms scrabbling
a bunch of cardboard cartons
into a pile in the centre of

the cheap cot blanket. His red
eyes burned up at us. His
hands flashed to the key-
board. His thought came to

us all, clearly.

“I have found the substance
I need. It was here, as Doc
said, a culture from a mold,
even as also our ancient writ-

ings described. Now you must
help me to my ship with your
vehicle. My time is short and
your gravity defeats me.”
“Get the jeep, Clare. I’ll

hold these babies till you
come back.”

“You can’t go like that!”
shrilled Doc, stepping for-

ward. “You’ve taken all my

aureomycin and the sul-

phas... You can’t go away
without paying!”
Laal turned red eyes on

him. “I will leave the treasure
on the sand beside my ship
as I promised,” came his

thought. “Bill can bring them
back to you.”
“Like hell he v^ill,” snarled

Jace. “He’ll run out with the
works. Why should he split

witli us?”
Laal looked at him wearily.

“What do I know of your
quarrels?” his fingers pressed
the keys. “I have the cure; I

give you my treasure. Divide
it among you. There is no
more.”
Doc whimpered and Jace

fixed me with dark hating

eyes. “How did you get Dou-
bles?”

I didn’t answer. We w'aited.

How long would it take Clare
to bring up the jeep? The
deep uncontrollable trem-
bling was starting up again
inside me ; nausea was sour in

my throat. I noticed Doc’s
eyes on me, greedily search-

ing for signs of collapse. I

tightened my grip on t’ne gun.

“If I feel myself going.

I’ll shoot Jace first and then
you,” I promised him. Nobody
answered me. In the silence

we heard t’nc jeep pull up be-

side the back door. Clare
came in.

“Give Laal a hand out to

the jeep,” I told her.

He wouldn’t let go of his
bundle of medicine, so Clare
half-carried him outside. Doc
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swayed forward as they dis-

appeared. I swung the gun on
him and he froze. I guess my
face would have been enough
to stop him. More than any-
thing in this world except
helping Laal, I craved a
chance to shoot him. Jace had
ordered my death—but Doc
had kept me in a living hell

of craving for the drug that

degraded me more than the
“corrections” of the prisoner
of war camp had been able

to do . .

.

I backed toward the door.
Now their eyes were follow-
ing me, watching for a mis-
step, a stumble ... I had to
laugh. The sound of it, ring-
ing out crazily, sobered me.
Just a little longer, long
enough to help Laal on his
way to the stars and see Clare
safe—and then I’d come back
and kill them both.

A message from Laal, faint-

er than any I’d received : “My
time grows short! Hurry!”

I heard the jeep’s engine as

I backed out the door. I was
at the end of my strength. I

couldn’t risk trying to tie

Doc and Jace up. . .they were
advancing slowly after me. .

.

they’d be on me the moment
I turned my back. I stretched
out my left hand and caught
the door knr>b.

“I’ll shoot the first one who
comes through this door,” I

said, and slammed it in their

faces. For good measure I

sent one shot crashing
through the panel.
In a second I was falling

into the jeep. Clare almost

swung it out from under me
as she whirled tov/ard the
road. I can’t remember much
about that ride. I sat hunched
and swaying in the seat be-
side Clare. Behind me on the
floor Laal huddled over his

precious bundle of drugs.
Dully I hoped he wouldn’t
get anything broken by the
jolting, as the jeep bumped
and rocked over the dunes,
heading out into the desert
in the light of the full moon.

Clare stared straight ahead
of her, guided like an auto-
maton by LaaTs mind. It

seemed like a long trip, and
then the jeep was laboring up
the side of a big dune, top-
ping it, and rolling down into

a bowl-shaped depression
which looked familiar. At the
very centre was a shining
ovoid. Laal’s ship.

Between us, Clare and I

got him out of the jeep and
over to the opening. He kept
his stranglehold on the cot

blanket full of drugs, every
second. I can’t say I blame
him; he’d come a long way to

get them. There was a shim-
mering curtain of some sort

over the entrance port. Laal
focussed his box and pressed
the key. There was a high
whine and the curtain dis-

solved. Clare, being smaller,

helped Laal through the dark
opening. As I stood there,

watching, I heard a droning
roar. A car—coming across
the desert at a spine-jarring
speed. Doc and Jace hadn’t
wasted any time,

I felt for the gun. Scrnie-
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v/here durine: the ride I had
lost it.

What would they do to

Clare? I stag'p'ered over the

fused sand to the ship’s port,

“Clare ! See if Laal v/ill take
you up and drop you off near
a city.’’ It sounded silly even
as I was saying it. Clare ap-
peared in the opening, a
small box under her arm. She
stepped out, turned, waved
back at Laal, then came to-

ward me. Her eyes were
alight with a happiness I’d

never seen in them.

“He—explained things to
me. Bill. About you—things
he’d read in your mind. He
thinks very highly of you.
And he wants to say good-
bye.”

"Clare,” I groaned, “hear
that car? It’s Doc and Jace.
I don’t think they’ll let

either of us out of this alive
. . . Get going, Lsal!” I yelled.

As though in answer, a
humming came from within
the ovoid and a pale blue
radiance began to glow in the
air around it. That was all we
needed—to put up a neon
sign advertising the where-
abouts of Laal's ship ! As I

bent to go through the port,

the powerful spotbeam on
Jace Denhet’s tow truck was
lighting up the rim of the
bowl like a dreadful sunrise.

I went on in. Laal was
strapped into a hammock-
sling of woven fibres. Puls-
ing in front of him v/as a
globe of bluish light. Off in

the shadows loomed a couple
of machines larger than Laal’s

talk-box with many rows of
glassy keys. Laal was holding
out a tiny box to me. It was
made of the same shining
substance as the ship. In the
bluish light it shone like

mother-of-pearl.
“This is for you, Beel.” his

thought came warmly. “Be-
cause your heart is kind and
your words are honest. I have
been glad to know }tou, man
of another world.”
What could I say? “Me,

too, Laal,” I managed. “I hope
your kids get better.”

There was a tangle of
voices outside. Doc’s weasel
face thrust inside the port.

He had a gun in his fist.

“Where's the treasure you
promised me?”
Laal touched the keys. Into

our minds came the image of
a shining sphere behind us.

Doc and I turned to look.

Sure enough, there it was—

a

huge globe of shining metal
carefully cradled in a net of

tough fibre.

“It is our world’s greatest
treasure. All my people—and
we are many hundred—de-
nied themselves for a year to

collect this as a payment for
the cure. Take it; roll it

from the ship now, Being-
called-Doc. I have but waited
for your arrival; my ship
must take off within a hand’s
count of time.” The hum grew
louder ; the blue light bright-
ened. As we looked, the port
irised open wide enough to
permit the removal of the
shining globe.

Doc called Jace. Between
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them they jostled and rolled

the globe out onto the desert
sands and away from the
ship. It seemed very heavy.
Doc ran and poked his head
inside the ship again. “Is
that all you’ve got?”

Laal’s reply came ; That
is my world’s wealth. Our
rarest treasure. Be content.
Beel, use wisely the gift I

gave you. It is time for you
to come out of t’ae shadows
of the past and live in the
light again. May the Great
Ones watch over you,—my
friend! Farev/ell.’’

The port was slowly clos-

ing. I got Out just in time.

Clare caught my arm and
pulled me away from the slrio.

It rose on a si.aft of bright
blue flame—flame without
heat. Our skins tingled. We
moved further back. Laal’s

ship dwindled skyward. Then,
like a pinwheel, blue flame
swept around it in a flaring

circle and the ship flashed

out of sight.

I sat down on the sand. I

couldnT have stood up any
longer, Clare sank dov/n be-

side me, rested her head on
my shoulder. It felt right, I

looked at Doc and Jaze. rhey
were glaring at each other.

“I’m rich! I’m the richest

man in the world!” crowed
Doc. He was still holding the

gun.

“There’s plenty for both of

us,” said Jace. “Give me the
gun. I’ll take the boxes he
gave Clare and Bill.”

“I’ll hold the gun,” Doc
spoke with enormous good

humor, “you get the stuff
from them.”

Jace came toward us cau-
tiously. ‘Tiew’d you like to
buy your lives? Just give us
v/hat the alien gave you, and
we’ll let you go.”

Clare didn’t say anything.
She just leaned against me,
cradling her box and looking
off into the moonlit desert
as thougli this were some or-

dinary evening and we were
an ordinary pair of sweet-
hearts. Jace came a little

closer, stooped over us, hands
out. There was a sharp crack.

Jace straightened a little,

then toppled into my lap. I

eased him over onto the
sand.

Doc was laughing.
“Thought I’d forget you
planned to gun me down, you
and Doubles! Thought you’d
share my treasure, did you?”
A drool of saliva from his

mouth threaded silver in the
moonlight. I guess he was
crazy. “All mine,” he crooned.
“I just have to shoot you two
and this treasure is all mine.”

I was too tired to be scared
any more. I looked at the
queeriy-smiling face. “How
you going to get the stuff

back to Kell’s Oven?” I

asked, “it’s too heavy for you
to lift into the truck.”

He stopped smiling and his

face quivered like a child’s

—

an evil child’s. “That’s so...

but you’ll help me. . .you and
Clare... Maybe I won’t kill

Clare if you help me.”

It took both Clare and me
to get the globe oa the truck.
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We finally had to roll it to

the top of the dune, chocking
it on the way with our bodies.

Then we brought the truck
up under it. It was a terrible

job, but we did it and then I

helped Clare into the driver’s

seat, just as though I ex-

pected her to go safey back
to tovm with Doc. I turned.
He was staring at me, glasses
shining in the moonlight like

smaller moons. He was just
three steps av/ay.

“It has to be now,” he
smiled. T’ne gun swung up.

“Get going, Clare !” I yelled
and ducked and rolled under
the truck. As I got to my feet

on the far side, I heard the
crack of his shot. It must
have pierced the globe. I had
to see too. I don’t believe
anybody could have helped
going to look,—gun or no
gun. The wealth of a world

—

dripping away before our
eyes into the thirsty sand.
Doc scrambed up onto the
truck.

Whimpeiing, Doc tried to

hold his hand over the jagged
hole. Then he bent, put his
mouth to it, tasted—spat.

“Water!” he yelled. A wild-
er cry never rang across the

desert. “V/ater!” and he
crumpled down beside the
treasure of Mars, weeping.

We got him to a hospital.

They tell us he’ll never re-

cover. He’s very quiet except
when they try to get him to

take a bath or a drinl: of
water. Then he gets really

violent.

As for the contents of my
box, we took it to the gov-
ernment scientists to be ana-

lyzed. It seems it contains a
very imusual crystal v/hich is

revealing strange magnetic
properties under the careful
experimenting cf the scien-

tists. They’re talking about a
cure for cancer, maybe even
regeneration of cells. It seems
the crystal controls and re-

gulates cell growth.

Clare’s box? Well, we’re
saving that. It held a pair of
what look like baby bootees,

in gold mesh intr'cr.tely

worked with jewels. A gift

from the children of Mars.
The government says we’re to

keep them. You never can tell

when a family v/ill need a
pair of baby bootees. Espec-
ially a happy family like

Clare and me.



the

most

sentimental

man

by EVELYN E. SMITH

Once these irritating: fare-

wells were over with, he

could begin to live as he

wished and aa he’d dreamed

JOHNSON went to see the
others off at Idlewild. He
knew they’d expect him to
and, since it would be the last

conventional gesture he’d
have to make, he might as
well conform to their notions
of what was right and proper.

For the past few centuries
the climate had been getting
hotter; now, even though it

was not yet June, the day was
uncomfortably warm. The
sun’s rays glinting off the
bright metal flanks of the
ship dazzled his eyes, and per-
spiration made his shirt stick
to his shoulder blades beneath
the jacket that the formality
of the occasion had required.
He wished Clifford would
hurry up and get the leave-
taking over with.

But, even though Clifford
was undoubtedly even more
anxious than he to finish with
all this ceremony and take
off, he wasn’t the kind of man
to let inclination influence his
actions. “Sure you won’t
change your mind and come
with us?”

Johnson shook his head.

The young man looked at

him—h a t r e d for the older
man’s complication of what
should have been a simple de-

Johnson kneiu he was annoying the younger man, who so obviously lived

by the regulations in the Colonial Officer’s Manual and lacked fke

imagination to understand why he was do^yig this. . .Evelyn E, Smith
is famous for her bitter-sweet staiies of the worlds of Tomorrow.
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parture showing through the
pellic'ule of pol'teness. He was
young for, since this trip had
only slight historical impor-
tance and none of any other
kind, the authorities had felt

a jurdcr officer entirely suf-
ficient. It v.'as clear, however,
that Clifford attributed his
conunanderEhip to his merits,

and he v/as very conscious of
his great responsibility.

“We have plenty of room
on the ship,” he persisted.

“There weren’t many left to

go. We could take you easily

enough, you know.”
Johnson made a negative

sign again. The rays of the
sun beating full upon his
head made apparent the grey
that usually blended into the
still-thick blond hair. Yet,
though past youth, he was far
from being an old man. “I’ve
made my decision,” he said,

remembering that anger now
was pointless.

“If it’s—if you’re just too
proud to change your mind,”
the young commander said,

less certainly, ‘T’m sure every-
one will understand if . .

.

if...”

Johnson smiled. "Mo, it’s

just that I want to stay—
that’s all.”

But the commander’s clear

blue eyes were still baffled,

uneasy, as though he felt he
had not done the utmost that
duty—not duty to the service

but to humanity—required.
That was the trouble with
people, Johnson thought

:

when they were most well-
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meaning they became most
troublesome.

Clifford lowered his voice
to an appropriately funeral
hush, as a fresh thought ob-

viously struck him. “I knew,
of course, that your loved
ones are buried here and per-
hap.s you feel it’s your duty
to stay with them. . .

?”

At this Johnson almost for-

got that anger no longer had
any validity. By “loved ones”
Clifford undoubtedly bad
meant Elinor and Paul. It was
true that Johnson had had a
certain affection for his wife
and son when they were alive

;

now that they were dead they
represented an episode in his

life that had not, perhaps,
been unpleasant, but was cer-

tainly over and done with
now.

Did Clifford think that was
his reason for remaining?
Why, he must believe John-
son to be the most sentimental
man on Earth. “And, come to
think of it,” Johnson said to

himself, amused, “I am—or
soon will be—just that.”

The commander was still

unconsciously pursuing the
same train of thought. “It

does seem incredible,” he said

in a burst of boyish candor
that did not become him, for

he was not that young, “that
you’d want to stay alone on
a whole planet. I mean to say
—entirely alone. . . There’ll
never be another ship, you
know—at least not in your
lifetime.”

Johnson knew what the oth-
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er man was thinking. If

there’d been a woman with
Johnson nov/, Clifford might
have been able to understand
a little better how the other
could stick by his decision.

Johnson v/riggled, as sweat
oozed stickily down his back.
“For God’s sake,” he said si-

lently, ‘’take your silly ship
and get the hell off my plan-

et.” Aloud he saVJ, “It’s a

good planet, a little worn-out
but still in pretty good shape.
Pity ycu can’t trade in an old
world like an old car, isn’t

it?”

“If it weren’t sc damned far

from the center of things,”

the young man replied, defen-
sively assuming the burden of

all civilization, “we wouldn’t
abandon it. After all, we hate
leaving the world on which
we originated. But it’s a long
haul to Alpha Centauri—you
know that—and a tremendous-
ly enpensive one. Keeping up
this place solely out of sen-

timent would be sheer waste
—the people would never

stand for the tax burden.'’

“A costly museum, yes,”

Johnson agreed.

How much longer v/ere

these dismal farewells going

to continue? How much long-

er would the young man still

feel the need to justify him-
self? “If only there w'ere oth-

ers fool enough—if only there

were others with you... But,
even if anybody else’d be will-

ing to cut himself off entirely

from the rest of the civilized

universe, the Earth won’t sup-

port enough of a population
to keep it running. Not ac-
cording to our present living
standards anyway . . . Most of
its resources are gone, you
know—hardly an coal or oil

left, and that’s not worth dig-
ging for when there are bet-

ter and cheaper fuels in the
system.”

He was virtually quoting
from the Colonial 01fleer’s
Manual. Were there any peo-
ple left able to think for

themse’-ves, J o h n s o n won-
dered. Had there ever been?
Had he thought for him.self

in making his decision, or was
he merely clinging to a child-

ish dream that all men had
had and lost?

“With man gone, Earth will

replenish herself,” he said

aloud. First the vegetation
would begin to grow thidc.

Already it had released itself

from the restraint of cultiva-

tion; soon it would be spread-
ing out over the continent,
overrunning the cities with
delicately persistent green
tendrils. Some the harsh win-
ters would kill, but others
would live on and would mul-
tiply. "Vines v/ould twist them-
selves about the tall buildings
and tenderly, passionately

squeeze them to death...

eventually send them tum-
bling down. And then the

trees would rear themselves

in their places.

The swamps that man had
filled in would begin to, reap-

pear one by one, as the land
sank back to a pristine state.
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The sea would go on chang-
ing her boundaries, v/i'ch no
dikes to stop her. Volcanoes
would heave up the land into

different configurations. The
heat would increase until it

gre-w unbearable. . .only there

wouM be no one—no liuman,

anyv/ay—to bear it.

Year after year the leaves

would wither and fall and de-

cay. Rock would cover them.
And some day .. .billions of

years thence. . .there would be

coal and oil—and nobody to

want them.

“Very likely Earth will re-

plenish herself,” the com-
mander agreed, “but not in

your time or your children’s

time... That is, not in my
children’s time,” he added has-

til3^

The handful of men lined

up in a row before the air-

lock shuffled their feet and
allowed their muttering to be-

come a few decibels louder.

Clifford looked at his wrist
chronometer. Obviously he
was no less anxious than the

crew to be off, but, for the

sake of his conscience, he
must make a last try.

“Damn your conscience,”

Johnson thought. “I hope that

for this you feel guilty as

hell, that you wake up nights
in a cold sweat remembering
that you left one man alone

on the planet you and your
kind discarded. Not that I

don’t want to stay, mind you,

but that I want you to suffer

the way you’re making me suf-
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fer now—having to listen to

your platitudes.”

The commander suddenly
stopped paraphrasing the
Manual. “Camping out’s fun
for a week or tv/o, you know,
but it’s different when it’s for

a lifetime.”

Johnson’s fingers curled in

his pa'’ms...he was even an-
grier now that the commander
had struck so close to home.
Camping out. . .was that all he
Vv'as doing—fulfilling child-

hood desires, nothing m.ore?

Fortunately Clifford didn’t
realize that he had scored, and
scuttled back to the shelter of
the Manual. “Perhaps you
don’t know enough about the
new sj'stem in Alpha Centau-
ri,” he said, a trifle wildly.

“It has tv/o suns surrounded
by three planets, Thalia, Ag-
Jaia, and Euphrosyne. Each of
these planets is slightly small-
'er than Earth, so that the de-
crease in gravity is just great
enough to be pleasant, with-
out being so marked as to be
inconvenient. The atmosphere
is almost exactly like that of

Earth’s, except that it con-
tains several beneficird ele-

ments which are absent here

—

and the climate is more tem-
perate. Owing to the fact that

the planets are partially

shielded from the suns by
cloud layers, the temperature
—except immediately at the

poles and the equators, where
it is slightly more extreme

—

is always equable, resembling
that of Southern Califor-

nia . , .

”
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“Sounds charming,” said

Johnson. “I too have read the

Colonial Office handouts. . . I

wonder what the people who
wrote them’ll do nov/ that

there’s no longer any neces-

sity for attracting colonists

—

everybody’s already up in Al-
pha Centaur i. Oh, well

;

there’ll be other systems to

conquer and colonize.”

“The word conquer is hard-
ly correct,” the commander
said stiffly, “since not one of
the three planets had any in-

digenous life forms that was
intelligent.”

“Or life forms that you rec-

ognized as intelligent,” John-
son suggested gently. Al-
though why should there be
such a premium placed on in-

telligence, he wondered. Was
intelligence the sole criterion

on which the right to life and
to freedom should be based?
The commander frowned

and looked at his chronometer
again. “Well,” he finally said,

“since you feel that way and
you’re sure you’ve quite made
up your mind, my m.en are

anxious to go.”

“Of course they are,” John-
son said, managing to convey
just the right amount of re-

proach.

Clifford flushed and started

to walk away.
“I’ll stand out of the way

of your jets!” Johnson called

after him. “It would be so an-

ticlimactic to have me burned
to a crisp after all this. Bon
voyage 1”

There was no reply.

Johnson watched the silver

vessel shoot up into the sky
and thought, “Now is the
time for me to feel a pang, or
even a twinge, but I don’t at

all. I feel relieved, in fact, but
that’s probably the result of
getting rid of that fool Clif-

ford.”

He crossed the field briskly,

pulling off his jacket and dis-

carding his tie as he went. His
ground car remained where he
had parked it—in an area

clearly marked No Parking.

They’d left him an old car

that wasn’t worth shipping to

the stars. How long it would
last was anybody’s guess. The
government hadn’t been delib-

erately illiberal in leaving
him such a shabby vehicle; if

there had been any way to en-

sure a continuing supply of

fuel, they would probably
have left him a reasonably
good one. But, since only a
little could be left, allowing
him a good car would have
been simply an example of
conspicuous waste, and the
government had always pre-
ferred its waste to be incon-
spicuous.

He drove slowly through
the broad boulevards of Long
Island, savoring the loneli-

ness. New York as a residen-

tial area had been a ghost-
town for years, since the
greater part of its citizens

had been among the first to

emigrate to the stars. How-
ever, since it was the capital

of the world and most of the
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interstellar ships—particular-

ly the last few—had taken off

from its spaceports, it had
been kept up as an official em-
barkation center. Thus, para-

doxically, it was the last city

to be completely evacuated,

and so, although the massive

but jerry-built apartment
houses that lined the streets

were already crumbling, the

roads had been kept in fairly

good shape and were hardly
cracked at all.

Still, here and there the

green was pushing its way up
in unlikely places. A few
more of New York’s tropical

summers, and Long Island

would soon become a wilder-

ness.

The streets were empty, ex-

cept for the cats sunning
themselves on long-abandoned
doorsteps or padding about
on obscure errands of their

own. Perhaps their numbers
had not increased since hu-
manity had left the city to

them, but there certainly

seemed to be more—striped

and solid, black and grey and
white and tawny—accepting
their citizenship with equan-
imity. They paid no attention

to Johnson—they had long
since dissociated themselves
from a humanity that had no*
concerned itself greatly over
their welfare. On the other
hand, neither he nor the sur-

face car appeared to startle

tiiem; the old ones had seen
such before, and to kittens the
very fact of existence is the
ultimate surprise.

The Queensborough Bridge
was deadly silent. It was com-
pletely empty except for a
calico cat moving purposeful-
ly toward Manhattan. The
structure needed a coat of
paint, Johnson thought vague-
ly, but of course it would nev-
er get one. Still, even uncared
for, the bridges should out-
last him—there would be no
heavy traffic to weaken them.
Just in case of unforeseeable
catastrophe, h o w e v e r—he
didn’t want to be trapped on
an island, even Manhattan Is-

Icmd—he had remembered to
provide himself with a row-
boat; a motorboat would have
been preferable, but then the
fuel difficulty would arise

again. .

.

How empty the East River
looked without any craft on
it ! It was rather a charming
little waterway in its own
right, though nothing to com-
pare with the stately Hud-
son. The water scintillated in

the sunshine and the air was
clear and fresh, for no factor-

ies had spewed fumes and
smoke into it for many years.

There were few gulls, for
nothing was left for the scav-
enger; those remaining were
forced to make an honest liv-

ing by catching fish.

In Manhattan, where the
bnildiagi had been more
soundly constructed, tiie

signs o{ abandonment were
IcM evidei^ . .empty streets,

an oecasionat cracked win-
dow* Not even an unusual
amount ol dirt beeause^ la the
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past, the normal activities of

an industrial and ruggedly in-

dividual city had provided
more grime than years of ne-
glect could ever hone to equal.

No, it would take Manhattan
longer to go back than Long
Island. Perhaps that too

would not happen during his

lifetime.

Yet, after all, v.dien he
reached Fifth Avenue he
found that Central Park had
burst its boundaries. Fifty-
ninth Street was already half
jungle, and the lush growth
spilled down the avenues and
spread raggedly out into the
sidestreets, pushing its way
up through the cracks it had
made in the surface of the
roads. Although the Plaza
fountain had not flov.?ed for
centuries, water had collected
in the leaf-choked basin from
the last rain, and a group of
grey squirrels were gathered
around it, shrilly disputing
possession with some star-

lings.

Except for the occasional
cry of a cat in the distance,
these voices were all that he
heard... the only sound. Not
even the sudden blast of a jet

regaining power... he would
never hear that again; never
hear the stridor of a human
voice piercing with anger;
the cacophony of a hundred
television sets, each playing a
different program; the hoot
•f • horn; off-key singing;
the thin, uncertain notes of an
amateur musician., .these

i‘w o u 1 d never be heard on
Earth again.

He sent the car gliding
slowly... no mere traffic

rules... down Fifth Avenue.
The buildings here also were
well-built

; they were many
centuries old and v.'ould prob-
ably last as many more. The
shop v/indows v.^erc empty,
except for tangles of dust...
an occasional broken, discard-
ed mannequin... In some in-

stances the glass had already
cracked or fallen out. Since
there were no children to

throw stones, however, others
might last indefinitely, care-

fully glassing in nothingness.
Doors stood open and he
could see rows of empty
counters and barren shelves
fuzzed high with the dust of

the years since a customer
had approached them.

Cats sedately walked up
and down the avenue or sat

genteelly with tails tucked in

on the steps of the cathedral
—as if the place had been
theirs all along.

Dusk was falling. Tonight,
for the first time in centuries,
the street lamps would not go
on. Undoubtedly when it

grew dark he would see
ghosts, but they would be the
ghosts of the past and he had
made his peace with the past
long since ; it was the present
and the future v/ith which he
had not come to terms. And
now there would be no pres-

ent, no past, no future—^but

all merged into one and he
was the only one.
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At Forty-second Street pi-

geons fluttered thickly

around the public library, fat

as ever, tlioir numbers greater,

their appetites grosser. The
ancient library, he knew, had
changed little inside: stacks

and shelves would still be

packed thick v/ith reading

matter. Books are balky, so

only the rare editions had
been taken beyond tlie stars;

the rest had been microfilmed
and their originals left to

Johnson and decay. It was his

library nov/, and he had all

the time in the world to read

all the bocks in the world

—

for there were more than he

could possib!}'- read in tlie

years that, even at the most
generous estimate, were left

to him.

He I;ad been wondering
where to make his permanent
residence for, with the whole
v/crld his, he would be a fool

to confine himself to seme
modest dwelling. Now he fan-

cied it might be a good idea

to move rmhc into the library.

Very few :'laces in Manhattan
could boast a garden of their

own.

He stooped the car to stare

thoughtfully at the little park
behind the grimy monument
to Neoclassicism. Like Cen-
tral Park, Bryant had already
slipped its boundaries and en-

croached upon Si:ath Avenue
—Avenue of the World, the
street signs said now, and be-
fore that it had been Avenue
of the Nations and Avenue of
the Americas, but to the pub-

lic it had always been Sixth
Avenue and to Johnson, the
last man on Earth, it was
Sixth Avenue.
He’d live in the library,

while he stayed in New York,
that was—h.e’d thought that
in a few weeks, when it got
really hot, he might strike

north. He had always meant
to spend a summer in Canada.
His surface car would proba-
bly never last the trip, but
the Museum of Ancient Vehi-
cles had been glad to bestow
half a dozen of the bicycles
from their exhibits upon him.
After all, he v/as, in effect, a
museum piece himself and so
as worth preserving as the
bicycles; moreover, bicycles
are difficult to pack for an
interstekar trip. V7ith reason-
able care, these might last

him his lifetime . .

.

But he had to have a per-
manent residence somewhere,
and the library was an elegant
and commodious dwelling,
centrally located. New York
would have to be his head-
quarters, for all the posses-
sions he had carefully
amassed and collected and
begged and—since money
would do him no good any
more—bought, were here. And
there were by far too many of
them to be transported to any
really distant location. He
loved to own things.

He was by no means an ad-
vocate of Rousseau’s complete
return to nature; whatever
civilization had left that h*
could use without compro-
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nuse, he would—and thankful-
ly. There would be no elec-

tricity, of course, but he had
provided himself with flash-

lights and bulbs and batteries

—not too many of the last, of

course, because they’d grow
stale. However, he’d also laid

in plenty of candles and a
vast supply of matches...
Tins of food and concentrates
and S3mthetics, packages of
seed should he grow tired of
all these and want to try
rowing his own—fruit, he
new, would be growing wild

soon enough. . . Vitamins and
medicines—of course, were he
to get really ill or get hurt
in some way, it might be the

end. . .but that was sonjiething

he wouldn’t think of—some-
thing that couldn’t possibly

happen to him. .

.

For his relaxation he had
an antique hand-wound phono-
graph, together with thou-
sands of oldfashioned records.

And then, of course, he had
the whole planet, the whole
world to amuse him.

He even had provided him-
self with a heat-ray gun and
a substantial supply of am-
munition, although he
eouldn’t imagine himself ever
killing an animal for food. It

was squeamishness that stood
in his way rather than any
ethical considerations, al-

though he did indeed believe

that every creature had the
eight to live. Nonetheless,
thim was the possibility that
the craving for fresh meat
might diange his mind for

him. Besides, although hostile

animals had long been gone
from this part of the v.?orld

—

the only animals would be
birds and sguirrels and, far-

ther up the Hudson, rabbits
and chipmu:i!:s and deer. .

perhaps an occasional bear in

the mountains—^who knew
what harmless life form might
become a threat now that is

development would be left un-
checked ?

A cat sitting at«p one of

the stately stone lions outside
the library met his eye with
such a steady gaze of under-
standing, though not of sym-
pathy, that he found himself
needing to repeat the by-now
almost magic phrase to him-
self : “Not in my lifetime any-
way.” Would some intelligent

life form develop to supplant
man? Or would the planet re-

vert to a primeval state of
mindless innocence ? Re
would never know and he
didn’t really care... no point
in speculating over unanswer-
able questions.

He settled back luxurious-
ly on the worn cushions of
his car. Even so little as
twenty years before, it would
have been impossible for him
—for anyone—to stop his ve-

hicle in the middle of Forty-
second Street and Fifth Ave-
nue purely to meditate. But
it was his domain now. He
could go in the wrong direc-

tion on one-way streets, stop
wherever he pleased, drive as

fast or as slowly as he would
(and could, of course). If he
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v/anted to do anything as vul-

gar as spit in the street, he

could (but they were his

streets now, not to be sul-

lied) .. .cross the roads with-

out waiting for the lights to

change (it would be a long,

long wait if he did)... go to

sleep when he wanted, eat as

many meals as he wanted
whenever he chose... He
could go naked in hot weather
and there’d be no one to raise

an eyebrow, deface public

buildings (except that they

were private buildings now,
his buildings), idle without

the guilty feeling that there

was always something better

he could and should be doing
...even if there were not.

There would be no more guil-

ty feelings: without people

and their knowledge there

was no more guilt.

A flash of movement in the

bushes behind the library

caught his eye. Surely that

couldn’t be a faun in Bryant
Park? So soon?... He’d
thought it would be another

ten years at least before the

wild animals came sniffing

timidly along the Hudson,
venturing a little further each

time they saw no sign of their

age-old enemy.

But probably the deer was
only his imagination. He
would investigate further af-

ter he had moved into the li-

brary.
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Perhaps a higher building
than the library... But then
he would have to climb too
many flights of stairs. The
elevators wouldn’t be work-
ing... silly of him to forget
that. There were a lot of
steps outside the library too
—it would be a chore to get
his bicycles up those steps.

Then he smiled to himself.

Robinson Crusoe would have
been glad to have had bicycles

and steps and such relatively

harmless animals as bears to

worry about. No, Robinson
Crusoe never had it so good
as he, Johnson v/ould have,
and what more could he
want?

For, whoever before in his-

tory had had his dreams—and
what was wrong with dreams,
after all?—so completely
gratified? What child, envi-

sioning a desert island all his

own could imagine that his
island would be the whole
world? Together Johnson and
the Earth would grow young
again.

No, the stars were for oth-

ers. Johnson was not the first

man in history v/ho had want-
ed the Earth, but he had been
the first man—and probably
the last—^who had actually

been given it. And he wa«
well content with his ba»*

gain.

There was plenty of roonf
for the bears too.
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It didn't matter that he had

quit. He was still one of the

guilty. He had seen it in her

eyes and in the eyes of others.

JOHN RUSH smoothed
the covers over his v/ife, tuck-
ing them in v/here her rest-

less moving had pulled them
away from the mattress. The
twins moved beside him, their

smooth hands following his in

the task, their blind eyes in-

.tent on nothingness.

“Thank you,” he said softly

to them, knowing they could
not hear him. But it made him
feel better to talk.

His wife, Mary, was quiet.

Her breathing was smooth,
easy—almost as if she were
sleeping.

The long sleep.

He touched her forehead,
but it was cool. The doctor
has said it was a miracle she
had lived this long. He stood
away from the bed for a mo-
ment watching before he went
on out to the porch. The
twins moved back into what
had become a normal position
for them in the past months;
One on each side of the bed,

their thin hands holding
Mary’s tightly, the milky
blind eyes surveying some-
thing that could not be seen
by his eyes. Sometimes they
would stand like this for

hours.
Outside the evening was

Where are we going? What will the world be like in the days—perhaps
not too distant—when we have tested and tested the bombs to the finite
degree? Joe L. Hensley, attorney in Madison, Indiana, and increasingly
well known in SF, returns with this challenging story of that Tomorrow.
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cool, the light not quite gone.

He sat in the rocking chair

and waited for the doctor
who had promised to come

—

and yet might not come. The
bitterness came back, the self

hate. He remembered a young
man and promises made, but
not kept; a girl v/ho had be-

lieved and never lost faith

even v/hen he had retreated

back to the land away from
everything. Long sullen sil-

ences, self-pity, brooding over

the news stories that got

worse and worse. And the

children—one born dead—two
born deaf and dumb and
blind.

Worse than dead.

You helped, he accused
himself. You worked for

those v;ho set off the bombs
and tested and tested while
the cycle \,-ent up and up be-

yond iiumari tolerance—not

the death level, but the level

where nothing was sure again,

the level that made cancer a

thing of epidemic propor-

tions, replacing statistically

all of the insane multitude of

things that man could do to

kill himteif. Even the good
things that the atom had
brought were destroyed in

the panic th.at ensued. No
matter that you quit. You are

Still one of the guilty. You
have seen it hidden in her

eyes and you have seen it in

the milky eyes of the twdns.

T^orse than dead.

Dusk became night and fin-

ally the doctor came. It had
begun to lightning and a few

large drops of rain stroked
good year for the farming he
had retreated to. Not a good
year for anything. He stood
to greet the doctor and the
other man with him.

“Good evening, doctor,” he
said.

“Mr. Rush—” the doctor
shook hands gingerly, “I hope
you don’t mind me bringing
someone along—this is Mr.
North. He is with the County
Juvenile Office.” The young
doctor smiled. “How is the
patient this evening?”

“She is the same,” John
Rush said to the doctor. He
turned to the other man,
keeping his face emotionless,
hands at his side. He had ex-
pected this for some time, “I
think you v/ill be wanting to

look at the twins. They are

by her bed.” He opened the
door and motioned them in

and then followed.

He heard the juvenile man
catch his breath a little. The
twins were playing again.

They had left their vigil at

the bedside and they were
moving swiftly around the

small living room, their

hands and arms and legs mov-
ing in some synchronized
game that had no meaning

—

their movements quick and
sure—t heir faces showing
some intensity, some purpose.

They moved with grace,

avoiding obstructions.

“I thought these children

were blind,” Mr. North said.

John smiled a little. “It ia
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unnerving. I have seen them
play like this before—though
they have not done so for a
long time—since my wife has
been ill.” He lowered his

head. “They are blind, deaf,

and dumb.”
“How old are they?”
"Twelve.”
"They do not seem to be

more than eight—nine at the
most.”
“They have been v<ell fed,”

John said softly.

"How about schooling, Mr.
Rush. The teaching of handi-
capped children is not some-
thing that can be done by a
person untrained in the
field.”

"I have three degrees, Mr.
North. When my wife be-
came ill and I began to care
for them I taught them to

read braille. They picked it

up very quickly, though they
showed little continued in-

terest in it. I read a number
of books in the field of teach-
ing handicapped children...”
He let it trail off.

"Your degrees v?ere in

physics, were they not, Mr.
Rush?” Now the touch of
malice came.

"That is correct.” He sat

down in one of the wooden
chairs. "I quit working long
before the witch hunts came.
I was never indicted.”

"Nevertheless your degrees
re no longer bona-fide. All
•uch degrees have been
stricken from the records.”
He kx>ked down and John
CSV that hie no longer

hid the hate. “If your wife
dies I doubt that any court
v.-ouid .ollow you to keep cus-
tody/ of tliese children.

A year before—even six

months and John would not
have protested. Mow he had
to make the effort. “They are
my children—such as they are
—and I will fight any at-

tempt to take them from me.”
The Juvenile Man smiled

without humor. “My wife and
I had a child last year, Mr.
Rush. Or perhaps I should
say that a child was born to
us. I am .glad that child w’as

born dead—I think my wife
is even glad. Perhaps v/e

should try again—I under-
stand that you and your kind
have left us an even chance
on a normal birth.” He
paused for a moment. “I

shall file a petition with the
circuit court asking that the

Juvenile Office be appointed
guardians of your children,

Mr. Rush. I hope you do not
choose to resist that petition
—feeling would run pretty
high against an ex-physicist
who tried to prove he de-
served children.” He turned
away stiffly and went out the
front door. In a little w’hile

Rush heard the car door slam
decisively.

The doctor was replacing
things in the black bag. “I’m
sorry, John. He said he was
going to come out here any-
w'ay so I invited him to come
with me.”
John nodded. “My wife?,"*

"There is no change.”
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“And no chance.”
“There never has been one.

The brain tumor is too large

and too inaccessible for treat-

ment or surgery. It will be
soon ncv;. I am surprised that

she has lasted this long. I am
prolonging a sure process.”

He turned away. “That’s all I

can do.”

“Thank you for coming,
doctor—I appreciate that.”

Rush smiled bitterly, unable
to stop himself. “But aren’t

you afraid that your other
patients will find out?”
The doctor stopped, his

face paling slightly. “I took
an oath when I graduated
from medical school. Some-
times I w'ant to break that

oath, but I have not so far.”

He paused. “Try as I may I

cannot blame them for hating
you. You know why.”

Rush wanted to laugh and
cry at the same time. “Don’t
you realize that the govern-
ment that punished the men
I worked with for their ‘crim-

inal negligence’ is the same
government that c o m m i s-

sioned them to do that work
—that officials were w^arned
and rewarned of the things
that small increases in radia-

tion might do and that such
things might not show up im-
mediately—and yet they or-

dered us ahead.” He stopped
for a moment and put his

head down, touching his work
roughened hands to his eyes.

“They put us in prison for

refusing to do a job or inves-

tigated us until no one could

or would trust us in tivilian

jobs—then when it was done
they put us in prison or worse
because the very things v/e

warned them of came true.”

“Perhaps that is true,” the
doctor said stiffly, “but the
choice of refusing was still

possible.”

“Some of us did refuse to

work,” Rush said softly. “I

did, for one. Perhaps you
think that we alone will bear
the blame. You are wrong.
Sooner or later the stigma
will spread to all of the sci-

ences—and to you, doctor.

Too many now that you can’t

save ;
in a little while the hate

will surround you also. When
we are gone and they must
find something new to hate
they will blame you for every
malformed baby and every
death. You think that one of
you will find a cure for this

thing. Perhaps you v/ould if

you had a hundred years or a
thousand years, but you
haven’t. They killed a man on
the street in New York the
other day because he was
wearing a v/hite laboratory
smock. What do you wear in

your office, doctor? Hate
blind C3>^es can’t tell the dif-

ference : Physicist, chemist,
doctor... We all look the
same to a fool. Even if there
were a cancer cure that is

only a part of the problem.
There are the babies. Your
science cannot cope with the
c a u s e—only mine can do
that.”

The doctor lowered his
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head and turned away toward
the door.

There was another thing
left to say: “If the plumbing
went bad in your home, doc-

tor, yO'U would call a plumber,
for he would be the one com-
petent to fix it.” Rush shook
his head slowly. “But what
happens when there arc no
plumbers left?”

The children were by
the bed, their hands holding
those of the mother. Gently
John Rush tugged those
hands av/ay and led them to-

ward their own bed. The
small hands were cold in his

ov/n and he felt a tiny feel-

ing of revulsion as they tight-

ened. Then the feeling
slipped away and was re-

placed—as if a current had
crossed from their hands to

his. It was a warm feeling

—

one that he had knov/n before
when th-ey touched him, but
for v.hich he had never been
able to find mental words to

express the sensation.

Slow!;/ he helped them un-
dress. \ /lien they were in the

single bed he covered them
with the top sheet. Their
milliy eyes surveyed him, un-
seeing, somehov/ v/ithdrav.7n.

“I have not known you
well,” he said. “I left that to

her. I have sat and brooded
and buried myself in the

earth until it is too late for
much else.” He touched the
small heads. “I wish you
could hear me. I wish...”
Outside on the road a

truck roared past. Instinctive-
ly he set to hear it. The faces

below him did not change.
He turned away quickly

then and went back out on
the porch. He filled his pipe
and sat down in the old,

creaky rocker. A tiny rain had
begun to fall hesitantly—as
if afraid of striking the sun
hardened ground.

Somewhere out there, some-
where hunted, but not found,
the plumbers gathered. There
had been a man—what was
his namie? Masset—that was
it. He had been working on a

way to inhibit radioactivity
—speed up the halt-life until

they had taken the grant
away. If a man can do what-
ever he thinks of—can he un-
do that which he has done?
Masser was the thcoreticist

—I was the applier, the one
who translated equations into

cold blueprints. And I was
good until they . .

.

They had hounded him
back to the land when he quit.

Others had not been so lucky.
When a whole people panic
then an object for their hate
must be found. A naming. An
immediate object. He remem-
bered the newspaper story
that began: “They lynched
twelve men, twelve ex-men,
in New Mexico last night.

.

Have I been wrong? Have
I done the right thing? He
remembered the tiny hands in

his own, the blind eyes.

Those hands. Why do they
make me feel like . .

.

He let his head slide back
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against the padded top of the

rocking chair and fell into a

light, uneasy sleep.

The dreams came as they

had before. Tiny, inhumanly
capable hands clutched at

him and the sun was hot

above. There was a back-

ground sound of hydrogen
bombs, heard mutely. He
looked down at the hands
that touched and asked some-
thing of his own. The eyes

were not milky now. They
stared up at him, alert and
questioning. What is it you
want?
The wind tore holes in tiny

voices and there was the

sound of laughter and his

wife’s eyes were looking into

his own, sorry only for him,

at peace with the rest. And
they formed a ring around
him, those three, hands
caught together, enclosing

him. What is it you are say-

ing?

It seemed to him that the

words would come clear, but
the rain came then, great tor-

rents of it, washing all away,
all sight and sound. .

.

He awoke and only the rain

was true. The tiny rain had
increased to a wind-driven
downpour and he w’as soaked
where it had blovm under the

eaves onto the porch.

From inside the house he
heard a cry.

She was sitting upright in

bed. Her eyes were open and
full of pain. He went quickly
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to her and touched her pulse.

It was faint and reedy.

“I hurt,” she whispered.
Quickly, as the doctor had

taught him, he made up a shot

of morphine, a full quarter
grain, and gave it to her. Her
eyes glazed down, but did not

close.

“John,” she said softly,

“the children. . .t h e y. . .talk

to. .

.”
S’ne tv.usted on the bed

and he held her with strong
arms until the eyes closed

again and her breathing be-

came easy. He pushed the ruf-

fled hair back from her eyes
and straightened the awry
sheets.

The vibration of his walk-
ing might have wakened the

twins. He tiptoed to their bed
—for they refused to be part-

ed even in sleep.

For a second he thought
that the small night-light had
tricked him by shadows on
shadows. He reached down to

touch. .

.

They were gone.
He fought down sudden

panic. Where can two chil-

dren, deaf and dumb and blind

go in the middle of the night?
Not far.

He opened the door to the

kitchen, hand-hunted for the

hanging light. They v/ere not

there—nor were they on the

small back porch. The panic

passed critical m.ass, exploded
out of control. He lurched
back into the combination liv-

ing room, bed room. He
looked under all of the beds
and into the small closet

—
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everywhere that two children

might conceal themselves.

Outside the rain had in-

creased. He peered out into

the lightning night. A truck
horn blew ominously far down
the road.

The road?

He slogged through the
mud, instantly soaking as

soon as he was out of shelter,

not knowing or caring.

Through the front yard, out
to the road. He could see the
lights of the truck coming
from far away, two tiny
points in the darkness. But
no twins.

Pie waited helplessly while
the truck rushed past, its

headlights cutting holes in

the darkness—fearing those
lights would outline some-
thing that he had not seen.

But there was nothing.

For another eternity he
hunted the muddy fields, the
small barn and outbuildings.
The clutch of fear made him
shout their names, though he
knew they could not hear.

And then, suddenly, all fear

was gone—like a summer
^9^uall near the sea, with the
sun close behind. It was as if

their hands Tiad reached out
and touched him and brought
the strange feeling again.

“They are in the house,” he
said aloud and knew he was
right.

Pie took time to discard
muddy shoes on the porch be-
fore he opened the door. And
they were there—^by the moth-

er’s bed, hands clasped over
hers.

He felt a tiny chill. Their
eyes were watching the door
as he opened it, their faces set
to receive some stimuli—al-

ready set—as if they had
known he was coming.
Mary was breathing softly.

On her face all trace of pain
had disappeared and now
there was the tiny smile that
had been hers long ago. Her
breathing was even, but light

as forgotten conversation.
Gently he tried to pry their

resisting hands away from
hers. The hands fought back
with a terrible strength be-
yond normality. By sheer
greater force he tore one of
the twins away.

It was like releasing a bomb.
Sudden pain stabbed through
his body. The twin struggled
in his arms, the small hands
reaching blindly out for the
thing they had lost. And
Mary’s eyes opened and all of
the uncontrolled pain came
back into those eyes. Her body
writhed on the bed, tearing
the coverings away. The twin
squirmed away from his slack-
ening hold and once again
caught at the hands of the
mother.

All struggle ceased. Mary’s
eyes shut again, the pain lines

smoothed themselves, the tiny
smile flowered.
He reached out and touched!

the small hands on each side
of the mother and the feeling
for which there were no words
came through more strongly
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than ever before. Tiny voices
tried to whisper within the
corners of his mind, partially

blotted, sometimes heard. The
real things, the things of hate
and fear and despair retreated

beyond the bugle call that

sounded somewhere.
“She will die,” the voice

said ; one voice for two. “This
part of her will die.”

And then her voice came

—

as it had been once before
when all of the world was
young. “You must not be
afraid, John. I have known
for a long time—for they
were a part of me. And you
could not know for your mind
was hiding and alone. I have
seen ...”

He cried out and pulled his

hands away. Sound died, the
room was normal again. The
milky, white eyes surveyed
him, the hands remained
locked securely over those of
the mother. The thin carven
features of the children were
emotionless, waiting.
He strove for rational mean-

ing within his brain. These
are my sons—they can not see
or hear or speak. They are
identical twins—born with
those defects.

Take two children, blind
them, make them deaf to all

sound, cut away their voices.

They are identical twins, fac-

ing the same environment,
sharing the same heredity of
blasted chromosomes. They
will have intelligence and cur-
iosity that increases as they
mature. They wdll not be

blinded by the senses—the
easy way. The first thing they
will discover is each other.

What else might they then
discover?

It has been said that when
sight is lost the sense of touch
and hearing increase to almost
unbelievable acuteness—Rush
knew that. The blind often
also develop a sense almost
like radar which allov.'s them
to perceive an object ahead of
them and gives them the abil-

ity to follow twisting paths.
Take one child and put him

under the disability that the
twins were born with. As in-

telligence grow’s so does sin-

gle bewilderment. The v/orld
is a puzzling and bewildering
place. Braille is a great dis-

covery—a way to communi-
cate with the unknown that
lies beyond.

But the twins had shown
almost no interest in Braille.

He reached back down for
the tiny hands.

“Yes, we can communicate,”
the single voice that spoke
for two said. “We have tried

with you before, but we could
not break through. Your mind
speaks in a language v/e do
not understand, in figures and
equations that are not real to

us. Those things lie all

through your mind—on the
surface we have sensed only
your pity for us and your hate
for the shadowy ones around
you, the ones v.-e do not knov/.

It was a wall we could not
climb. She is different.”
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“A part of her will go with
us,” the voice said. “There is

another place that touches
this one which we perceive
and know more fully than this

one.”

The voice died away and
brief pictures of a land of
other dimensions beyond sight
flashed in his brain. He had
seen them before imperfectly
in the disquieting dreams.
“She must go with us for she
can no longer exist here,” the
voice said softly. “Perhaps
there are others like us to
come—we do not yet knov/
vfhat we are or v/hether there
will be others like us. But we
must go now, before we were
ready, because of her.”

The mother’s voice came.
“You must go too. There is

nothing here for you but sor-
row. They will take you,
John.” A softness touched at
him. “Please, John.”
The longing was a thing of

fire. To cast off the world
that I'lad already given him
all of the hate and fear that
he could stand, that had made
him worse than a coward. To
go with her.

But she no longer needed
him. She was complete—as

they were, only necessary to
them.selves.

He could not go.

During the long night he
kept the vigil by the bedside;
long after any need to keep
it.

The twins were gone and
she v/ith them.
He could not cry for all

tears seemed useless. He said
a small prayer, something he
had not done in years, over
the cold thing left behind.
The rain had ceased outside.

Somev/here out there in his
world there were men trying
to undo the harm that had
been done, harm that he had
helped to do, then retreated
from. He had no right to re-

treat further.

Something spoke a requiem
sentence in his consciousness,
light as late sunset, only
vaguely there. “Wc are here

—

we wilTwait for you... come
to us. . . come ...”

He wrote a short note for
the doctor and the others v/ho
v/ould come and hunt and go
through the motions that men
must live by. Perhaps the doc-
tor might even understand.

“I have gone plumbing,” the
note said.
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It was obvious that this was

a very unusual egg—purple

and gold, resemhSing a circus

balloon, ready to burst . . .

ON A V/ARM sunny day
in late June, John Pnbert
walked through the du,:lv to-

bacco field of his Uncle Ben’s
farm tov/ard the dirty white
four-room farm house, carry-

ing a dragon’s egg wrapped in

his faded blue denim shirt.

In all of his eight years
he knew that nothing quite

as wonderful had ever hap-
pened to him. Not even the
time the merry-go-round
truck had brchen dov/n in St.

B a s i 1 e in front of Beau-
champ’s General Store and
the driver had let him peek
at the enameled and gilded
wooden horses through the
heavy slats of their pine
crates.

Not even the impossible
joy of riding one of those
great black and golden stal-

lions could ever be quite as

wonderful as this.

The first person John Rob-
ert saw, as he rounded the
decaying double building that

served as the chicken house
and barn, was Grandpa Riley,

sitting on the back porch,
rocking and smoking his

smelly black pipe.

“John Robert,’’ the old man
said, pulling his pipe from
his mouth, “tvhut you doing
’thout your shirt on? You’ll

Thomas N. Scortia, miAhor of THE SHORES OF NIGHT, the only
novel in the last Dikty anthology, lives in a toum with the magnolia
blossoms name of Florissant and writes increaslnglg interesting SF
those rare weekends when his work doesn’t take him across the country.
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get your back blistered good
and proper and then your
Aunt Bess will really land

on you.”
"Ain’t no fear o’ that,”

John Robert said. “I’m good
and brown already. See.” He
turned in a slow circle, ex-

hibiting his back.
"Like plug tobacco,” Grand-

pa agreed. “Whut you got in

the shirt, John Robert?”
“It’s a dragon’s egg,” John

Robert said proudly.

“Do tell. Can’t recollect

ever seeing one o’ them.” The
old man leaned forward in

his rocker. “Unfold it and
let’s fetch a look,” he de-

manded.
John Robert carefully fold-

ed back the layers of blue

cloth. The e . ;
was about four

inches long a.'id looked very
much like a large hen’s egg
except that its surface was
wrinkled and glistened like

wet leather.

“Huh, it’s sort o’ greenish,”

Grandpa Riley observed.
“Where’d you get it?”

“Found it down in the

swamp ... on the bank in a

sort o’ mud nest.”

“Better not tell your Aunt
Bess. She tole you to stay

away from that swamp. She’ll

whop you good.”

“Don’t tell Aunt Bess
what?” Aunt Bess demanded
as her thin form appeared at

the sagging screen door and
she stepped out, blinking into

the sun.

“Now’ll you catch it,"

Grandpa whispered-

“John Robert, whut you
got in your nice clean shirt?"
she demanded. John Robert
saw her hands move to her
hips in the familiar gesture
of annoyance.

“Dragon’s egg,” he said i«
a small voice.

“Huh ! More’n likely a
dirty ’gator egg.”

“It is not,” he said. “They
was tracks all around it. Big
tracks with claws.”

Aunt Bess frowned and
Grandpa Riley started to

move away.
“Dragon’s tracks,” John

Robert added triumphantly.
“
’Gator tracks,” Aunt Besa

insisted. “Pa,” she raised her
voice, “you come back here
and take this boy and make
him get rid of that dirty egg.”

“I was just gonna..."
“Never you mind. Get rid

of that dirty egg.” She opened
the door and went into the
kitchen, mumbling, “Where
does that boy get such. .

.”

“Pa,” she called over her
shoulder, “now mind.” They
heard her voice sink to an
almost inaudible mutter of
complaint.

“Well, John Robert,"
Grandpa Riley said- He
shoved his pipe into hie

mouth So hard that John Rol^
ert heard it click against hie

store teeth.

“Do we have to?"
“Wouldn’t dast keep it."

"I wanted to hatch it."

John Robert bit his lip. "She
don’t need to know.”

“Real dragon tracks, yoH
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say?” Grandpa Riley's voice
sank to a whisper and the

corners of his eyes crinkled.

“Uh, huh. . .With three toes

and claws.”
“’Course, 'gator eggs is

hard, not soft and wrinkly
like this’n.” Grandpa paused
in thought, then grabbed
John Ro^rt’s arm and pulled

him toward the deserted

chicken house that leaned
limply against the larger

barn.

“Tell you what, John Rob-
ert,” he said.

That evening at dinner

John Robert sat silently op-
posite Grandpa Riley and
slowly mashed the boiled po-
tatoes into his plate with the
worn fork and thought grand
thoughts. Occasionally he
would steal a secret look at

Grandpa and think of the
treasure wrapped carefully
in layer on layer of flannel
and hidden in a warm corner
of the hen house.

Grandpa hadn’t been sure
if the egg needed warmth or
whether it would hatch with-
out extra heat as does a
turtle’s egg or an alligator’s

egg. However, since they had
nothing to serve as an incu-
bator, they had compromised
on wrapping the egg in an old
flannel nightshirt of Uncle
Ben's and placing the bundle
so that the sun would fall

on the egg most of the day
through one of the two win-
dows in the hen house.
A kind of nervous excite-

ment had seized John Robert
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and, though Aunt Bess com-
plained tiredly at dinner to
Uncle Ben who had returned
late from the cotton mill,

John Robert scarcely heard
her.

“Look at that boy,” she
fretted, “playing with his
good food when prices is so
high a body can barely make
do.” Uncle Ben gave a tired

grunt and continued to eat.

“He shore don’t take after
his ma and pa, God rest their
souls with him dreamin’ and
lazin’ his time away. Why,
would you believe it...”

And she was off on the in-

cident of the dragon’s egg.
Grandpa Riley gave his
daughter a pained look and
attacked his food with new
vigor.

Later, after the oil lamp
had been lighted in the kitch-

en and they had washed and
dried the dishes, John Rob-
ert sat on the porch, watch-
ing the flowing cinder of
Grandpa Riley’s pipe and lis-

tening to the creak of his

rocker mingle with the shrill

music of the crickets and the
katydids. Uncle Ben sat in-

side at the kitchen table,

reading his newspaper, while
Aunt Bess, v/ho never came
out after dark because of the
mosquitoes from the swamp,
sat opposite him, sewing on
the wedding ring quilt she
was making. Occasionally,
John Robert could hear her
shrill voice raised in comr
ment.

"Ain’t Aunt Bess ever been
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happy?” John Robert aE-ked.

“Wei!, I recollect she used
to be different .. .roaybe even

a little like you, John Rob-
ert.”

“Whut happened?”
Grandpa Riley rucked

thoughtfully at his pipe.”

“I guess she just grew up,”

he said.

They sat silently, savoring

the heavy night air.

“Grandpa,” John Robert
asked at last, “where do drag-

on’s come from?”
“Oh, all places, John Rob-

ert.”

“Where?”
“China, Japan, A r a b y,

places you and rne never even
heard tell of. Maybe places

nobody on this earth’s heard
tell of.”

“Oh,” John Robert was si-

lent for a moment. Then he
said, “Maybe he’ll want to

fly back there.”

“Maybe... if he’s the f lyin’

kind.”

“Oh, he’ll be the flyin’

kind,” John Robert insisted.

“And maybe. .

.”

“John Robert,” Aunt Bess’s

voice pierced his words, “you
get yourself in here and
warsh them feet and get to

bed.”

John Robert spent the rest

cf the week in rising antici-

pation, stealing to the secret

hiding place at every oppor-
tunity to observe the prog-
ress of the egg. It quickly be-
came apparent that this was
a very unusual egg indeed.
For one thing the shell itself

appeared to be elastic and,
as the week progressed, the
wrinkled surface filled out
and the egg enlarged with
sui-prising rapidity r.ntil it

resembled a circus balloon,
filled with v/ater to the point
of bursting. In addition, oth-
er, more startling changes be-
came apparent.

“First time I ever seen an
egg purple and gold,” Grand-
pa Riley remarked w’ith some
excitement. The egg had in-

deed changed color from its

original bilious green. By
Friday the deepening shades
of mottled purple and gold
had assumed an irridescent

sheen and the surface seemed
to catch the light and throw
it back into the eyes of the
viewer in a rainbow shower
of color.

“Like the wings of a but-

terfly,” Grandpa observed.

“Same color as a purple swal-
lertail.”

Aunt Bess noticed the in-

creased tension and the fur-

tive visits to the hen house.

Since only the larger barn was
still used and that only for

storing a drum of kerosene
for the household lamps, she
demanded to know why John
Robert and Grandpa Riley
were “a-skulkin’ around that

place.” For once Grandpa
Riley managed to appear in-

nocent under Aunt Bess’s
sharp questioning and after
awhile she found something
more immediate to occupy
her thoughts.
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The egg hatched on Sun-
day.

“Well,” Grandpa admitted,
“it sure ain’t no ’gator.”

“It ain’t quite what I ex-

pected,” John Robert said,

holding the foot-long reptile

in his lap and stroking it

gently. The animal made a
soft cooing sound every time
his fingers brushed the soft

fleshy ridge that ran from its

forehead down its back to the
tip of its tail. A tiny forked
tongue darted out to brush
John Robert’s hand.
“Well, I told you he

mightn’t be the flyin’ kind,”

Grandpa said.

“Maybe, these’ll be wings.”
John Robert hopefully
touched the filmy sac-like

protrusions on each side of

the fleshy ruff.

“Maybe,” Grandpa admit-
ted. “Wliut’ll we call him?”
“You ’member that boo’x I

used to have, the one with
the green cover?”
Grandpa scratched his chin.

“You mean The Laughing
Dragon of Oz?”
“That one. Let’s call him

Ozzie. You like that. Grand-
pa?”
“Uh, hm-m-m-m,” Grandpa

said thoughtfully. “Cour.se,

he’ll have to grow some to fit

that name.”
Ozzie cooed indignantly.

“He’ll get real big,” John
Robert said belligerently. ‘T

know he will.”

“Probably grow just like a
weed, considerin’ how fast

®gg growed,” Grandpa
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agreed. “Wonder what he
eats?”

“People?” John Robert
hazarded.

“Little small for that, don’t

you reckon? Anyway, don’t

know as how we could get
any for him."
The pro’olem of v/hat to

feed young Ozzie proved less

difficult than they feared.

John Robert tried him on car-

rots. Ozzie ate them, tops

and all.

Grandpa tried potato

peels. Ozzie munched them
contentedly and then pol-

ished off the cardboard box
in v/hich Grandpa had smug-
gled them from the kitchen.

In rapid succession Ozzie
demonstrated a taste for cof-

fee .grounds, buttons, hay,

handkerchiefs, pipe tobacco

and peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches. He grew rapidly

on this varied diet and by the

end of the second week he
was over three feet long from
blunt nose to arrow-pointed
tail.

The hen house was rapidly

becoming too small to hold
Ozzie who, with increasing

size, had become restless.

John Robert and Grandpa
Riley discussed transferring
him to the tool room in the
rear half of the barn. This,
of course, increased the
hazard of Aunt Bess’s stumb-
ling onto their secret. The
decision was finally forced
upon them.
On Wednesday of the third

week after the arrival of Oz-
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zie, John Robert and Grand-
pa Eiley sneaked into the hen
house. Ozzie greeted them
with a low bubbling moan.
The cause of his anguish was
easily discerned. He had de-

voured the lov/er six inches,

nails and all, of three planks
that made up one wall of the

hen house.

“He sure has an appetite,”

John Robert observed. Ozzie
rubbed his glistening back
against John Robert’s legs

and groaned. He buried his

muzzle in the boy’s midsec-

tion and burped softly.

"Tarnation,” Grandpa said,

“ain’t there nothing you won’t
eat?”

Ozzie eyed him reproach-

fully and his blunt head
drooped.

“Tarnation,” Grandpa Ril-

ey repeated, withdrawing his

foot as Ozzie began to nibble
on the leather of his left toe.

From one scaley nostril drib-

bled the faintest wisp of grey
smoke.

“Tliat settles it,” Grandpa
said. “We’ll have to use the
tool shed and Bess be hanged
if she finds out. Good thing
the stone foundation comes
up about four feet in back,”
he added, observing the
smoke. “Wonder if he’s go-
ing to start spurtin’ fire?”

Ozzie was installed in his
new home and, as his growth
increased, John Robert and
Grandpa Riley were increas-
ingly thankful for the stone
foundation of the barn. Oz-
zie, depending on his diet of

the moment, would snort
smoke and on occasion even
small tongues of flame. With
developing maturity, how-
ever, he showed no sign of
the legendary fierceness of
his kind. The growths on his

back had enlarged to leathery
sacs with the irregular ap-

pearance of wadded damp
canvas. They did not share
the shifting colors of his

body, but remained a dirty

grey. By the end of July
they were as big as basket-

balls and growing daily. Oz-
zie was over fourteen feet

long by then, a mottled gol-

den, and increasingly diffi-

cult to contain in the tool

room. It was inevitable that

Aunt Bess should discover
him.

It happened on the first

Sunday of August, just a

month before John Robert’s
scheduled return to school.

Aunt Bess, still in her church
dress and shoes, carried the

old tin measuring cup with
which she filled the oil lamps
out to the barn to get kero-
sene. John Robert and Grand-
pa Riley were standing w’ari-

ly on the porch, their fingers
crossed, when they heard a
ragged scream w’nich quickly
choked into an inarticulate

gurgle. Aunt Bess clawed her
w'ay through the double doors
of the barn. Her eyes w’ere

rolling wildly and she was
missing a shoe.

“It came through the wall,”

she wailed. “I v/as filling the

cup and it poked its head
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through the wall.” She fell

lirnply to the porch as Uncle
Ben thrust his head outside.

“What the Sain Hill’s goin’

on out here?” he demanded.
“There’s a monster in the

barn,” Aunt Bess screamed.

“It’s drinking my coal oil.”

“Oh, my,” said John Rob-
ert.

“Tarnation,” said Grandpa
and they ran for the barn. In-

side they found Ozzie, lean-

ing against the drum of ker-

osene, his forked tongue dart-

ing out to pull in a growing
puddle under the open spig-

ot. The fleshy ruff down his

neck was an inflamed brick

red. He looked up as John
Robert and Grandpa Riley
appeared and rumbled inquir-

ingly.

“Get him outside before he
burps,” Grandpa yelled and
they circled to the rear of the

dragon. John Robert nudged
him gently with his hands
and then pushed harder. Oz-
zie resisted feebly and then
began to stumble for the

open doors.

“Look,” John Robert
yelled, “he chewed his way
right through the wall.”

“That ain’t all,” Grandpa
said as Ozzie weaved into

the yard and Aunt Bess
wailed another long sobbing
wail. “The critter’s drank up
every bit o’ that coal oil.”

They followed Ozzie into

the open and quickly herded
him around the barn toward
the open tobacco field. Just
as the dragon pushed through

into the open field, he hic-
coughed wrackingly. Then
he gave a monstrous burp. A
six foot jet of smoky flame
splashed down the furrows.
C5zzie sank to the rough
ground and emitted a soft
moan.

“Heh, heh,” said Grandpa,
“what a stomachache you’re
gonna have.”

“Stand back,” Uncle Ben
shouted, running around the
corner of the barn and flour-
ishing a double-barreled shot-
gun over his head. “Stand
back whilst I blast the var-
mint.”

“No,” John Robert yelled.

“You'll do no such thing,”

Grandpa said, placing him-
self in front of Uncle Ben’s
rush.

“Hie,” Ozzie said and a

thick oily cloud of smoke en-

veloped his head.

It was fully twenty min-
utes before John Robert and
Grandpa Riley could persu-

ade Uncle Ben that Ozzie was
harmless. By that time the

dragon had exhausted his

charge of kerosene. Occasion-
ally, he would give a low
moan while a tendril of black

smoke as from a dying fire

would trickle from his nos-

trils.

“You mean that hellion’s a

pet?” Uncle Ben demanded.

“Yep,” Grandpa said proud-

ly. “John Robert and me
hatched and raised him Un’oe-

knowenst from an egg.”

“He's real gentle. Honest,”
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John Robert said. “Just
kinda young.”
“That critter young? Why,

he’d make four horses.”

“Just a pup, though,”
Grandpa insisted. “Only two
months old.”

“Whut you been feeding
him? A cow a day?”
“Nope. Been on hay and

grass for three weeks.”
“Is it gone?” Aunt Bess

asked, sticking her head
around the barn.

She saw Orzie and started

to withdraw?. Uncle Ben mo-
tioned her on.

“Come here, Bess,” he com-
manded. “We got us an hon-
est-to-bob dragon.”

It rained that night for the

first time in several weeks, a

slow monotonous drizzle that

collected in puddles in the

backyard and turned the to-

bacco field behind the house
into a soupy morass of yel-

low mud. John Robert and
Grandpa Riley spent most of

the evening after supper in

the barn, ministering to Oz-
zie. The dragon was weak
and shaken and his scales

w?ere a lusterless yellow. The
enigmatic sacs on his back
were pulsing feebly and they
had become quite tender to

the touch. At length Grandpa
Riley was satisfied that they
could do no more and they
left Ozzie in a troubled sleep.

The next morning Uncle
Ben announced that he was
not going to work. Instead,
he planned to be gone for
several days on a trip to New

Orleans to see a man whom
he knew. Aunt Bess packed
him a lunch in a shoe box and,
after a whispered conversa-
tion in a corner of the kit-

chen with occasional glances
in John Robert’s and Grand-
pa’s direction, she accompan-
ied Uncle Ben to the door.

Shortly thereafter, John Ro-
bert heard the coughing of
Uncle Ben’s aged pick-up
truck recede into the dis-

ta'

At just a few minutes be-
fore ten. Grandpa Riley
called John Robert to the
barn.

“Real amazin’,” he said as

he ushered John Robert into
the back. John Robert could
scarcely believe his eyes. Oz-
zie w?as stretched out lazily

on a mound of straw, bask-
ing in the sunlight that

streamed through a v/indow.
The great sacs during the
night had ruptured, releasing
two membranous masses
which, under the drying ef-

fect of the sun, were assum-
ing form and rigidity.

“He is one of the flyin’

kind.” John Robert said ec-

statically. “I told you so.”

“Sure looks like it,” Grand-
pa admitted.

After some conversation,
they decided to brave Aunt
Bess’s displeasure and lead
Ozzie into the yard to take
better advantage of the sun.

The wings were large and
rustled like w?et leather when
Ozzie moved. Under the open
sun, they lost their early
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transparsncy and quickly be-
came opaque, sharing the bril-

liancy o£ his scale coloration.
By evening he v/as already
making tentative flying mo-
tions and John Robert mar-
veled at the great muscles
that flexed in Oz.rle’s chest
at each increasingly certain

movement.

The evening meal v/as a sil-

ent one, full of tenseness and
excitement. Aunt Bess sat sil-

ently opposite John Robert,
her face strained and thought-
ful.

“Bess, you’re looking
mighty nervous,’’ Grandpa re-

marked.

“Well, who wouldn’t with
that thing out in the barn,’’

she said, biting her lip,

“Now, Bess. Ozzie ain’t no
‘thing.’ Just like a pet.”

“Well, won’t be no bother
after this week,” she said.

John Robert looked up
from his plate in alarm.
“Whut’s that supposed to

mean':’’’ Grandpa demanded.

“I . . well, you might as
well know,” Aunt Bess said
slov/ly. “Ben says a dragon’d
be worth a right smart to

some folks. He’s gone to see
a circus man he knows. Fig-
ures we’ll get enough maybe
even to buy a new car.”

John Robert jumped to his

feet. “You can’t do that,” he
protested. “Ozzie ain’t yourn.”
“Now, boy,” Aunt Bess

said nervously, “you got to

look at it the practical way.
Whut you want with a dra-
goa anyway?’’

“John Robert’s right,”
Grandpa said. “Ozzie ain’t
yourn to sell.”

“You keep still. Pa,” Aunt
Bess’s voice became hard and
firm. “Life’s too hai'd for
your and John Robert’s fancy
notions. Somebody’s got to
think of the bread and butter
in this house. Besides, Ben’s
the head of the house. He
pays the bills and I couldn’t
change his mind.

“Even if I wanted to,” she
added after a moment.
And she began to talk of

the many fine things they
would buy after they had
sold Ozzie to the circus.

John Robert had little to
say the rest of the evening.
Several times he found /iuht
Bess looking at him v/it’n the
strangest expression on her
face and he wondered v/liat

she must be thinldng behind
those silent eyes. He had
never knov/n her to be so sil-

lent and withdrawn. Her ex-
pression, he realized, seemed
almost apologetic as though
she were somehow a little

sorry for v/hat she was doing.
But, if she felt any regret,

he knew that this would not
interfere with the harsh de-
mands of her life that said

Ozzie must be sold.

When bedtime finally ar-

rived, he lay awake, tossing

on his mattress on the kitch-

en floor. He could hear the

creak of Grandpa’s couch in

the living room and he knew
that the old man must be hav-
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ing as much difficulty as he
in getting to sleep.

Finally he dozed, but he
awoke again in the early

morning before the dawn
v/hen the bright yellow light

of the full moon fell through
the kitchen window and on
his lids. Re lay, thinking of

Ozzie in the barn and the sud-
den exciting freedom of his

new wings. He saw him im-
prisoned in a circus cage,
iron bars shutting him from
the vastness of the upper air

and he felt sudden wetness
on his lids.

A voice said, “Ps-s-t,” and
he sat up. Grandpa Riley was
tip-toeing through the door,
his shoes in his hands. He
was fully dressed.
“Grandpa,” John Robert

demanded, “whut you doing
up?”
“Not so loud,” Grandpa

shushed. "You know,” he
said in a low voice, “I been
thinking.”

“So have I,” John Robert
said. “About Ozzie. It ain’t

fair to him.”

“John Robert,” Grandpa
said slowl}% “there ain’t real-

ly any place here for a young
boy and an old man. Bess
means well, but... Well, she
don’t see things the way you
and me do.”

“I know,” John Robert
said. “I like her and Uncle
Ben, but she just don’t seem
to enjoy life any more.”
“Maybe it's cause life’s

taken something out o’ her,”

Grandpa said.

“You know,” the old man
said after a moment, “why
don’t you and me just take a

little trip? They wouldn’t
miss us after a week or two.”

John Robert jumped to his

feet and began to pull on his

clothes. They made their w»ay
silently through the moonlit
yard to the barn. Ozzie awoke
with a sleepy rumble and they
led him outside.

“Think he can carry us
both?” Grandpa asked.

“Course he can. Ozzie’s the

strongest dragon in crea-

tion.”

They led him into the damp
tobacco field.

“Needs a good long run-

way,” Grandpa said. “Trifle
muddy, though.”

“Where’ll we go?” John
Robert laughed. “India? Ara-
by?”

“Why, v.'e’ll go far away
where no human’s ever been
before,” Grandpa said. “He
knows w'here.”

They mounted. Grandpa in

front, and held tightly to Oz-
zie's back. He sensed wdiat

was expected of him and eag-
erness poured into his body.
The great muscles tensed, the
claw-ed feet churned the mud-
dy ground, found firm foot-

ing, and suddenly, with the
smoothness of a skate slip-

ping over ice, they soared up
and up. ..over the tiny house
and barn below, over the
moon-flecked fields.

The wind whipped through
John Robert’s hair and h«
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could barely breathe as he
prepcei himself forv/ard

against Grandpa Riley’s thin
frame.

“Egypt and Africa and Ar-
aby and all the far away
pieces where nobody but him
and his kind know!” John
Robert yelled into the wind.
“What will Aunt Bess and
Uncle Ben say?’’

“They’ll never tell anyone.
Why, they won’t ever guess
the truth,” Grandpa gasped,
his voice whipping back into

John Robert’s ear.

“Oh, they v,rill. They will.

They’ll know,” John Robert
shouted. “Look.”

He pointed down below as
they banked sharply and
sv/ooped back over the tiny
house below. Even at their

speed they could see clearly

the line of heavy tracks that

led into the moon-bright to-
bacco field, led into its very
center and then mysteriously
came to an end.
And they could even see the

tiny human figure that stood
by the house, her head turned
upward, her eyes shaded by a
bare arm.
“Goodbye !” Grandpa Riley

yelled.

“Goodbye, goodbye, good-
bye,” John Robert called into

the cold wind.
And below the small fig-

ure waved uncertainly—re-

gretfully.

Then the field, the house,
the dappled landscape of
stippled fields and tiny build-
ings dissolved in a misty ka-
leidoscope of brilliant yellow
as the great winged beast
completed his turn and fled

swiftly toward the already
brightening east.
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small

world

hy WILLIAM F. NOLAN

He was miming, running

down the long tunnels, the

shadows hunting him, claws

clutching at him, nearer . . ,

IN THE waiting windless
dark, Lewis Stillman pressed
into the building-front shad-
ows along Wilshire Boule-
vard. Breathing softly, the

automatic poised and ready in

his hand, he advanced with
animal stealth toward West-
ern, gliding over the night-
cool concrete, past ravaged
clothing shops, di'ug and ten-

cent stores, their windows
shattered, their doors ajar and
swinging. The city of Los
Angeles, painted in cold
moonlight, was an immense
graveyard ; the tall white
tombstone buildings thrust
up from the silent pavement,
shadow-carved and lonely.

Overturned metal corpses of

trucks, busses and automo-
biles littered the streets.

He paused under the wide
marquee of the FOX WIL-
TERN. Above his head, rows
of splintered display bulbs
gaped—sharp glass teeth in
wooden jaws. Lewis Stillman
felt as though they might
drop at any moment to pierce
his body.

Four more blocks to cover.
His destination: a small cor-
ner delicatessen four blocks
south of Wilshire, on West-
ern. Tonight he intended by-

What will happen when the alien ships strike Earth? And later? Who
will survive? What wilt life be like in that latterday jungle? William F.
Nolan, well known in SF circles on the West Coast, returns with this
grim story of the days and the nights of Lewis Stillman—survivor. .

.
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pasEmg the larger stores like

Safeway or Thriftimart, with
their available supplies of ex-
otic foods; a smaller grocery
was far more likely to have
what he needed. He was find-

ing it more and more diffi-

cult to locate basic food
stuffs. In the big super-mark-
ets only the more exotic and
highly spiced canned and bot-

tled goods remained—and he
was sick of caviar and oys-

ters !

Crossing V/estern, he had
almost readied the far curb
when he saw some of them.

He dropped immediately to

his knees behind the rusting
bulk of an Olds 88. The rear

door on his side v/as open,

and he cautiously eased him-
self into the back seat of th-
deserted car. Releasing the

safety catch on the automatic,
he peered through the

cracked window at six or

seven of them, as they moved
toward him along the street.

God! Had he been seen? He
couldn’t be sure. Perhaps they
were aware of his position I

He should have remained on
the open street where he’d

have a running chance. Per-
haps, if his aim were true, he
could kill most of them; but,

even vi^'lth its silencer, the
gun would be heard and more
of them would come. He
dared not fire until he was
certain they discovered him.
They came closer, their

small small dark bodies
crowding the walk, six of
them, chattering, 1 e aping,
cruel mouths open, eyes glit-

tering under the moon. Clos-
er. The shrill pipings in-

creased, rose in volume. Clos-
er. Now he could make out
their sharp teeth and matted
hair. Only a few feet from the
car. . . His hand was moist on
the handle of the automatic;
his heart thundered against
his chest. Seconds away. ..

Now

!

Lewis Stillman fell heavily
back against the dusty seat-
cushion, the gun loose in his
trembling hand. They had
passed by; they had missed
him. Their thin pipings di-

minished, grew faint with
distance.

The tomb silence of late
night settled around him.

The delicatessen proved a
real windfall. The shelves
were relatively untouched and
he had a wide choice of
tinned goods. He found an
empty cardboard box and has-
tily began to transfer the
cans from the shelf nearest
him.

A noise from behind—

a

padding, scraping sound.
Lewis Stillman whirled

around, the automat’c ready.

A huge mongrel dog faced
him, giov/ling deep in its

throat, four legs braced for
assault. The blunt ears were
laid flat along the short-
haired skull and a thin trickle
of saliva seeped from the kill-

ing jaws. The beast’s pov/er-
ful c h e s t-m u s c 1 e s were
bunched for the spring when
Stillman acted.
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The gun, he knew, was use-

less; the shots would be
heard. Therefore, v/ith the

full strength of his left arm,
he hurled a heavy can at the

dog’s head. The stunned an-

imal staggered under the

blow, legs bucking. Hurriedly,
Stillman gathered his supplies
and made his way back to the

street.

How much longer can my
luck hold? Lewis Stillman
wondered, as he bolted the

door. He placed the box of

tinned goods on a wooden
table and lit the tall lamp
nearby. Its flickering orange
glow illumined the narrow,
low-ceilinged room as Still-

man seated himself on one of

three chairs facing the table.

Twice tonight, his mind
told him, twice you've es-

caped them—and they could
have seen you easily on both
occasions if they had been
watching for you. They don’t
know you’re alive. But when
they find out. .

.

He forced his thoughts
away from the scene in his

mind away from the horror;
quickly he stood up and be-

gan to unload the box, plac-

ing the cans on a long shelf

along the far side of the

room.
He began to think of wom-

en, of a girl named Joan, and
of how much he had loved

her. .

.

The world of Lewis Still-

ixiian was damp and lightless;

it was narrow and its cold

stone walls p-essed in upon

him as he moved. He had
been walking for several
hours ; sometimes he would
run, because he knew his leg
muscles must be kept strong,
but he was walking no%v, fol-
lowing the thin yellow beam
of his hooded lantern. He was
searching.

Tonight, he thought, I

might find another like my-
self. Surely, someone is dov/n
here; I’ll find someone if I

keep searching. I must find
someone

!

But he knew he would not.

He knew he would find only
chill emptiness ahead of him
in the tunnels.
For three long years he had

been searching for another
man or woman down here in
this world under the city. For
three years he had prowled
the seven hundred miles of
storm drains which threaded
their way under the skin of
Los Angeles like the veins in
a giant’s body—and he had
found nothing. Nothing.
Even now, after all the days

and nights of search, he
could not really accept the
fact that he was alone, that
he was the last man alive in
a city of seven million, that
all the others were dead.
He paused, resting his back

against the cold stone. Some
of them were moving over the
street above his head. He lis-

tened to the sharp scuffling
sounds on the pavement and
swore bitterly.

“Damn you,” said Lewis
Stillman levelly. “Damn all of

you!”
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Lewis Stillman was run-

ning down the long tunnels.

Behind him a tide of midget
shadows washed from wall to

wall; high keening cries, dou-
bled and tripled by echoes
rang in his ears. Claws
reached for him; he felt pant-
ing breath, like hot smoke, on
the back of his neck; his

lungs were bursting, his en-

tire body aflame.

He looked down at his fast-

pumping legs, doing their job
with pistoned precision. He
listened to the sharp slap of
his heels against the floor of

the tunnel—and he thought

;

I might die at any moment,
but my legs will escape ! They
will run on down the endless
drains and never be caught.
They move so fast while roy
heavy awkward upper-body
rocks and sways above them,
slowing them down, tiring

them—making them angry.
How my legs must hate me ! I

must be clever and humor
them, beg them to take me
along to safety. How well
they run, how sleek and fine!

Then he felt himself com-
ing apart. His legs were de-
taching themselves from his

upper-body. He cried out in
horror, flailing the air with
his arms, beseeching them not
to leave him behind. But the
legs cruelly continued to un-
fasten themselves. In a cold
surge of terror, Lewis Still-

man felt himself tipping, fall-

ing toward the damp floor

—

while his legs raced on with a
wild animal life of their own.

He opened his mouth, high
above the insane legs, and
screamed.
Ending the nightmare.
He sat up stiffly in his cot,

gasping, drenched in sweat.
He drew in a long shuddering
breath and reached for a ciga-
rette. He lit it with a trem-
ling hand.
The nightmares were get-

ting worse. He realized that
his mind was rebelling as he
slept, spilling forth the bot-
tled-up fears of the day dur-
ing the night hours.
He t h ought once more

about the beginning six years
ago, about why he was still

alive, the last of his kind. The
alien ships had struck Earth
suddenly, without warning.
Their attack had been
thorough and deadly. In a
matter of hours the aliens had
accomplished their clever
mission—and the men and
women of Earth were des-
troyed. A few survived, he
v/as certain. He had never
met any of them, but he was
convinced they existed. Los
Angeles was not the world,
after all, and if he escaped so
must have others around the
globe. He’d been working
alone in the drains when the
alien ships appeared, finish-

ing a special job for the con-
struction company on B tun-
nel. He could still hear the
weird sound of the mammoth
ships and feel the intense
heat of their passage.
Hunger had forced him out

and overnight he became a
curiosity. The last man alive.
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For three years he was not

harmed. He worked with

them, taught them many
things, and tried to win their

confidence. But, eventually,

certain ones came to hate him,

to be jealous of his relation-

ship with the others. Luckily
he had been able to escape to

the drains. That was three

years ago and now they had
forgotten him.

His later excursions to

the upper level of the city had
been made under cover of

darkness—and he never ven-

tured out unless his food sup-

ply dwindled. Water was pro-

vided by rain during the wet-
months—and by bottled li-

quids during the dry.

He had built his one-room
structure directly to the side

of an overhead grating—not
close enough to risk their

seeing it, but close enough
for light to seep in during the

sunlight hours. He missed the

warm feel of open sun on his

body almost as much as he
missed the companionship of

others, but he could not
think of risking himself above
the drains by day.
Sometimes he got insane

thoughts. Sometimes, when
the loneliness closed in like

an immense fist and he could
no longer stand the sound
of his own voice, he would
think of bringing one of them
down with him, into the

drains. One at a time, they
could be handled. Then he’d

remember their sharp savage

eyes, their animal ferocity,

and he would realize that the

idea was impossible. If one of
their kind disappeared, sud-
denly and without trace, oth-
ers would certainly become
suspicious, begin to search for
him—and it would all be over.
Lewis Stillman settled back

into his pillow, pulling the
blankets tight about his body.
He closed his eyes and tried
not to listen to the distant
screams, pipings and reedy
cries filtering down from the
street above his head.

Finally he slept.

He spent the afternoon
with paper women. He lin-

gered over the pages of some
yellowed fashion magazines,
looking at all the beautifully
photogranked models in their
fine clothes. All slim and en-
chanting, these page-women,
with their cool enticing eyes
and perfect smiles, all grace
and softness and glitter and
swirled cloth. He touched
their images with gentle fin-

gers, stroking the tawny pa-
per hair, as though, by some
magic formula, he might im-
bue them with life. It was
easy to imagine that these
women had never really lived

at all—that they were simply
painted, in microscopic de-

tail, by sly artists to give the
illusion of photos. He didn’t

like to think about these

women and how they died.

That evening Lewis Still-

man watched the moon, round
and high and yellow in the

night sk3^ and he thought of

his father, and of the long

hikes thrc’':gh the moonlit
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Maine countryside, of hunt-
ing trips and warm campfires,
of the Maine woods, rich and
green in summer. He thought
of his father’s hopes for his

future and the words of that

tall, gray-haired figure came
back to him.

“You’ll be a fine doctor,

Lewis. Study and work hard
and you’ll succeed. I know
you will.”

He remembered the long
winter evenings of study at

his father’s great mahogany
desk, pouring over medical
books and journals, taking
notes, sifting and re-sifting

facts. He remembered one set

of books in particular—Erick-
son’s monumental three-vol-
ume text on surgery, richly
bound and stamped in gold.

He had always loved these
books, above all others.

What had gone wrong
along the way? Somehow, the
dream had faded, the bright
goal vanished and was lost.

After a year of pre-med at
the University of Southern
Cal, he had given up medi-
cine; he had become discour-
aged and quit college to take
a laborer’s job with a con-
struction company. How
ironic that this move should
have saved his life! He’d
wanted to work with his

hands, to sweat and labor

with the muscles of his body.
He’d wanted to earn enough
to marry Joan and then, latei

perhaps, he would have re-

turned to finish his courses.
It all seemed so far away

now, his reason for quitting,
for letting his father down.
Now, at this moment, an

overwhelming desire gripped
him, a desire to pour over
Erickson’s pages once again,
to re-create, even for a brief
moment, the comfort and hap-
piness of his childhood.
He’d seen a duplicate set on

the second floor of Pickwick’s
book store in Hollywood, in
their used book department,
and now he knew he must go
after them, bring the books
back v/ith him to t’le drains.
It was a dangerous .and fool-
ish desire, but he knew he
v/ould obey it. Despite the
risk of death, he wou’d go af-
ter the books tonight. To-
night.

One corner of Lev/is Still-

man’s room was reserved for
vreapons. His prize, a Thomp-
son submachine, had been pro-
cured from the Los Angeles
police arsenal. Sup"'ementing
the Thompson were two semi-
automatic rifles, a Luger, a
Colt .45 and a .22 camber Hor-
net pistol, equipped with a
silencer. He alwryc kept the
smallest gun in a sp-'ng-clip
holster beneath his armpit,
but it was not his habit to car-

ry any of the larger weapons
with him into the city. On this

night, however, things were
different.

The drains ended two
miles short of Hollywood

—

which means he would be
forced to cover a long and
particularly hazardous stretch

of ground in order to reach
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the book store. He therefore

decided to take along the .30

caliber Savage rifle in addi-

tion to the small hand wea-
pon.

You’re a fool, Lewis, he told

himself, as he slid the ciled

Savage from its leather case.

Are the books important
enough to risk your life? Yes,
another part of him replied,

they are that important. If

you want a thing badly
enough and the thing is

worthwhile, then you must go
after it. If fear holds you like

a rat in the dark, then you are

worse than a coward
;
you be

tray yourself and the civiliza-

tion you represent. Go out

and bring the books back.

Running in the chill night

wind. Grass, now pavement
now grass, beneath his feet.

Ducking into shadows, mov-
ing stealthily past shops and
theatres, rushing under the

cold moon. Santa Monica
Boulevard, then Highland,
the Hollywood Boulevard, and
finally—after an eternitv of

heartbeats—the book store.

Pickwick’s.
Lewis Stillman, his rifle

over one shoulder, t’ne small
automatic gleaminp in his

hand, edged silently into the

. store.

A paper battleground met
his eyes.

In the filtered moonlight, a

white blanket of broken-
backed volumes spilled across

the entire lower floor. Still-

man shuddered; he could en-

vision them, shrieking, scrab-

bling at the shelves, throwing
books wildy across the room
at one another. Screaming,
ripping, destroying.

What of the other floors?
What of the medical section?
He crossed to the stairs,

spilled pages crackling like a
fall of dry leaves under his
step, and sprinted up the first

short flight to the mezzanine.
Similar chaos!

He hurried up to the sec-
ond floor, stumbling, terribly

afraid of what he might find.

Reaching the top, his heart
thudding, he squinted into the
dimness.

The books were undis-
tur’oed. Apparently they had
tired of their game before
reaching these.

He slipped the rifle from
his shoulder and placed it

near the stairs. Dust lay

thick all around him, powder-
ing up and swirling, as he
moved down the narrow
aisles ; a damp, leathery
mustiness lived in the air, an
odor of mold and neglect.

Lewis Stillman paused be-

fore a dim hand-lettered sign:

MEDICAL SECTION. It was
just as he had remembered it.

Holstering the small automa-
tic, he struck a match, shad-

ing the flame with a cupped
hand as he moved it along the

rows of faded titles. Carter . .

.

Davidson ... Enright...
Erickson. He drew in his

breath sharply. All three vol-

umes, their gold stamping

dust-dulled but readable.
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stood in tall and perfect or-

der on the shelf.

In the darkness, Lewis
Stillman carefully removed
each volume, blowing it free

of dust. At last all three books
were clean and solid in his

hands.

Well, you’ve done it. You’ve
reached the books and now
they belong to you.

He smiled, thinking of the

moment when he would be

able to sit down at the table

with his treasure, and linger

again and again over the won-
derous pages.

He found an empty carton
at the rear of the store and
placed the books inside. Re-
turning to the stairs, he shoul-

dered the rifle and began his

descent to the lower floor.

So far, he told himself, my
luck is still holding.

But as Lewis Stillman’s

foot touched the final stair,

his luck ran out.

The entire lower floor was
alive with them!

Rustling like a mass of

great insects, gliding toward
him, eyes gleaming in the

half-light, they converged
upon the stairs. They had
been waiting for him.

Now, suddenly, the books
no longer mattered. Now only
his life mattered and nothing
else. He moved back against
the hard wood of the stair-

rail, the carton of books slid-

ing from his hands. They
had stopped at the foot of the
stair; they were silent, look-
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ing up at him, the hate in
their eyes.

If you can reach the street,

Stillman told himself, then
you’ve still got half a chance.
That means you’ve got to get
through them to the door. All
right then, move.
Lewis Stillman squeezed

the trigger of the automatic
and three shots echoed
through the silent store. Two
of them fell under the bullets
as Stillman rushed into their
midst.

He felt sharp nails claw at
his shirt and trousers, heard
the cloth ripping away in
their grasp. He kept firing the
small automatic into them,
and three more dropped under
the hail of bullets, shrieking
in pain and surprise. The
others spilled back, screaming,
from the door.

The gun was empty. He
tossed it away, swinging the
heavy Savage rifle free from
his shoulder as he reached the
street. The night air, crisp
and cool in his lungs, gave
him instant hope.

I can still make it, thought
Stillman, as he leaped the curb
and plunged across the pave
ment. If those shots weren’t
heard, then I’ve still got the
edge. My legs are strong; I

can outdistance them.
Luck, however, had failed

him completely on this night.
Near the intersection of Hol-
lywood Boulevard and High-
land, a fresh pack of them
swarmed toward him over the
street.
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He dropped to one knee

and fired into their ranks, the

Savage jerking in his hands.

They scattered to either side.

He began to run steadily

down the middle of Holly-

wood Boulevard, using the

butt of the heavy rifle like

a battering ram as they came
at him. As he neared High-
land, three of them darted di-

rectly into his path. Stillman

fired. One doubled over, lur-

ching crazily into a jagged
plate-glass store front. Anoth-
er clav^ed at him as he swept
around the corner to High-
land. He managed to shake free.

The street ahead of him was
clear. Now his superior leg-

power would count heavily in

his favor. Two miles. Could
he make it back before others

cut him off?
Running, re-loading, firing.

Sweat soaking his shirt, riv-

ering down his face, stinging

his eyes. A mile covered. Half
way to the drains. They had
fallen back.

But more of them were
coming, drawn by the rifle

shots, pouring in from side

streets, stores and houses.

His heart jarred in his

body, his breath was ragged
How many of them around
him? A hundred? Two hun-
dred? More coming. God!
He bit down on his lower

lip until the salt taste of blood
was on his tongue. You can’t

make it, a voice inside him
shouted, they’ll have you in

another block and you know
it I

He fitted the rifle to his
shoulder, adjusted his aim,
and fired. The long rolling
crack of the big weapon filled
the night. Again and again he
fired, the butt jerking into the
flesh of his shoulder, the
smell of powder in his nostrils.

It was no use. Too many of
them.

Lewis Stillman knew that
he was going to die.

Then rifle was empty at
last, the final bullet had been
fired. He had no place to run
because they were all around
him, in a slowly closing circle.

He looked at the ring of
small cruel faces and he
thought: The aliens did their
job perfectly; they stopped
Earth before she could reach
the age of the rocket, before
she could threaten planets be-
yond her own moon. What an
immensely clever plan it had
been! To destroy every hu-
man being on Earth above the
age of six—and then to leave
as quickly as they had come,
allowing our civilization to
continue on a orimitive level,

knowing that Earth’s back had
been broken, that her surviv-
ors would revert to savagery
as they grew into adulthood.

Lewis Stillman dropped the
empty rifle at his feet and
threw out his hands. “Listen,”
he pleaded, “I’m really one of

you. You’ll all be like me
soon. Please, listen to me.”

But the circle tightened re-

lentlessly around Lewis Still-

man, He was screaming when
the children closed in.
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pets

allowed

by M. A. CUMMINGS

He didn’t know how he could

have stood the four months

there alone. She was company

and one couid talk to her . . .

I CAN’T tell anyone about
it. In the first place, they’d
never believe me. And, if they
did, I’d probably be punished
for having her. Because vve

aren’t allowed to have pets of
any kind.

It wouldn’t have happened,
if they hadn’t sent me way
out there to work. But, you
see, there are so many things
I can’t do.

I remember the day the
Chief of Vocation took rne be-

fore the council.

“I’ve tried him on a dozen
things,” he reported. People
always ta’k about me as if I

can’t understaiid wliat they
mean. But I’m really not that

dumb.
“There doesn’t seem to be

a thing he can do,” the Chief
went on. “Actually, his intel-

ligence see.ms to be no greater
than that which we believe cur
ancestors had, back in the
tv/entieth century.”
“As bad as that?” oi>served

one of the council members.
“You do have a problem.”

“But we must find some-
thing for him to do,” said an-
other. “We can’t have an idle

person in the State. It’s un-

thinkable.”
“But what?” asked the

M. A. Cummings (Monette tc her friends) returns with another haunt-
ingly persuasive story of a Tonio.mw that may not he as gleaming as
we hope. Her recent story, THE ]VE1RDIES, apparently delighted some
and sl.artl.ed otlnrs—and this in, .Los Angeles! li'haTs happening there!
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Chief. “He’s utterly incapable

of running any of the ma-
chines. I’ve tried to teach him.

The only things he can do,

are already being done much
better by robots.’’

There was a long silence,

broken at last by one little,

old council member.

“I have it,” he cried. “The
very thing. We’ll make him
guard of the Treasure.”

“But there’s no need of a
guard. No one will touch the
Treasure without permission.
V/e haven’t had a dishonest
person in the State for more
than three thousand years.”

“That’s it, exactly. There
aren’t any dishonest people,
so there won’t be anything for

him to do. But we will have
solved the problem of his
idleness.”

“It might be a solution,”

said the Chief. “At least, a
temporary one. I suppose we
will have to find something
else later on. But this will
give us time to look for some-
thing.”

So I became guard of the
Treasure. With a badge. And
nothing to do—unless you
count watching the Key. The
gates were kept locked, just
as they were in the old days,
but the large Key hung beside
them. Of course, no one want-
ed to bother carrying it

around. It was too hedvy. The
only ones who ever used it,

anyway, were members of the
council. As the man said, we
haven't had a dishonest per-
son in the State for thousands

of years. Even I know that
much.
Of course, this left me with

lots of time on my hands.
That’s how I happened to get
her in the first place. I’d al-

ways wanted one, but pets
were forbidden. Busy people
didn’t have time for them. So
I knew I was breaking the
Law. But I figured that no
one would ever find out.

First I fixed a place for
her, and made a brush screen,
so that she couldn’t be seen
by anyone coming to the
gates. Then, one night, I

sneaked into the forest and
got her.

It wasn’t so lonely after
that. Now I had something to
talk to. She was small when I

got her—it would be too dan-
gerous to go near a full grown
one—but she grew rapidly.

That was because I caught
small animals and brought
them to her. Not having to
depend on what she could
catch, she grew almost twice
as fast as usual, and was so
sleek and pretty. Really, she
was a pet to be proud of.

I don’t know how I could
have stood the four months
there alone, if I hadn’t her to
talk to. I don’t think she real-

ly understood me, but I pre-
tended she did, and that
helped.

Every three or four weeks,
three of the council members
came to take a part of the

Treasure, or to add to it. Al-
ways three of them.

That’s why I was so sur-

prised one day, to see one man
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coming by himself. It was
Gremm, the little old member,
who had recommended that I

be given this job. I was happy
to see him, and we talked for

a while, mostly about my
work, and how I liked it. I

almost told him about my pet,

but I didn’t, because he might
be angry at me for breaking
the Law.

Finally, he asked me to give

him the Key.
“I’ve been sent to get some-

thing from the Treasure,” he
explained.

I was unhappy to displease

him, but I said,

“I can’t let you have it.

There must be three members.
You know that.”

“Of course, I know it. But
something came up suddenly,

so they sent me alone. Now,
let me have it.”

I shook my head. That was
the one order they had given

me—never to give the Key to

any one person who came
alone.

Gremm became quite angry.

“You idiot,” he shouted,

“Why do you think I had you
put out here. It was so I could

get in there and help myself to

the Treasure.”

“But that would be dishon-
est. And there are no dishon-

est people in the State.”

“For three thousand years.

I know.” His usually kind
face had an ugly look I had
never seen before. “But I’m
going to get part of that

Treasure. And it won’t do you
any good to report it, because
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no one is going to take the
word of a fool like you,
against a respected council
member. They’ll think you are
the dishonest one. Now, give
me that Key!”

It’s a terrible thing to dis-

obey a council member. But
if I obeyed him, I would be
disobeying all the others. And
that would be worse.
“No!” I shouted.
He threw himself upon me.

For his size and age, he v/as

very strong—stronger, even,
than I. I fought as hard as I

could, but I knew I wouldn’t
be able to keep him away from
the Key for very long. And
if he took the Treasure, I

would be blamed. The coun-
cil would have to think a new
punishment for dishonesty.
Whatever it was, it would be
terrible, indeed.

He drew back and rushed at

me. Just as he hit me, my foot
caught upon a root, and I fell.

His rush carried him past me,
and he crashed through the
brush screen beside the path.
I heard him scream twice,
then there was silence.

I was bruised all over, but
I managed to pull myself up
and take away what was left

of the screen. There was no
sign of Gremm, but my beau-
tiful pet was waving her
pearl-green feelers as she al-

ways did in thanks for a good
meal.

That’s why I can’t tell any-
one what happened. No one
would believe that Gremm
would be dishonest. And I
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can’t prove it, because she ate

the proof.

Even if I did tell them, no
one is going to believe that a
fly-catcher plant—even a big

one like mine—^would actual-

ly be able to eat a man.
So they think that Gremm

disappeared. And I’m still out

here—with her. She’s grown
so much larger now, and more
beautiful than ever.

But I hope she hasn’t de-
veloped a taste for human
flerh. Lately, wh;n she
stretches out her feelers, it

seems tha; she’s trying to
reach me.
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universe

in

books

by STEFAN SANTESSON

Some recent books that you

may have missed — and some

comments on the contribution

to the field of these novels.

bOME time ago we asked for

comments on not so much the
decline of science fiction

(though decline there’s been,
in a sense), but the decline in

the number of SF titles.

Dr. Raymond V^allace, of
Montclair, N. J., felt that,

—

“Years ago science fictio®

used to be based on science,

and often the whole story
bung on the solution of some
scientific problem. This has
been deplored by many editors

as mere gadgetry, and no
doubt often it was, but at least

it satisfied the readers who
wanted science. Lately there
has arisen the notion that sci-

ence fiction should deal with
the age-old human problems.
1 have no objection to that

concept in itself, but I want
sorre science with it. It does
not make a science fiction

story simply to place a war in

an interplanetary setting, or
to have a lover chase his

sweetheart through time,
when time-travel or interplan-
etary travel are merely stated
and not demonstrated.”

“I am not satisfied,” contin-

ued Dr. Wallace, “when the
good guy yanks out his blast-

er and shoots down the bad

There have been several reasons for the failure of this column to appear
in recent months, the principal reason heinrj that there were not too

many books to be reported upon. The situation has improved, however,
and UNIVERSE IN ROOKS wi’l vow ar/pc:ir with more reyularity.

Ill
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guy; I’d kind of like to know
what a blaster is. I don’t re-

quire the author actually to

invent a workable blaster; all

he has to do is to give me
some acceptable double-talk
about its principles and oper-
ation. And I prefer the de-
noument not to hang on the
mere fact that the bad guy
gets shot, after the good guy
finally traps him by manage-
ment or good luck. I want
the good guy to be able to

shoot him only because his
blaster is superior to the bad
guy’s disintegrator, which has
also been explained to the
same extent as the blaster.”

Dr, Wallace also feels that
there is a certain degree of
illiteracy in Science Fiction.
What are your reactions?

Chad Oliver’s THE
WINDS OF TIME (Double-
day, $2.95) is a curiously un-
even novel, when you consid-
er the quality of his earlier
work, so much so that you
have the feeling that this is

one of those novels that have
been "edited” a shade too
roughly, though this may be
unfair. Despite somewhat in-

adequate characterizations, I

suspect that the lonely men
from Lortas—^who are not
quite the menaces that the

blurb suggests—^will be re-

memibered for some time to

come, remembered and imitat-

ed, perhaps because of this

same inadequacy. They, and
particularly Kolraq the Priest,

come close to stepping out of

the shadow mythology, that

not quite respectable half-
world to which we banish race
memories and legends that
cannot quite be measured and
weighed and/or analyzed
Wyik responds the way some
of you would, Nlesine has the
tired cynicism associated with
his brittle equals today, and
even Kolraq is disturbingly
familiar—credibly so if you
grant the possibility that at
whatever stage of develop-
ment “man” may find himself,
the Aramis of the 17th Cen-
tury will have his 20th Cen-
tury equivalent, thinking the
same way, responding to cer-

tain situations the same way,
W’ith the same fears and the

same prejudices. Kolraq, by
the way, is perhaps the most
interesting of these lonely

men—these lost men—and
perhaps the author will tell

us one day what happened to

him and the other man who
decided not to “sleep.” Do
read the novel, in other words,
but be sure to skip the blurb
which could be better!

Arthur C. Clarke’s THE
DEEP RANGE (Harcourt
Brace, $3.95) is not exactly a
“lively” novel. And it isn’t

even an “entertaining” novel,

in the usual sense of the

word. To this extent I dis-

agree with the publishers.

It is, on the other hand, an
important and challenging

novel dealing v/ith a period, a
hundred years in the future,

when the earth’s population is

fed principal'y from the sea,

either on wlale products or
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from the p!aii1:ton farms.

It will be very easy for you
to lose yourself in this worl.l

of Walter Franklin and Inclra

Langenburg, and the men and
the women surrounding them,
men and women dedicated to

service. Walter Franklin, at

the moment when he stares
grimly into a world of mid-
night blue which the pale
rays of the moon can do little

to illumine, and Walter
Franklin, years later, as he
has to make a decision that

can literally mean the end of

his world, is a man you can
understand and respect.

If you have not already
done so, read Arthur Clarke’s
THE DEEP RANGE. Better
still, buy the book. If the field

is to survive, and trade pub-
lishing regain its interest in

Science Fiction, more of you
readers should get in the hab-

it of buying books, particular-

ly novels such as this which
are distinguished contribu-

tions to our picture of a pos-

sible Tomorrow. Unqualified-
ly recommended!

A. E. van Vogt’s EMPIRE
OF THE ATOM (Shasta,

$3.) has been damned as bad
writing by some critics and
perhaps, if the novel is to be
judged with completely puris-
tic objectivity, this is not en-
tirely unjustified.
In defence of both van Vogt

and Shasta Publishers, one of
the pioneers in modern sci-

ence-fiction book publishing,
it must be pointed out that
this is an over-simplification
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and is to ignore the strong
reader appeal of this story of
the Linns rvho bring stability

and order to a world recov-
ering from a second Dark
Age, and it is a’ro to ignore
the importance of this group
of portraits of very human
and credible people, cast
against the background of a
latterdav Galactic Renais-
sance. The minor scientific

flaws, and flav/s they are and
minor they are, do not de-
tract from the suspense of the
story and the provocativeness
of the character of Clane,
strange grandson of the Lord
Leader of Linn.

A. van Vogt, in contrast to

many we can think of, is a
writer who has a broad pano-
ramic approach to his sub-
ject.

Finally, here we have vio-
lence (or rather blind, dogged
hate), plus basic English, plus
Sex and deliberately exagger-
ated characterizations. While
this obviously has commercial
possibilities, is all this an ad-
missible substitute for plot-
ting in the classic sense of
that much abused word? Al-
fred Bester’s THE STAR*
MY DESTINATION (Sig.
net, 35 cts) may or may not
be the answer to this question
which appears to interest

some writers in the field, but
there is no denying that this

is a fast paced variation on
this formula by the author of
the much discussed THE 1~E-

MOLISHED MAN.
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out

of

the

earth

by GEORGE EDRICH

Offences a,^amst the State

meant elimination in the

Black Passage. Death. And

these people were to die!

WE HAVE walked much
this awake and have stopped
now for sleep. Last City is

far behind us. Except for the
two lamps we keep lighted to
frighten away the Groles,
there is nothing but blackness
in the passage. The others are
sleeping, and close beside me,
Nina sleeps also. The sound
of her breathing is all I have
in the darkness.

Thoughts are not clear

when the body is so tired, and
the things that have happened
seem unreal, like something
dreamed. The arrest—the

State Guards in their black
uniforms—coming to our cubi-

cle in the middle of the sleep
hours—frightening Nina.

Ten awakes and sleeps of
not knowing why. Then the
trial

—
“Jon Farmer 8267, we

show you a copy of The
Mushroom Farmers’ Journal
of 21 January 2204. We call

your attention to the article

Experiments With Red Lake
Mushrooms in Rock Soil.

This article discusses with
favor some policies of the
Dictatorium of President
Charles 27, an Enemy of the

This is not a story about the Dero! This is a story about a lost people— a persuasive and haunting story about a people, in a not too distant
future, rvho have been forgotten by history. And it is the story of a little

group of courageous people, determined to prove that Death was a Myth!

114
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State. Do you admit to writ-

ing this treason?”

You are not permitted to

answer the Judges in a State

trial because they know the

answers to everything they
ask you. But while they were
talking together, I thought
how different things became
with time. I remembered the

fine letter from the Secretary

of Agriculture of the Dicta-
torium, and the two extra free

days they had given me. But
there v/as a new Dictatorium
now. President Charles and
General William had been
lowered into Copper Pit and
metallized. Now they were
mounted in the Historical
Museum in Central City. The
others of the Dictatorium had
been eliminated in Black Pas-
sage.

“—Jon Farmer 8267. You
have written with favor about
Enemies of the State. You are
therefore yourself declared an
Enemy of the State. By or-

der of the Supreme Council
of the Dictatorium of Presi-
dent Joseph 28, you are here-
by sentenced to elimination in
Black Passage.”

Then Nina—“Nina Farm-
ers wife 8267, you have mated
with an Enemy of the State.

By condescension of the Su-
preme Council of the Dicta-
torium of President Joseph
28, you are to be permitted to
take an oath of renunciation
and separation.”

It is not too difficult for
the heart to be strong when
there is no decision for the

mind to make. But what
strength of heart Nina must
have had then. I was terribly
proud and terribly frightened
when she walked over and
stood with me.

“Please, Nina—” I said, but
she shook her head, and her
eyes told me I could say noth-
ing more.

The Judges were angry.
“Nina Farmerswife 8267, you
are hereby declared an Enemy
of the State. By order of....

There was no one else in
the guard cubicle when they
locked us in. When the May
trials were over, five awakes
later, there were seven of us.

Doctor Dorn 394 v/as brought
in the awake after we were.
He had read the forbidden
books in the Chambers of the
Dead at the Historical Mu-
seum. He was almost thirty-

five years old, and had been
third assistant physician to
the Supreme Council. This
was a very strong office and
only something as terrible as
reading the forbidden books
could have made him an Ene-
my of the State.

Ralf Fishcatcher and his
wife, Mari, came from Red
Lake. They were Enemies of
the State because they had
not reported all of the fish

they had caught.

Except for Nina, the
youngest one of us was Theo-
dor Cook 3044. He v/as very
frightened. He told how he
had stolen mushroom bread
from the Central City Ration
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Station where he worked, and

how his wife had reported

him so she wouldn’t become
an Enemy of the State also.

The last one to be brought
in was Bruno Oreminer 2139.

He had killed his foreman by
hitting him in the head with

a rock. He was a very big

man, and very strong. But he

talked very little and there

was a cold and dangerous look

in his eyes.

Early on the sixth awake,
the guards came for us. The
march was long, almost seven
awakes. We passed through
many cities—Big City, Power
City, and Red Lake; then
Iron City, Deep Pit, and Last
City. There was only a ten

lamp per mile passage from
Big Pit to Last City. We
passed few people. At Last
City, we were taken to the

State Guard Station and giv-

en small shoulder packs with
the food, water, and lamps the

law says we may have.

Out of Last City the pas-

sage was narrow and poorly
lighted, only five lamps per
mile. After a few miles the

guards became silent, and
then just up ahead we saw
what looked like a solid iron

wall. We had come to the

gate to Black Passage.

One of the guards took a
paper from his pocket and
read it very quickly so that

it was hard to understand
most of the words. But every
little while we could hear
“Enemies of the State.” When
he finished reading, all three

of the guards put their fin-

gers in some notches in the
gate and pulled with all their
strength, and the gate slid

into the side of the wall.

Black Passage was before
us!

Mari Fishcatcher’s wife
gave a little scream, and Nina
pressed up against me and
held my arm tightly. Lying
on the floor of the passage
were many dead bones.

The guard who had read
the paper said we must now
go into Black Passage. For a
long time no one moved. It

is hard to be the first into a
darkness where, no matter
how far the eye searches,

there is not the faintest light.

Then Doctor Dorn struck the
flint on his oil lamp and
walked through the gate.

With the light of his lamp
ahead of us, the fear became
less and we turned on our
own lamps and followed after

him.

The iron wall slid closed
behind us. We could hear the
steps of the guards as they
v/alked back toward Last
City. After awhile we
couldn’t hear them any long-

er

Bruno Oreminer tried to,

move the gate, but the iron

was smooth on this side and
nothing happened. Theodor
Cook had put his face in his
hands so he would not have
to look at the dead bones, but
he stepped on one, and when
it cracked, he gave a little

cry.
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Doctor Dorn started to

walk down the passage. I took
Nina’s hand and we followed
after him. It would do no
good to stay there by the gate
which would never again
open for us. If we remained,
we would just become dead
bones like the rest. The oth-

ers came along a little way
behind.

After we had walked
through the passage far

enough away from the dead
bones so we could not see
them, Doctor Dorn stopped.

He said we should rest awhile
and eat a little of the food,
and then we would talk.

Theodor Cook was the
first one to ask him the ques-
tion we were all thinking
about. “When will we die?”
he asked.

Doctor Dorn said he didn’t
know. The food and water we
had been given was supposed
to last for ten awakes and
sleeps. If we were very, very
careful, it might last for
much longer. The oil would
probably become used up
first, and when there was no
more light, then probably the
Groles would get us.

Theodor asked whether
the dead bones we had seen
were people who had been
killed by the Groles.

Doctor Dorn said he didn’t
know, but he didn't think so.

When the Groles found some-
one, there were not supposed
to be even dead bones left.

No one had ever seen a Grole
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because they came only when
there was no light at all.

Doctor Dorn said he vras

sorry he had to say such
frigiitening things. But he
wanted us to know and under-
stand the worst before he told
us things that might give us
hope.

There was the smallest
chance. Doctor Dorn said,

that Black Passage might go
to some other State where
there was life, the way Cop-
per Passage from Deep City
went to the State of the Sav-
ages. Our hope was terribly
small though, because even if

the passage did go to such a
place, it would probably be
many more awakes and sleeps
away than we had oil for

; and
also, the life there might be
wild the way it was in the
State of the Savages.

It is strange though how
even a hope so small as to be
almost nothing can give new
strength to the heart.

Doctor Dorn talked more,
telling us how we would have
to learn to live with less and
less light so that the oil

would last as long as possible.

In the beginning we would
burn four lamps. Because the
passage was not wide enough
for more than two people to

walk together, one of us
would have to walk alone. But
whoever walked alone would
always carry one of the light-

ed lamps, and would never be
first or last. When v/e became
used to four lamps, w^e would
turn one off and try walking
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with only three. After awhile

another lamp would be turned

off and only two lamps would
be kept lighted, one at the be-

ginning and one at the end of

the colurr-. During sleeps we
would '

/ two lamps on.

One wouitl be enough to

frighten away the Groles, but

there was always the danger

it might go out, so it was saf-

er to use two.

Theodor asked wouldn’t we
get the Black Fear, with so

little light.

Doctor Dorn said he didn’t

know. It was to prevent the

Black Fear that we would
turn off the lamps g:a dually

instead of all at once. But
anyway, it was better to get

the Black Fear for a few
hours than to use up all of the

oil and have the Groles come.

When we started v.?alking

again. Doctor Dorn and Bru-
no went first, then Ralf and
Mari, then Theodor. Nina and
X walked last. It is frighten-

ing to be last v/ith the biack-

ness behind. Later, we will

have a different position, and
others will take our place.

We have walked for many
hours. Now we have stopped
for sleep and only the two
guard lamps are burning. The
light they make is hardly
enough to write by. When I

look up and see the terrible

blackness in the passage be-

fore and behind us, a strange
and awful feeling seems to

form inside. This may be the
beginning cf Black Fear. I

think it is better that I stop

writing now. I want to hold
Nina in my arms and sleep
with the warmth of her life

close to me.

Second Awake, 3 Juli 2207

Since last sleep, the hours
have been slow and the walk
long, but Black Passage re-
mains the same. Doctor Dorn
thinks there may be no
change for many awakes and
sleeps.

To walk in silence except
for the sound of our steps be-
comes a fearsome thing, so we
talk much. Doctor Dorn tells

us interesting things that

have happened while he was
Physician to the Supreme
Council. When he does this,

we do not think so much of
wliat maj^ be ahead for us.

There is sometlilng of a
strangeness about Bruno, the

oreminer who killed his fore-

man. Although he rests when
we rest, and sleeps when we
sleep, the feeling comes that

he is not with us. He walks
always first with Doctor
Dorn, and says nothing.

Sometimes Mari and Nina
walk together and talk a’oout

woman things. Mari is twen-
ty-tv/o, three years older than
Nina, and even though she
has been married to Ralf for

only five years, she has al-

most borne life once. Nina
said it must be v/enderful to

bear life, and Doctor Dorn
heard her and said she had
the look of one who might
bear life herself some day,

perhaps even before she was
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twenty-five, Nina was very
thrilled.

But it is strange to talk of
a time so far ahead. The mind
forgets sometimes there may
be only a few awakes and
sleeps left to all our lives.

One feels a great sorrow
for Theodor. He does not
have someone who is a part
of him the way I have Nina
and Ralf has Mari, and he
does not have the strength of
heart of Doctor Dom or Bru-
no. Fear seems to hold his

mind more than any of us.

Many times Nina or Mari, or
Ralf or I, walk beside him so

he will not have to walk alone
always. But when v/e speak
to him he almost never an-
swers.

Third Av/ake, 4 Juli 2207

Another sleep has come and
our tiredness is greater. Doc-
tor Dorn thinks we are about
twenty-five miles from Lost
City.

After an hour of the walk,
v/e turned off one of the
lamps, leaving only three on,

and the blackness of the pas-
sage seemed to jump in to-

ward us. It is like a live and
evil thing, the blackness, run-
ning in fear from the light
before us, yet following so
closely behind. Sometimes I
cannot help feeling that, like

the Groles, it is just waiting
for our last lamp to go out so
it can rush in and kill us. In
one thing we have been for-

tunate. Even with only three
lamps lighted no one has had

the Black Fear. But after this

sleep we will burn only two
lamps and again the blackness
will move closer. It is not a
pleasant thought to sleep
with.

Fourth Awake, 5 Juli 2207

Except for the greater
darkness because of only two
lamps, all is the same. It is

strange not to have the City
Signals to tell us when to

sleep and when to awake. Be-
cause we have only our tired-

ness to measure awakes and
sleeps, I am no longer sure

the date I write above is the
right one.

We do not talk as much
now. All of our strength must
be used for walking.

Fifth Awake, 6 Juli 2207

One of the lamps went out
while we were walking, this

awake. Although we were
able to light it again in a few
seconds, we could not help
thinking how the Groles
might have come if the other
lamp hadn’t been burning.

Doctor Dorn says our tired-

ness is so great because we
eat so little of the food. It is

very hard to be careful when
one remains so hungry

;
yet

not knowing how many days
are before us in Black Pas-

sage makes the mind fearful

and the will strong.

Seventh Awake, 8 Juli 2207

This awake, Theodor had
the Black Fear. We had
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hold one of the lamps in front

of his eyes for more than an
hour before he was able to

stop trembling. Then it was
almost another hour before he
was able to go on.

Eleventh Awake, 12 Juli 2207

Sleep follows sleep and
nothing changes. Sometimes I

feel that we have not moved
at all, that we are still just

outside Last City. Yet Doctor
Dorn says we have come al-

most one hundred miles.

Twelfth Awake, 13 Juli 2207

Just before this sleep we
emptied our shoulder packs
to see how much food and
water we have used. Most of

us have used about one-
fourth of what we have been
given. Doctor Dorn says this

is not bad, but we must learn

to use even less. Theodor has
much more food left than any
of us. This is not surprising,

because during rests he eats

almost nothing.

It is the little oil we have
left that worries Doctor Dorn.
He does not believe there will

be enough for even ten more
awakes and sleeps. We would
use less oil if we burned only
one lamp, but it would be a
terrible chance. We remember
how a lamp went out several

awakes ago.

Fourteenth Awake, IS Juli
2207
There was much trouble

during our last sleep. Soon
after sleep had come, a terri-

ble cry awoke us again. My
mind first had the thought
that the lamps had gone out
and the Groles had come. But
both lamps were still burn-
ing, and near one of them, we
could see Bruno and Theodor
struggling together on the
floor of the passage. Bruno’s
hands were around Theodor’s
throat, and Theodor was no
longer able to make any
sounds. Bruno is terribly
strong, and Ralf and I and
Doctor Dorn had to use all of
our own strength to force his
hands away. Doctor Dorn
asked Bruno why he had done
this, and Bruno pointed to
where his shoulder pack v/as
lying open, and said, “He was
stealing.’’ These were the
only words he had said for a
long time. When Theodor
stopped choking and was able
to speak again, Doctor Dorn
asked him if what Bruno had
said was true. Theodor said
no, and Doctor Dorn said he
should look directly into his

eyes and answer again. Theo-
dor said he was sleepy and
his throat hurt and he didn’t

want to talk any more. Doc-
tor Dorn gave a big sigh, and
said he understood. He said

Theodor must promise never
to steal again. If he didn’t

promise, or if he broke his

promise, then perhaps the
next time Bruno tried to kill

him, we might not hear him
in time. Theodor became very
frightened, and said all right,

he promised.
When we were going back
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to sleep, Nina told me she had
wondered why Theodor slept

each time near someone else.

He had probably thought by
taking a little from each
one of us, his stealing would
not be noticed.

Seventeenth Awake, 18 Juli

2207

The awakes and sleeps pass

again and everything is as it

was, except that our food and
oil becomes less, and our
tiredness greater. Several

times during cur walk v/e

have found a little water in

the passage. How wonderful
it would be if we could so

easily find more food and oil.

Although Bruno shows no
sign that he wants to hurt
Theodor again, Theodor is

still terribly frightened of

him, and stays as far from
him as possible. Before each
sleep, Doctor Dorn makes
Theodor open his shoulder
pack and show him the food
he has left. His food is being
used up as fast as ours is now.

Eighteenth Awake, 19 Juli

2207

Eighteen awakes and sleeps

we have walked in Black
Passage. To the mind, it is

forever.

The passage has begun to
climb a little. This is not a
good thing.

Nineteenth Av/ake, 20 Juli

2207

I write this during rest.

We have come to a Dead
City. No lamps are lighted in

the dark street passages and
all the cubicles are empty.

We have found many other
passages going out of the
City, and we must now decide
which is the best to try. I do
not think this will be diffi-

cult. One of the passages
seems nev/er than any of the
others, much newer and larg-

er than Black Passage
through which we have
walked for so long. There are
lamps in this passage, and
even though they are not
lighted, they would not have
been put there unless the
passage went to some other
City. Although this other city

may be dead also, hope is now
a little greater. Doctor Dorn
calls this passage Hope Pas-
sage. Another thing that adds
to hope is the way the pas-

sage goes down so steeply.

Hope Passage was found
many hours ago, sleep time
has now come, and yet a de-

cision has not been made.
Much of this is because of
Nina. Although she has spok-
en very little, the things she
has said have made Doctor
Dorn behave very strangely.

When he asked each of us
if we thought Hope Passage
would be the best one to fol-

low, everyone but Nina said

yes right away. Even Bruno
nodded. But when he asked
Nina, she did not answer so

quickly. Then she said if we
all thought Hope Passage was
the best, it was probably so.
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But Doctor Dorn was not
satisfied. Did she not think so

herself, he asked. Was there

something about Hope Pas-

sage she did not like? Was
there some other passage she
thought might be better?

I could feel Nina’s fingers
tighten on my arm the way
they did whenever she be-

came very frightened or wor-
ried or disturbed. It was not
something her mind thought,
she said. It was just a feeling
she had which she couldn’t
understand or explain.

Doctor Dorn’s voice became
very gentle. He said Nina
shouldn’t try to understand or
explain her feeling. But
would she try to describe
what it was like, even a lit-

tle.

Nina looked at me very
troubled and I put my arm
around her shoulders, and
said she didn’t have to answer
if she didn’t want to. But
then she took a little breath
and said in a very lov/ voice
that as far back as she could
remember, even when she was
a tiny girl, she always had a
good feeling when she was
going up and a bad feeling
when she was going down. It

was a strange way to be, she
knew, and she had never told
anyone before. But that was
why she did not like Hope
Passage, which went down so
fast. The passage she had
liked best was the one near
the old statue. The way it

went up gave her a good feel-

ing.

Doctor Dorn asked didn’t
she know the passage by the
statue was the oldest one we
had found, and therefore it

should have the smallest
chance of going to a live city.

Nina said she knew, and her
mind understood everything
Doctor Dorn said. But the
things her mind knew and un-
derstood were not able to
change the way she felt. She
said she was sorry she had
made us all lose so much
time. She would not talk
about it any more.

Doctor Dorn asked Nina
would she please answer just
one more question. Did she
have this good feeling while
we were walking up the little

climb near the end of Black
Passage.

Nina nodded her head yes,
and Doctor Dorn said it was
very interesting. Then in a
different voice, he said that
Hope Passage was our best
chance of finding life, and
after this sleep we would con-
tinue our walk there.

Twentieth Awake, 21 Juli
2207

A few hours ago we said

goodbye to Ralf and Mari and
Bruno, and watched them
start down Hope Passage. I

think they may find life

again soon.

Even now, I do not under-
stand clearly why we are not
with them; why we are climb-
ing in this old rough passage
which rises so steeply we
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must stop every little while

to rest.

Many thoughts must have
come to Doctor Dorn during
our last sleep, because when
we awoke he was different

from any way he had been be-

fore. For a little while, he

just walked up and back rub-

bing his chin as if he were
thinking very hard. Then all

of a sudden he stopped and
came over to Nina. He asked
Nina whether if we were not

here, if she had to decide
only for herself, knowing all

he had told her, would she

still take the old passage?

Nina said yes, she would.
Doctor Dorn sat down. He
said he was going to say

strong words. He was going
to tell us some of the things

he had read in the Forbidden
Books.
For thousands of years Man

had first lived on Earth Sur-

face, the books said. But then
great wars had come and Man
had studied hard and learned

ways to kill each other mil-

lions at a time. But some of

the men who did not want to

die had dug deep into the

earth to live. Everyone in the

earth, the books said, came
from these first men from
Earth Surface.
Doctor Dorn stopped to let

us think about what he had
told us. Earth Surface—noth-
ing above but nothing—and
nothing beyond nothing—the
thought is more them the
mind can hold. That men
could have lived on such a
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place is too much to be be-
lieved

There were some things
written in the Forbidden
Books that could not be true.

Doctor Dorn said, like the
plants called trees that grew
to be many times taller than
a man; or lakes called oceans
that were larger than a thous-
and Red Lakes together. But
even though these and some
other things the books said

were not possible, there was
something about the story of
men living on Earth Surface
that made him wonder. All
sleep he had not slept, but
had thought how the old pass-

age we had found near the
statue migiit be one of the
surface passages the books
told about. He could not ima-
gine any City in the Earth
building a passage so steep

and so rough.

Doctor Dorn stopped talk-

ing for a moment, and he
looked at me. Fie seemed very
excited. “Jon,” he said, “my
own feeling now is to take
Surface Passage. I cannot do
this alone with one lamp.
You know how Nina feels.

Will you and Nina come with
me?”
My thoughts must have

been like those of the lost-

mind men in the hospital at

Central City. Even now I do
not know why I said we
would. Maybe it was because
of the way Nina’s eyes shone
when Doctor Dorn talked

about Earth Surface. Nina is

a wonderful girl and I love
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her very much, but sometimes

I think I do not understand

her completely.
Ralf and Mari talked to-

gether for a long time. Then
Ralf told Doctor Dorn he
thought Hope Passage was
the best chance for finding

life. They would not come
with us.

Doctor Dorn said he under-
stood. He was sorry we had
to separate now, but each
must do what was in his own
thoughts and heart. Then he
asked Bruno if he was com-
ing with us, and Bruno shook
his head no, and did not say
anything.

Theodor thought for even
a longer time than Ralf and
Mari. He kept biting the nails

on his fingers and every little

while his eyes v/ould look at

Bruno. I knew he was afraid

to come with us; but also he
v/as afraid to be alone with
Bruno with only Ralf to help
him if anything happened.
Finally, in a very low voice,

he said he would come with
us.

Doctor Dorn said fine, now
there was one more thing we
must do before we started.

We must take the oil from
one of the lamps and put it

in the other six lamps so
there would be the same
amount in each one. Then
each group v/ould take three

lamps.

Theodor said this was not
fair. There were four of us
so we should have four lamps,
fioctor Dorn said four people

needed no more light than
three people.

It was very sad when we
had to separate. Mari and
Nina cried a little. For a long
time after we found Surface
Passage and were climbing in

it, no one said anything. Per-
haps after next sleep, our
sadness may be less.

Twenty-First Awake, 22 Juli
2207

The passage is still climb-
ing and we rest often. I write
a little during some of our
rests.

There is very little oil

left. Doctor Dorn says we
must take a dangerous chance.

No lamp has gone out for a
long time. If we burn only
one lamp, we can have light

for almost four more awakes
and sleeps. If this is really a
Surface Passage, and if what
is written in the forbidden
books is true, this time may
be enough for us to reach
Earth Surface.

We have been burning only
one lamp since our last rest.

How bright does the light

from the two lamps seem now.
Nina says she feels she can
reach out and touch the
blackness.

Theodor is very frightened.

Over and over he says we
must go back and take the
other passage, that if we go
on we shall all be dead bones.

I think Doctor Dorn would
become angry if he did not
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understand how frightened

Theodor is.

During rest, Theodor spoke
words that made Nina feel

very sad. He said it v/as be-

cause of her that we would all

die. I became very angry, and
told him if he said anything
like that again, I would finish

what Bruno had started. He
knows I would not do this,

but now he talks very little.

Twenty-Second Awake, 23

Juli 2207

We v/alk up Surface Pass-

age still, but there is a differ-

ence. Before last sleep there

was much hope in our hearts.

Now our hope is almost noth-

ing.

It was Nina who knew first.

iShe brought me out of sleep,

^shaking my shoulder and say-

ing my name, until my mind
was awake enough to under-
stand.

Theodor was gone

!

He had left us the one
lamp that was burning. The
other two lamps he had tak-

en; and all of our food and
water. But our hunger may
never become too great. With
one lamp, there will be light

until only a few hours after

next sleep.

Doctor Dorn blames him-
self. He says he should have
been able to tell that Theodor
might do something like this.

But Doctor Dorn feels the

same tiredness that is in us
stll, making our thoughts like

shadows.
Sleep time has come, but we

do not stop. We will walk on
and rest when we must. When
the end of life is so near, the
will finds strength.

Twenty-Third Awake, 24 Juli
2207

We have walked through
sleep and we have slept while
we walked. The rise is steep-
er. Our oil lamp is still burn-
ing and our shadows fall be-
hind us into the blackness.
There v/ill be light for per-
haps ten more hours.
There is a dampness now in

the passage, like that of the
passage to Red Lake. Our
tiredness is so great we be-
come afraid sometimes that
after one of our rests we may
not be able to go on. I am
worried about Nina. She says
nothing, but I think for a
long while now she has been
walking on heart strength
alone. We have seven hours
of light before us.

The passage has ended.
For a moment the thought
came that we were on Earth
Surface. But Doctor Dorn
says we are in a great cavern,
larger even than the Cavern
of Red Lake. Our one light is

as nothing in this great black-
ness, and we walk close to the
wall so we will not become
lost. In some places the walls
are like glass as if from a
very great heat. There are
more passages in the sides of
this cavern than the mind can
imagine. But after this rest

there is nothing else we can
do but try one of them.
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For five hours we have been
lost in passages that curve
and turn and join with each
other as madly as if they were
made by lost-mind men. Now
we have found our way back
to the Great Cavern. We shall

stay here the two hours long-

er our light and lives will

last.

It is easier now that our
hope is nothing.

We can rest and wait, and
even our fear becomes less in

our tiredness.

The time has gone slowly,
but the light from the lamp is

becoming less now. In a few
seconds it will go out, and the

Groles will come, and our
lives will be over. Perhaps
for an instant before we die,

we shall know what the
Groles are ; or perhaps it hap-
pens so quickly we will never
know anything. This may be
the better v/ay. Nina trembles
in my arms.

We wait in the blackness.

The lamp has been out for

many minutes but the Groles
have not come.
Kow can this be? Can the

mind conceive that there are
no such things as Groles, that,

like so many other things,

they are only a lie of the State?
These last words I write

now.
The Groles are coming! We

can hear their murmuring
sounds through the passages.
We say goodbye to each oth-
er.

They are very close now-
very

—

ALVAREZ COUNTY
DAILY RECORD
Inhabitants of Earth’s In-

terior Come to Alvarez

by Franklin Williams,
Staff Writer

Alvarez, May 9, 2204.— An
almost unbelievable event of
the greatest significance not
only to Alvarez, or the Unit-
ed States of the Western
Hemisphere, but to the entire
world, occurred in our Alva-
rez Count;/ yesterday. Visi-
tors on the early morning
tour through Alvarez Cav-
erns, came upon an astonish-
ing spectacle. Two men and
a young girl of indescribable
strangeness of manner and
dress were seated on the floor
of Atom Cave. All were in the
last stages of exhaustion and
exposure, and even the little

light from the electric hand
lamps seemed to blind them.
Fortunately, in the tour was
Dr. and Mrs. Ferguson of
New Washington, and Dr.
Ferguson, appraising himself
rapidly of the situation, led
the trio out of the Caverns
and drove them to Alvarez
Hospital. Dr. Ferguson says
they seemed completely dazed
and unable to speak. They
came with him without resist-

ance.

After an examination by
Dr. Stutfeldt of Alvarez Hos-
pital which completely con-
firmed Dr. Ferguson’s earlier

diagnosis, the strange visitors

were put in a darkened room.
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in which they surprisingly
had no difficulty seeing, and
were given simple nourish-

ment.

Lr.te in the evening, after

they had slept and rest-

ed for many hours, they were
questioned. In the presence of

a distinguished group which
included Mayor Whitehead,
Professor Loraine Johnson (a

very charming young lady) of

the Alvarez University, J. W.
Wilson, Chairman of the Al-
varez Chamber of Commerce,
and your reporter, they told

an amazing, but according to

Professor Johnson, entirely

credible story.

Speaking slowly with an ac-

cent strongly reminiscent of

twenty-first century North
American, but with somewhat
peculiar grammatical forma-
tions, the oldest of the group
told of their having walked
for many weeks from their

State deep within the Earth.

Undoubtedly, they will
have much more of interest to

tell, but Dr. Stutfeldt refused

to let them talk for more than
a few minutes. He says it will

be many weeks before they
will regain their strength,

and much longer before they
will be able to adjust to the

tremendous differences be-

tween their old life and life

on the surface of the earth. It

is entirely possible. Dr. Stut-

feldt says, that they may nev-

er be able to make this ad-

justment.

An interesting sidelight of
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their v,dthin-the-earth civiliz-

ation is that, although they
apparently have the same cal-

endar system as ours, in some
way their time seems to have
gotten out of step. According
to their reckoning it is now
some three years and two
months later than it is.

NEW WASHINGTON SUN
What’s New Under the Sun
by Dick Richard

The (very) little furor that
has been caused by the re-

cent report from Alvarez
County of the arrival of visi-

tors from inside the earth
shows signs of abating com-
pletely. Very likely it is just

a case of poor timing, (three

reports of flying saucers and
one of Saturnian birdmen in

less than a month has pretty
well saturated the gullibility

market). But perhaps it is

just as well. Not that we are

skeptical by nature, but we
cannot help wondering at the

somewhat amazing coinci-

dence of the Alvarez report

being issued just two weeks
before the start of the Alva-
rez County Festival.

UNITED STATES OF THE
WESTERN HEMISPHEBE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DIVISION OF INVESTI-
GATION
Report on Supernatural Phen-
omena: File No. B5138
Subject: Subterranean In-

habitants.

Reference : Alvarez County
Record, News Item of May 9,

2204, et al. (See File).
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On January 3, 2206, in per-

formance of the subject in-

vestigation, a visit was made
to the A’varez Hospital at

Alvarez, Alvarez County. Dr.

Ernest Stutfeldt was con-

tacted, and upon being ques-

tioned, expressed surprise and
some annoyance that an inves-

tigation was being conducted,
in his words, “so damned long
after everything was over”. It

was pointed out to Dr. Stut-

feldt that qualified investiga-

tive personnel was limited,

that these matters had to be
taken in their proper turn,

and that a year and a half in-

terval for an investigation of

this nature was not consid-

ered excessive. The informa-
tion was then elicited from
Dr. Stutfeldt that the “earth
visitors” were no longer pa-

tients at the hospital, that

two of them, a Mr. and Mrs.
Jon Farmer, were living on
their farm about ten miles out
of Alvarez, and that the
third, a Dr. Dorn Smith, was
studying medicine at Alva-
rez University.

Transportation to the uni-

versity was thereupon ob-
tained, and after considerable
time and difficulty. Dr. Dorn
Smith was located. When
asked for some proof of his

subterranean origin, the doc-
tor was unable to provide
same. His descriptions of the
life and government of his
claimed underground “State”
could w'ith a little imagina-
ation, have been derived from
any textbook on the absolute

governments of the twenty-
first century.

A certain measure of auth-
enticity w.-.s temporarily as-

cribed to Dr. Dorn Smith’s
statements, rvhen these were
termed as “entirely creJib’e”

by Professor Lorraine John-
son of the university. How?-
ever, the explanation for Pro-
fessor Johnson’s corrobora-

tion became obvious when it

was learned that the professor

and Dr. Dorn Smith were en-

gaged to be married,
A.lthough it was apparent

by this time that the claims

made by the subject investi-

gatees had no information in

fact, in order to insure a
completely comprehensive in-

quiry, a visit v.'as made to the
Farmers’ domicile. O’oviously
alerted by a phonovision from
Dr. Dorn Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Farmer were cordial, but no
more informative than their

three months old baby daugh-
ter. The inquiry was then
terminated.

A verbatim account of all

questions and answers per-

taining to the above investi-

gation is affixed hereto.

Therefore, and in conse-
quence of this inquiry, it is

recommended that the subject
supernatural phenomenon be
classified as “Not Verified”,

and that the file be closed.

Respectfully submitted,
Clarence B. Pendergast,
Special Investigator of

Supernatural Phenomena
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
January S, 2206.
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